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1 Introduction
The study of carbon nanostructures has emerged to be a giant thriving field of research
with the discovery of fullerenes in 1985 by Kroto and coworkers, and subsequently carbon nanotubes in 1991 by Iijima and coworkers. Extremely varied properties of the
carbon-based nanomaterials arise due to its exotic form which leads to reduced dimensionality. While diamond and graphene (graphite) are well known three-dimensional
(3D) and two-dimensional (2D) forms of carbon, the fullerenes and carbon nanotubes
form the zero-dimensional (0D) and one-dimensional (1D) forms, respectively. Due
to the reduced dimensionality, the carbon nanostructures exhibit interesting physical
properties induced by strong many-body correlation effects. Some interesting properties of these carbon nanostructures are outstanding mechanical, thermal, electronic,
and electrical properties and chemical robustness. Furthermore, fullerenes readily form
derived materials by combining with a large variety of materials like organic molecules,
alkali metals, etc., to form a wide class of materials (for e.g. alkali fullerides, endohedral fullerenes, exohedral fullerenes, host-guest compounds, polymerized fullerenes)
with extremely broad range of properties. Therefore, fullerenes and its derivatives
have endless list of applications in optical limiters, transistors, catalysts, hydrogen
storage, etc. For this reason, enormous efforts have been undertaken for reliable understanding of the basic properties of these carbon nanostructures. In addition to the
applications, the fullerene-based materials and the carbon nanotubes offer a large scope
for studying the various physical phenomena induced in the low-dimensional systems.
The low-dimensional systems have shed new light on the effects of electron-phonon
interactions, disorder (for example, impurities) and electron-electron interaction on a
quantum system.
Within this project, the study of vibrational and the electronic properties of carbonbased nanostructures, namely fullerene compounds and carbon nanotubes, has been
performed. The main goal of this project is the characterization of phenomena induced
by the application of external pressure such as structural phase transitions, insulatorto-metal transition and polymerization reactions using infrared spectroscopy in the
far-infrared up to the visible frequency range as a function of pressure.
Infrared spectroscopy together with the low temperature and high pressure tech-
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niques forms a powerful tool to investigate the dynamics of the charge carriers and
provides important information on the fundamental energy scales involved in the various physical phenomena. It allows study of both electronic and vibrational excitations, providing useful information on the microscopic mechanism that builds up the
electronic properties of the carbon nanostructures. External hydrostatic pressure compresses the lattice increasing the bandwidth of the electronic states and also induces
structural phase transitions. Therefore, in general, the application of pressure is considered a cleaner way to tune the properties of materials under investigation than
chemical doping, in order to understand the electronic properties. The combination of
high pressure with Raman spectroscopy is well established and widely used, but the
coupling of infrared spectroscopy to the high pressure techniques proved to be more
difficult. The main limitations arise from the sample size which causes diffraction artifacts and intensity of the sources. Although the limitations could be partly overcome
by use of infrared microscope and synchrotron radiation facilities, the difficulty of the
experiments make high pressure infrared spectroscopy less common and more novel.
The first part of the project is dedicated to the investigations on C60 ·C8 H8 and
C70 ·C8 H8 which belong to a new class of rotor-stator fullerene compounds, and the
fullerite C70 at high pressures over a broad frequency range.
The fullerene-based materials are van der Waals crystals where the molecules are
rotating freely at high temperatures. On cooling or with the application of pressure,
the fullerites undergo orientational ordering transitions where the free rotation of the
fullerene molecules are restricted and eventually frozen. Therefore, the vibrational
degrees of freedom play an intrinsic role in these classes of materials. The vibrational spectra are sensitive indicators for symmetry change during phase transitions,
electron-phonon coupling, and other variations in the internal dynamics of a material. The crystalline C70 undergoes a series of orientational ordering transitions up on
cooling. Generally, high pressure is expected to have the same effect as low temperature. Therefore, similar orientational ordering transition is expected to occur with the
application of pressure. Although, several pressure-dependent experimental investigations have been performed on the C70 fullerite, the pressure-induced changes in the
symmetry and intermolecular interactions have not been completely understood. The
pressure-induced phase transition in the solid C70 has been reported by studies such
as X-ray diffraction. However, optical spectroscopic investigations found no consistent
observations related to the pressure-induced transitions indicating a need for further
optical studies on solid C70 .
The new class of rotor-stator compounds, C60 ·C8 H8 and C70 ·C8 H8 , synthesized recently, are fullerene-cubane mixed crystals where cubane molecules occupy the inter-
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stitial sites between the fullerene balls. The curvature of the balls perfectly matches
the concave surface of cubane. In these crystals, the cubane act as stator while the
fullerenes freely rotate as rotors. The orientational phase transition in these crystals
occur at temperatures much lower than in any other known fullerene system. The investigations on these compounds under hydrostatic pressure can therefore throw light
on the pressure-induced structural transitions. Furthermore, the interaction between
the fullerene and cubane plays a vital role in determining the properties of these materials. Thus, the mechanism of the intermolecular interactions in these high-symmetry
fullerene compounds can enable us to gain insight into the nature of intermolecular
interactions in the fullerene-based van der Waals crystals. This can be achieved by
varying the intermolecular distances and consequently the interactions between them
with the application of pressure.
Using infrared spectroscopy at high pressures, both the vibrational and the electronic
properties of the fullerene-based compounds, C70 , C60 ·C8 H8 and C70 ·C8 H8 have been
investigated to look for signatures of phase transitions and intermolecular interactions
which play a dominant role in determining the physical properties of these materials.
In addition, infrared spectroscopic measurements on unoriented SWCNT films (both
as-prepared and purified SWCNT films) at high pressures have been performed over a
wide energy range. The polarization-dependent infrared spectroscopic measurements
have been performed for the first time on oriented SWCNT films (oriented nanotubes
in polyethylene matrix and magnetically-aligned SWCNT film) over a broad frequency
range. The temperature-dependent studies at ambient pressure have been performed
on the unoriented SWCNT films to compare the effect of temperature and pressure on
the SWCNT films.
The investigation of SWCNTs under high pressure is particularly interesting as one
can induce structural deformations of the SWCNTs and study their effect on the electronic, vibrational, and mechanical properties. Furthermore, one can tune the distance
between the SWCNTs by the application of pressure and hence study the influence of
intertube interactions. The structural and electronic properties of SWCNTs are extremely sensitive to external pressure. Small deformations in the structure of highly
elastic SWCNTs can induce large changes in its electronic properties. This unique
property of SWCNTs with a great potential for applications needs to be thoroughly
understood. Therefore, an attempt has been made to study the pressure-induced phenomena like structural phase transition, carrier localization, and other changes in the
low-energy band structure of various unoriented and oriented SWCNT films using infrared spectroscopy. From the polarization-dependent optical response of the oriented
SWCNT films under pressure further information on how the anisotropy of the optical
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properties changes with pressure, and whether a dimensional crossover of this highly
anisotropic system from one to two dimensions is induced above a certain pressure can
be inferred.
The introduction to the experimental techniques i.e., the infrared spectroscopy, highpressure generation and low-temperature technique, and the analysis methods required
for extracting the physical information are presented in upcoming Chapter 2. Chapter
3 presents the basic properties of the investigated fullerene-based compounds, and
subsequently the experimental investigations performed within this work and their
implications. Basic properties of SWCNTs and the changes in the electronic response
of the nanotubes under extreme conditions (low temperature or high pressure) are
presented in Chapter 4 before finally summarizing the findings of this work in the
Chapter 5.
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The pressure-dependent infrared measurements presented in this work were performed
using a Fourier transform Infrared (FTIR) spectrometer (Bruker IFS66v/S) coupled
to an infrared (IR) microscope. The IR microscope, in conjunction with the spectrometer, allows measurements involving very small samples. Therefore, it is an essential
equipment in order to perform IR measurements at high pressures using diamond anvil
cells (DACs) where the studied samples do not exceed micrometer dimensions. In this
chapter, the important information about the experimental realization of the infrared
spectroscopy at high pressure are explained. A brief description of the low temperature
technique is also presented.

2.1 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
2.1.1 Principle of Fourier transform spectroscopy
The foundations of the FTIR spectroscopy lie in the working of Michelson interferometer and mathematical operation of Fourier transformation. The working principle
of a simple FTIR spectrometer is shown in Figure 2.1. Energy from a conventional
source is directed towards a beamsplitter. The beamsplitter creates two separate optical paths by partially reflecting and partially transmitting the incident light. One
part of the beam is then reflected by a fixed mirror and the other part is reflected by
a movable mirror that translates back and forth. The two beams are then recombined
at the beamsplitter before reaching the detector. The energy that reaches the detector
is therefore the sum of these two beams. When the distance between the beamsplitter
and the fixed and movable mirrors are the same, the optical path length traveled by the
two beams are equal. When the movable mirror is moved, the optical path difference
(δ) becomes nonzero.
Figure 2.1 shows the schematic of the working principle of an FTIR spectometer. As
δ is increased the signal from the detector - the interferogram - goes through a series of
maxima and minima. The maxima occur when δ is an integral multiple of wavelengths
of the emitting source (i.e., δ = nλ; n=0,±1,±2, etc.,). The minima occur when δ is
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Fixed mirror
Movable mirror

Beamsplitter
Single
frequency/wavelength
source (λ)

Sample position

Detector

B(ν)
ν0

0

λ/4

λ/2

3λ/4

δ/2

Interferogram

Spectrum

Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration explaining the working principle of an FTIR spectrometer. The figure illustrates how an interferogram is generated as the movable
mirror is translated for a spectrum of infinitely narrow line source.

an odd multiple or half wavelengths (i.e., δ=[n+ 12 λ]). The resulting interferogram can
be described as an infinitely long cosine wave defined by the equation
I(δ) = B(ν)cos(2πδν[cm−1 ])

(2.1)

in which I(δ) is the intensity of the detector signal as a function of optical path difference and B(ν) is the intensity or brightness of the source as a function of frequency ν
given in cm−1 . When the source emits more than one frequency, it is possible, to treat
each frequency as a result of a cosine function with its own periodicity and then add
the cosine waves to obtain the form of the resultant interferogram. Mathematically
the interferogram can be defined as a sum of the cosine waves of all the frequencies
present in the source as,
I(δ) =

νn
X

B(νi )cos(2πδνi )

(2.2)

ν1

A typical infrared source emits a continuous spectrum and therefore the summation
is replaced by an integral,
Z ∞
(2.3)
I(δ) =
B(ν)cos(2πδν)dν
0
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Interferogram

IR Spectrum

0.8
0.6

0.6

I(δ)

Fourier
0.2
0.0

Transformation

-0.2

Intensity B(ν)

0.5

0.4

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1

-0.4
0.0

Displacement δ

2000

4000

6000

8000

10000

-1

Frequency ν (cm )

Figure 2.2: A typical interferogram and its corresponding spectrum in the MIR frequency range obtained in a FTIR spectrometer.

A typical interferogram and the corresponding spectrum is shown in Figure 2.2. At
zero optical path difference (δ = 0), all cosine waves from all frequencies present are in
phase. Thus the signal I(δ) always has a strong maximum at δ = 0 and this feature of
the interferogram is known as the centerburst. As we move outward in either direction
of the centerburst, the multitudinous cosine waves begin to reinforce and cancel each
other, and the intensity of the interferogram dies off rapidly in to a series of lower
amplitude oscillations.
However, the interferogram is measured only over a finite path difference, i.e., the
mirror displacement is (δ)≤(δmax )). This finite movement of the mirror can be expressed by multiplying the interferogram function with a window function. Abrupt
termination of the interferogram due to this window function introduces false side lobes
into the transformed spectra causing distortion in the analyzed spectrum. Removing
or suppressing them is accomplished by replacing the window function with other functions. This process is known as apodization. The restriction of the apodization not
only limits the resolution to ∆ν = 1/δmax , but also leads to errors in the calculated
spectrum depending on the extrapolations used.
The principal advantage of Fourier transform spectroscopy is that the interferogram
contains information about all spectral elements thereby avoiding loss of information in
a single measurement. Fourier transform spectroscopy offers excellent signal-to-noise
ratio in considerably shorter time compared to grating spectroscopy without loss of
spectral resolution.
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Frequency range
Farinfrared
10 - 700 cm−1

Source
Hg discharge lamp

Polarizer
Polyethylene

Detector
Bolometer
DTGS

Globar

Beamsplitter
50 µm Mylar/Ge
23 µm
6 µm
KBr/Ge

Midinfrared
500 - 8000 cm−1
Nearinfrared
2000 - 12000 cm−1
Visible/UV
10000 - 26000 cm−1

KRS-5

Tungsten lamp

CaF2

KRS-5

MCT detector
DTGS
InSb detector

Tungsten lamp

CaF2

Prism

Si diode
GaP diode

Table 2.1: Different sources, beamsplitters, polarizers and detectors used for various
infrared frequency ranges for measurements using the Fourier transform spectrometer.

2.1.2 Fourier transform infrared spectrometer
The infrared measurements within this project were performed using the FTIR spectrometer Bruker IFS66v/S. The optical layout of this FTIR spectrometer is shown in
Figure 2.3.
The FTIR spectrometer can cover a broad frequency range from 10 to 30000 cm−1
i.e., far-infrared (FIR) to visible frequencies. It employs three different light sources for
the different ranges in the infrared frequencies. Depending on the frequency required
for the measurement, different combinations of source, beamsplitter and the detector
are chosen. The size of the beam spot can be chosen using apertures of size 0.25
- 12 mm with the remotely-controlled aperture wheel (see Figure 2.3). The list of
sources, beamsplitters, polarizers and detectors used for the different frequency ranges
in the spectrometer are listed in Table 2.1.
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DTGS

MCT/
InSb

sample

Cryostat

Sample
compartment

Mirror Scanner

Beam splitter

Polarizer

Aperture

Light
Source

IRSCOPE II

Coupling port

Sources

Bolometer

MCT/
InSb

sample

Polarizer

Aperture

Figure 2.3: Optical layout of Bruker IFS66v/S Fourier transform infrared spectrometer coupled to IR microscope illustrating the
their coupling and the entire optical configuration.
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Control
Electronics

BRUKER IFS 66v/S

Schwarzschild
objectives

Camera/Video ports

2.1 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
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Elliptical
mirror
23,6°
9,8°

Figure 2.4: Basic construction of a
Schwarzschild or cassegrain objective
used in an infrared microscope.

Hyperbolical
mirror
24 mm

Working
distance

The silicon-based bolometer used in the FIR frequency range is a cryogenic detector
operated at liquid helium temperature, while mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) and
InSb detectors used at mid-infrared (MIR) and near-infrared (NIR) frequencies, respectively, are operated at liquid nitrogen temperature. Deuterated triglycine sulfate
(DTGS) detectors that are used optionally in FIR and MIR ranges are operable at
room temperature. A silicon diode and a GaP diode detector can be used for the
measurements in the visible/UV range.

2.1.3 Infrared microscope
The infrared microscope coupled to the spectrometer conveniently enables measurements of samples of several tens of micrometers of dimensions, in the frequency range
50 - 22000 cm−1 . The lowest measurable frequency is determined by the diffraction
limit of the microscope. The microscope used within this thesis work may be coupled
to all detectors (see Table 2.1 for the list of the detectors used for various frequency
ranges). The polarization of the incident light can be accomplished either using the
polarizer at the spectrometer or by using the polarizers inserted in the main optical
path of the infrared microscope. The main advantage of using IR microscope is that
a specific area on the sample can be chosen for the measurement. It is indeed particularly useful in the measurement of optical properties of materials under pressure in
which a highly focused light is required as the samples have dimensions of ∼ 100 × 100
µm2 or even less.
Basic construction of the infrared microscope
The optical layout of the infrared microscope is shown in Figure 2.3. The main parts
of the infrared microscope are two identical Schwarzschild (or cassegrain) objectives.
One objective is used for focusing the light on the sample and the second one serves as
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condenser for transmission measurements. The basic construction of a Schwarzschild
objective is shown in Figure 2.4. Each objective consists of a concave and a convex
mirror; the objectives used in the current setup have a magnification of 15x and a
working distance of 24 mm. Field apertures in the focal plane of the objective, of
sizes in the range of 0.3 - 3.75 mm, are used to define the sample area to be analyzed.
Through a system of remotely-controlled mirrors, it is possible to guide the incident
light in the optical path of the microscope for the view mode, the reflection mode and
the transmission mode.

2.2 Infrared spectroscopy and optical response
functions
In this section, the physical quantities that can be obtained from the infrared spectroscopic measurements are described briefly. The definitions of various optical response
functions and the analysis models required for understanding the investigations performed as a part of this thesis work are presented. See Ref. [1–3] for more detailed
information on the first two subsections.

2.2.1 Optical response functions
The optical response functions of the studied materials can be determined by means
of optical spectroscopy. The optical properties of the materials are described by the
complex refractive index ñ:
ñ = n + ik

,

(2.4)

where n and k give the refractive index and extinction coefficient of the material.
When the refractive index is known, it is possible to determine the complex dielectric
constant ²̃ (²̃ = ²1 + i²2 ) which is related to the refractive index as
²̃ = ñ2

.

(2.5)

The measured quantities, namely the reflectivity and the transmittance, are related
to the complex refractive index and dielectric function. The reflectivity (R) of a
material at normal incidence is related to the complex refractive index by Fresnel
equation as:
¯
¯
¯ ñ − nw ¯2
¯
,
R = ¯¯
(2.6)
ñ + nw ¯

11
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where nw is the refractive index of the medium which forms the interface at the reflecting surface of the sample. When the medium is air or vacuum then the expression
reduces to

R=

(n − 1)2 + k 2
(n + 1)2 + k 2

.

(2.7)

The transmittance of the material is then given by the expression
T =

[(1 − R)2 + 4Rsin(φ)2 ]e−αd
(1 − Re−αd )2 + 4Re−αd sin(β + φ)2

,

(2.8)

where α is the power absorption coefficient given by 4πk/λ0 (λ0 is the wavelength in
vacuum), d is the thickness of the material, and β and φ are the phase change upon
passing through the material and reflection, respectively. They are defined as
½
¾
−2k
2πnd
φ = arctan
;β =
.
(2.9)
2
2
1−n −k
λ0
Experimentally, the reflectivity of a material can be determined by normalizing the
intensity of light reflected from the surface of the sample during normal incidence
by the intensity of light reflected from the surface of a nearly-100% reflecting material. Generally, the nearly-100% reflecting material is known as a reference and the
references that are commonly used are mirrors made of Al, Au and Ag. In case of
transmittance measurement, the intensity of light transmitted through the sample is
normalized to the intensity of light without the sample. Thus, the reference is the
light through the empty sample holder or some matrix media (for e.g. KBr) of powder
samples.

2.2.2 Drude-Lorentz model
Drude-Lorentz model has been successfully employed to describe the measured reflectivity or transmittance. This model allows one to describe the dielectric function
of both the free carriers (so called Drude term) and the localized carriers (so called
Lorentz term). The dielectric function of materials according to the Drude-Lorentz
model can be written as
²(ω) = ²∞ −

2
X
ωp,j
ωp2
+
ω 2 + iΓω
(ωj2 − ω 2 ) − iΓj ω
j

(2.10)

where ωp is the plasma frequency of the corresponding excitation, Γ is the damping due
to energy loss mechanisms, ω is the frequency of the incident radiation, and ωj is the
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(a)

2

4πNe /(Γω0)

(b)

ε2

ε1

ε∞

Γ

ε∞

ε

0

ε2
0

ε1

ω0

ω

ωp

ω (arb. units)

Figure 2.5: (a) Schematic representation of the spectral dependence of ²1 and ²2 for
a free-electron metal described by Drude model. (b) Frequency dependence of the real
and imaginary parts of the dielectric function, ²1 (ω) and ²2 (ω) for ²∞ > 0.
resonance frequency of the excitation. The second term of the Eqn.(2.10) corresponds
to the Drude term while the last term corresponds to the Lorentz terms. The plasma
frequency, defined as the frequency at which ²1 becomes zero, is given by the expression
ωp2 =

4πNe2
m

,

(2.11)

where N is the number of charge carriers and m is the free electron mass. The dc
conductivity (σdc ) can be obtained from the relation
σdc =

4πN e2
mΓ

.

(2.12)

Figure 2.5(a) shows the schematic representation of the real and imaginary parts of the
dielectric function of a free-electron metal described by the Drude model. Figure 2.5(b)
shows the schematic representation of the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric
function described by Lorentz model. The real and imaginary parts of the complex
optical conductivity can be obtained from the dielectric function using the relations
ω²2 (ω)
,
4π
ω
.
σ2 (ω) = (1 − ²1 (ω))
4π
σ1 (ω) =

(2.13)
(2.14)

2.2.3 Optical conductivity of inhomogeneous media
The study of the optical properties of condensed matter systems with inhomogeneities
in submicron scale, reveals anomalous behavior of the optical conductivity that do not
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occur in the related homogeneous systems. Such phenomena have been observed in
several materials like aggregated metallic films, suspensions of metallic particles in a
dielectric medium and amorphous compounds [4].
The scattering of light by submicroscopic particles in an inhomogeneous media can
be described by the Maxwell-Garnett (MG) theory. This effective medium approximation (EMA) theory takes into account the modification of the applied electric field
by the dipole fields of the particles. The result of the MG theory can be obtained
from the generalized Clausius-Mosotti equation for spherical metal particles immersed
in a polarizable insulator of dielectric function ²i (ω) [5]: According to the generalized
Clausius-Mosotti equation, the effective dielectric function ²(ω) is
4πα(ω)
²(ω) − ²i (ω)
=
²(ω) + 2²i (ω)
3²i (ω)

,

(2.15)

where ²i (ω) is the dielectric function of the insulator and α(ω) is the polarizability
of the medium. Substituting α(ω) with the expression for the polarizability of the
isolated metal sphere, the MG relation can be obtained as
²(ω) − ²i (ω)
²m (ω) − ²i (ω)
= (1 − x)
²(ω) + 2²i (ω)
²m (ω) + 2²i (ω)

(2.16)

,

where x is the volume fraction of the insulator and ²m (ω) is the dielectric function of
the metal.
When the size of the particles are non-spherical, the simple MG theory does not
describe the dielectric function of the material reliably. Therefore, the size and shape
of the particles have to be included as one of the parameters in the above expression.
This gives
²(ω) − ²i (ω)
²m (ω) − ²i (ω)
= (1 − x)
g²(ω) + (1 − g)²i (ω)
g²m (ω) + (1 − g)²i (ω)

,

(2.17)

where g is the depolarization factor [5]. The depolarization factor can be calculated
depending on the morphology of the particles embedded in the dielectric medium with
reasonable approximation [6, 7].
Above equations from the MG theory give rise to a dielectric anomaly and thus
influences the optical properties. The anomaly gives rise to a resonance in ²2 at a
frequency where ²1 ≈ 0. For a simple metal, the anomaly is expected to be observed
below the plasma frequency and move to higher frequencies with increasing concentration of the insulator. In real metals, the presence of a finite Im²m (ω) damps the
anomaly, thereby removing the singularity. The intensity of the resulting conduction
resonance peak in ²(ω) is then inversely proportional to Im²m (ω) and is a function of
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Figure 2.6: (a) Dependence of the free-electron Drude response on the volume fraction
(v) of the metallic particles in the dielectric medium. (b) Influence of the depolarization
factor (g) on the frequency response of the Drude parameters. The dc conductivity
(σdc ) and damping (Γ) of the Drude term were taken as 800 cm−1 and 1000 cm−1 ,
respectively.
concentration. This is reminiscent of the bulk plasma resonance. Thus, the optical
properties of metal aggregates consists of two resonances, namely the plasma resonance
and the optical conduction resonance (OCR) [8]. While the OCR can be observed in
the optical conductivity, the plasma resonance can be observed only in the electron
energy-loss function [5]. For very low concentration of metal particles the frequencies of the two resonances are nearly equal. As the concentration of metal particles
tends to unity, the OCR and the plasma resonance shift to lower and higher energies,
respectively [8].
The nature of the conduction resonance peak was discussed in detail by Marton
and Lemon [8]. Crudely, the resonance frequency is the boundary between the lowfrequency insulating behavior, characteristic of the dielectric medium and the highfrequency behavior of the metallic particles embedded in the medium. The model that
explains the occurrence of the resonance peak is as follows:
When light is incident on the metal-insulator aggregate system, the small metal
particle is located in a periodic local field inside the aggregate system. The freeelectrons of the particles respond to the local field by oscillating within the volume of
the aggregate. This give rise to a periodic conduction current within the aggregate.
At a certain frequency, the phase of the conduction currents in all particles in the
aggregate become nearly equal enhancing the local field. When the local currents are
exactly in phase with the driving electric field, the conduction resonance occurs.
Thus, the frequency dependence of the optical properties like transmittance, reflectance, absorbance and optical conductivity strongly depends on the concentration
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and shape of the particles that form the inhomogeneous medium together with an
insulating matrix. This means that the measured low-energy response due to the freeelectrons in metals, is determined by the concentration and depolarization factor of
the particles in the dielectric medium. Simulations which illustrate such dependence
of the free-electron response in the infrared frequencies is shown in Figure 2.6. The
variation of the frequency dependence of the Drude parameters as a function of the
volume fraction (v = 1 − x) of the metallic particles and the depolarization factor (g)
are shown. It can be seen that the position of the resonance peak strongly depends
on the depolarization factor. The longer the particles, the lower is the frequency of
the resonance peak [7]. The volume fraction of the insulating and metallic particles
also affect the conductivity drastically. In a metal-rich limit i.e., when x < 0.33, the
conductivity is determined by the percolation through the long metallic particles. This
condition which describes the transition from continuous-insulator limit to continuousmetal limit is known as the percolation limit.
Within this work, MG effective medium approximation is extremely useful in describing the infrared frequency spectra of the carbon nanotube films. The carbon nanotube
thin films have an inhomogeneous distribution of the bundles of carbon nanotubes
which would affect the nature of the measured optical response. The measured transmittance/reflectance spectra of carbon nanotube films were therefore fitted with the
Drude-Lorentz model combined with the EMA model to obtain the optical conductivity of the carbon nanotubes from the combined optical response of the nanotube and
the dielectric medium in which they are embedded. The details of the analysis of the
various carbon nanotube films will be presented in Chapter 4.

2.3 Infrared spectroscopy under high pressure
Infrared spectroscopy under high pressure is performed using a diamond anvil pressure
cell. In this section, general characteristics of the DAC and the descriptions of the
DACs used within this project are presented. Also, the pressure determination method
and pressure transmitting media required for measurements using DAC are explained.
In addition, the important information related to the high-pressure IR experiments
are described briefly.

2.3.1 Diamond Anvil Cell
The development of the DAC for pressure generation revolutionized the field of high
pressure research. DACs are used for combining high pressure technique together with
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Figure 2.7: General schematic drawing of diamond anvil cell illustrating its basic operation (adopted from Ref. [9]).

optical measurements. Optical absorption and reflectivity measurements, and Raman
and Brillouin scattering studies at ultra-high pressures have become possible only with
the use of DACs. They have a great advantage of exploiting high strength of diamonds
with its transparency over the ultraviolet, visible, infrared and X-ray spectral range.

General characteristics of DACs
A general schematic drawing of a DAC is shown in Figure 2.7. It consists of two
diamond anvils opposing each other. These diamond anvils are produced from single
crystals that are inclusion free and have low birefringence. The diamonds have brilliant
cut (8 or 16 faces) and the working plane is produced at the culet. The pressure range
in which a DAC can be employed depends on the culet. Flat culets are used for
pressure below 100 GPa and beveled culets are used for pressures above 100 GPa. The
diamonds rest on support seats with apertures, designed according to the nature of
experiments. To reduce the stress concentration at the edges, the aperture has to be as
small as possible and the edges rounded. The edge of the diamonds has to be faceted.
The operation of DAC is based on the principle that a sample placed between the flat
parallel surfaces of two opposed diamond anvils is subjected to pressure when a force
pushes the two anvils together.
The three main parts of a DAC are as follows [10]:
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• Anvil-alignment mechanism: An accurate alignment of the diamond anvils is
extremely important before using a DAC due to the brittleness of the diamonds.
The working tips of the anvils must be parallel and have equal coincidence diameters. The coincidence of the anvil tips can be achieved by simple translation
of the diamonds. The angular alignment of the anvils can be achieved by tilting
the anvils until the interference fringes between the opposing diamond culets
disappear. An accuracy of parallelism better than 200 nm across the culet is
necessary.
• Sliding system: A piston-cylinder system is used as the main guiding system
in several DACs. The piston should fit very well in the cylinder with a tolerance
of ≈ 5 µm to avoid swinging of the diamond anvils.
• Mechanism of application of load: There are several mechanism for application of load for pressure generation. Based on the loading mechanism, the DACs
can be classified as clamped cell, pneumatic- or hydro-loading cell and lever-arm
driven cell.
Thus the differences among various DACs arise from the ways in which force-generation
and anvil-alignment mechanisms are designed [11]. Accordingly, five generic types of
DACs have evolved. They are:
1. National Bureau of Standards (NBS) cell [12]
2. Bassett cell [13]
3. Mao-Bell cell [11]
4. Syassen-Holzapfel cell [14]
5. Merrill-Bassett cell [15]
Generally, in a high pressure apparatus, the sample is contained in a gasket filled
with hydrostatic pressure transmitting medium (more detailed description of pressure
transmitting medium is presented in the Section 2.3.3). The gasket is prepared by
drilling a hole at the center of a preindented metal disk. Apart from the use as
container for the pressure medium and the sample, the gasket acts as a supporting
ring, preventing failure of the anvils due to concentrations of stresses at the edges of
the anvils. Therefore, the gasket critically determines the pressure distribution in the
anvil.
In contrast to the diamonds, the gasket material and structure can be chosen and
varied as per the requirements of the experimenter. However, the selection of gasket
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Figure 2.8: (a) A picture of Syassen-Holzapfel cell showing its main parts and outer
construction. (b) A schematic cross-sectional view of the Syassen-Holzapfel pressure
cell showing the inner construction. The dimensions of the cell are also indicated.

dimensions is very crucial. The basic working of gasket has also been studied theoretically [16]. The part of the gasket between the culets undergoes plastic deformation as
the diamonds advance and is extruded. The hydrostatic pressure within the metal decreases linearly in the direction of extrusion. The gradient of pressure increases as the
gasket becomes thinner. The extrusion may be entirely outwards or may be inwards.
The choice of gasket thickness and the diameter of the sample hole also depend on the
hydrostatic pressure medium used. For relatively incompressible pressure media, the
hole may be one-third or two-fifth of the culet diameter. For compressible medium like
helium, the hole may be made larger as the hole shrinks by a factor of two or more
after loading of pressure medium.
Although different pressure ranges have different requirements there are some simple
scaling rules. The maximum load applied to the diamonds is about one ton independent of the pressure range [17]. The culet diameter is then proportional to the square
root of the pressure range. The pressure gradient in the gasket from the edge inwards
is inversely proportional to the thickness and so the gasket initial thickness must be
proportional to P −3/2 . The constant of proportionality for the thickness includes the
shear strength of the metal and the higher the elastic yield strength of the metal, the
thicker the gasket may be for a given pressure.
Hence, optimum dimensions and parameters of a diamond anvil cell should be chosen based on the requirements of the desired pressure experiments. In the following
subsections, a detailed description of the pressure cells used within this project will be
presented. A Syassen-Holzapfel type piston-cylinder clamped cell and a cryoDAC Mega
clamped cell with large culets obtained from easylab, were used within this project.
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Syassen-Holzapfel-type DAC
The Syassen-Holzapfel type diamond anvil cell is a clamped piston-cylinder cell developed by Huber, Syassen and Holzapfel [14]. Figure 2.8 shows (a) Syassen-Holzapfel
DAC and (b) its cross-sectional view. One of the diamond anvils is mounted in a
X-Y translational stage incorporated in a fixed backing plate. The other diamond is
mounted on a tilting stage in a moving piston. The force for compressing the anvils for
pressure generation is produced by a thread-and-knee mechanism. A simple gear-set
wrench synchronously turns two threaded rods which connect the front and back sides
of the brackets and pulls the lower ends of the brackets together. Thereby, the distance between the upper ends of the brackets decreases compressing the moving piston
to generate pressure. The special geometry of this construction results in large force
multiplication. Due to the presence of long piston and good fit combined with thrust
acting strictly parallel to the axis of the device, this DAC has excellent alignment
stability.
The Syassen-Holzapfel DAC used within this project has a height of 38.7 mm and a
length of ≈ 60 mm. The diamond anvils are made of type-IIa diamonds with height of
1.5 mm and culet diameter of 400 µm. The maximum pressure that can be generated
in this DAC is around 25 GPa. The opening angle of the apertures at the piston
and the cylinder assemblies are 40◦ and 50◦ , respectively, to minimize signal loss. A
gasket made from stainless steel with initial thickness 0.25 mm is used in this DAC.
Holes with diameter of about 150-200 µm were drilled in the gaskets pre-indented to
a thickness about 70-80 µm, for measuring at pressures up to 10-15 GPa.
CryoDAC Mega Clamp cell
The diacell cryoDAC Mega from easylab is a non-magnetic clamp cell made of CuBe
alloy. It is suitable for optical and X-ray diffraction studies at cryogenic temperatures.
The DAC consists of a piston-cylinder assembly mounted within two CuBe blocks.
Figure 2.9(a) shows the disassembled cryoDAC mega for clear view of the various
parts of the pressure cell. The DAC assembly fits into the CuBe blocks such that
there will be no distortion of the piston-cylinder movement even at the highest loads.
Both piston and cylinder are fixed to the CuBe block by means of screws. One of the
CuBe block holds the DAC in its groove while the other block fits over the DAC and
is used to apply load to the cell by means of four cap head bolts.
The cross-sectional view of the DAC is shown in Figure 2.9(b). One diamond anvil
is located at the bottom of the cylinder mounted upon a tungsten carbide support
plate. This assembly is retained by a clamping plate which can be translated normal
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Figure 2.9: (a) A picture of the clamp cell CryoDAC showing its main parts. (b)
A schematic cross-sectional view of the CryoDAC illustrating the inner construction.
The dimensions of the cell are also indicated.

to the cylinder axis by means of the lateral adjustment screws. The other anvil is held
similarly on its carbide support plate, and is located within a hemisphere which carries
three screws for tilt adjustment of the anvil culets relative to each other.
The diameter of the complete pressure cell assembly is 38 mm. The diamond anvils
have height of 1.5 mm and culet diameter of 800 µm. The opening angle of the
apertures in this DAC is 50◦ at both the piston and cylinder assemblies. The maximum
pressure that can be achieved in this DAC is about 12 GPa. The gaskets used together
with this DAC are made of CuBe alloy with a thickness of 0.4 mm. The gaskets are
preindented to a thickness of about 100 µm and drilled with holes of diameter 400 µm
for applying pressure up to 8 GPa.

2.3.2 Pressure determination method
The ruby luminescence method is the most commonly used method for pressure determination in high pressure experiments using a DAC. Although pressure standards
were used earlier, ruby luminescence proved to be the most convenient for DAC. It can
also provide indications about the hydrostaticity of the pressure medium. In this section, a brief description of the principle of ruby luminescence method and experimental
realization of this pressure determination technique is presented.
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Figure 2.10: (a) The crystal field splitting of Cr3+ in ruby. The absorption and emission
processes of R1 and R2 transitions are also indicated [22]. (b) Typical spectra of ruby
luminescence of R1 and R2 lines for various pressures at room temperature are shown.
Principle of ruby luminescence
Ruby is α-Al2 O3 doped with Cr. The Cr3+ ions replace Al3+ ions which are six-fold
coordinated by oxygen. Since Cr3+ has slightly larger ionic radius than Al3+ , doping
with Cr induces trigonal distortions in the crystal. The ligand field energy levels of
Cr3+ in ruby is shown in Figure 2.10 (a). The ground state of the Cr3+ ion (4 A2 ) and
its excited state (2 E) are split into a pair of Kramers doublets, 0.38 cm−1 apart in
the ground state and 29.14 cm−1 apart in the excited state [18–21]. This splitting of
the cubic field states is due to the combined action of the spin-orbit coupling and the
trigonal distortion of the oxygen octahedra.
When Cr3+ is excited by a laser either in green or in the violet (see Figure 2.10 (a)),
the metastable states are populated by fast non-radioactive decay. Subsequently much
slower radiative transitions takes place in particular from the metastable 2 E doublet
state to the ground state giving rise to the R lines. The R1 and R2 lines of ruby are
therefore two closely spaced lines at the extreme red end of the visible spectrum which
occur at the same wavelengths in absorption and emission.
The frequencies of the R lines are very sensitive to pressure and temperature, and
the shift of the R lines with respect to changing temperature and pressure can be used
for pressure determination at a given experimental condition [23–27]. The pressureand temperature-induced wavelength shifts are usually assumed to be independent of
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Figure 2.11: General schematic drawing of ruby luminescence spectrometer coupled to
the IR microscope.

each other. The ruby pressure calibration at room temperature, that is used within
this project, was given by Mao et al. taking into account the non-linearity in the
pressure-induced shifts of the ruby R1 line [27]. The relation is:

P (∆λ) =

A
B

"µ
1+

∆λ
λ0

¶B

#
−1

(2.18)

where ∆λ is the wavelength shift of the R1 line with pressure and λ0 refers to the
wavelength at zero pressure (694.25 nm at 298 K). The parameters are A=1904 GPa
and B=7.665.
The pressure dependence of the ruby R1 line is shown in Figure 2.10(b). It can be
observed that the pressure-shifts are quite large and the frequency of R1 can be determined easily and accurately. Thus, by measuring the frequency of the R1 luminescence
line from a ruby ball placed next to the sample in a DAC at a given temperature, the
pressure generated in the sample space of the DAC can be determined.
Ruby luminescence arrangement
In order to accurately measure the pressure generated in the DAC during the experiment, a high resolution charge coupled device (CCD) spectrograph coupled to the IR
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microscope is employed. This facilitates in-situ measurement of pressure in the DAC
without having to remove the pressure cell from the microscope.
The main components of the ruby luminescence arrangement are the excitation
laser and CCD spectrograph. Figure 2.11 shows the schematic drawing of the ruby
luminescence arrangement coupled to the IR microscope illustrating the luminescence
measurement configuration1 . The ruby ball placed in the DAC is excited by the light
of wavelength 532 nm produced by the diode-pumped solid-state laser with a power
of 10 mW transmitted through a dichroic mirror. The dichroic mirror reflects light of
wavelength in the range 500-580 nm and transmits light with other wavelengths. Thus,
the luminescence spectrum from the ruby is transmitted to the CCD spectrograph
through the mirror and an optical fiber coupling the output from the microscope to
the spectrograph.
The CCD spectrograph is a commercial MS260iT M grating-type imaging spectrograph. It consists of an asymmetrical in-plane Czerny-Turner optical configuration
with unequal entrance and exit focal lengths of 220 mm and 257 mm, respectively (see
Figure 2.11) [28]. The grating of this spectrograph consists of 1800 lines/mm. A set
of computer optimized toroidal mirrors produce accurate images of the input slit in
the flat output plane. The spectrograph has a excellent spatial resolution of 40 µm.
The signal at the exit slit is then detected by a CCD camera. The detection element
of the CCD camera has 1024×127 pixels in an area of 26×26 µm2 . The accuracy of
pressure determination using this ruby luminescence arrangement is 0.1 GPa.

2.3.3 Pressure transmitting media
The function of a pressure transmitting medium is to translate the uniaxial thrust that
is imposed up on it in a high-pressure apparatus into a stress which acts as uniformly
as possible on the sample under investigation. The role of a pressure transmitting
medium in high pressure experiments can be illustrated as shown in Figure 2.12. The
choice of the pressure medium which performs this role is limited by the nature of
the experiments to be performed. For example, in optical transmission experiments
the medium must have high transmission in the spectral regions of interest, while
in electrical measurements the medium should be an insulator. An ideal pressure
transmitting medium should have the following properties [29]:
• Zero shear strength
• Chemically inert
1

The optical configuration of CCD spectrograph was adapted from information manual of MS260i
imaging spectrograph.
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• Zero penetration into the sample or the materials used in the construction of the
high pressure apparatus
• Zero compressibility
• Easy to handle
• Easy to seal within the high pressure closure
• Excellent hydrostaticity
The pressure transmitting media are generally classified as solid, liquid and gases
referring to their states under ambient conditions. The hydrostaticity of the pressure
transmitting medium in a DAC can be estimated experimentally in one of the following
ways, by measuring
1. the pressure gradient in the medium across the anvil;
2. the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the ruby luminescence lines;
3. splitting between the ruby R1 and R2 lines;
4. lattice parameters of the crystal relative to the loading direction and relating
this to the stress component.
In the following subsections, the solid and gaseous pressure transmitting media used
within this thesis work are explained.
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Solid pressure transmitting media
Solid pressure transmitting medium is the easiest to use. The hole in the gasket can be
filled with the solid medium and slightly prepressed so that the medium is compactly
packed in the gasket hole. The most commonly used solid pressure transmitting media are soft alkali halides like KBr, KCl, CsI, NaCl, and other materials like teflon,
polyethylene. Solid media are used in the DAC particularly when the sample has to be
in direct contact with the anvil. Hence, the reflectivity measurements on oriented carbon nanotube films presented in this work could be performed only with the use of solid
pressure transmitting medium. CsI was used as the pressure transmitting medium in
the all measured frequency ranges (FIR-visible ranges), while both CsI and KCl were
employed for IR spectroscopic measurements on powder samples of fullerene-based
compounds, C70 , C60 -C8 H8 and C70 -C8 H8 , in FIR-visible frequency ranges.
Gaseous pressure transmitting media
The advantage of using a gas as a pressure transmitting medium lies in the exceptional low viscosity that it exhibits. Another important advantage of gaseous pressure
transmitting media is the ability to use them at low temperatures. Gases Xe, Ar,
He and H2 are excellent pressure transmitters and can be used as pressure media in
∼100 GPa range. The most popular choices have been nitrogen, helium and argon.
Argon is considered to be hydrostatic up to 9 GPa [10]. Above these pressure values,
the pressure transmitting media become more non-hydrostatic. A pressure difference
of 1.7 GPa across an argon sample was observed at ≈75 GPa [27]. Due to the high
compressibility of gases, typically, it requires a volume ratio of about 800:1 to bring
an ambient gas up to its liquid density. Therefore, it is not feasible to load gaseous
pressure medium within the gasketed DAC under ambient conditions. Loading of the
ambient gas pressure transmitting medium into the gasket hole in the DAC can be
either by cryogenic-filling [30, 31] or by high-pressure gas loading [32, 33].
Most of the high pressure transmission measurements on carbon nanotube samples
within this project have been performed using argon as the pressure transmitting
medium. Some pressure-dependent measurements on rotor-stator compounds in the
NIR-visible frequency range were also performed using argon as pressure medium for
checking hydrostaticity effects. A home-built cryogenic-filling setup for argon was used
for this purpose. Figure 2.13 shows the schematic diagram of the argon-filling setup for
the Syassen-Holzapfel type DAC used in this project. A similar arrangement is used
for the CryoDAC Mega cell with adaptations to accommodate the differences in the
way the load is applied (see Section 2.3.1 for detailed information on the construction
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Figure 2.13: General schematic drawing of experimental arrangement for cryogenic
loading of argon in Syassen-holzapfel type DAC.
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of the DACs used in this project). Briefly, the argon filling can be done as follows:
The vessel is purged with argon several times and continuous argon flow is maintained
with slight over-pressure. The vessel is then cooled with liquid nitrogen and placed
in the liquid nitrogen bath. The flow of argon is then regulated such that there is a
constant under-pressure of about 0.8 bar maintained in the vessel. The pressure in the
vessel shoots up (> 0.1 bar). During this process, the argon liquefies and flows into
the DAC. The DAC is then sealed with the aid of a remote access mechanism provided
in the cell holder.

2.3.4 IR measurements with a diamond anvil cell
Realization of an infrared measurement under pressure by interfacing a DAC with an
infrared spectrometer is not a trivial issue. The problem of obtaining standard foci
of micrometer sizes has been solved by the use of an IR microscope coupled to the
FTIR spectrometer. However, there are several other factors that have to be tackled
in order to obtain a good IR measurement using a DAC. In this section, details related
to IR spectroscopy under high pressure like IR properties of diamond, measurement
configuration, and the limitations are explained. Both reflection and transmission
measurements have been performed within this project.
Optical properties of diamond
In order to perform IR measurements, DACs employ type-IIa diamonds which do not
contain nitrogen impurities and are insulating. The refractive index (ndia ) is 2.38 at
800 cm−1 . The dispersion of the refractive index of diamond is very small in the IR
range (see Figure 2.14). The changes in the refractive index of diamond with increasing
pressure is about -0.00052 /GPa [34]. Therefore the frequency and pressure dependence
of ndia and Rdia can be safely neglected. The normal-incidence IR reflectance at the
surface of diamond in air is given by
·
¸2
ndia (ω) − 1
Rdia =
(2.19)
ndia (ω) + 1
The value of Rdia corresponding to the refractive index of 2.38 is 0.1667.
Due to the high refractive index of the diamonds, reflection losses generally occur
at each of the four diamond surfaces. The ratio (r0 ) of intensity (It ) reflected at
the top surface to the intensity (Ib ) reflected at the bottom surface of a diamond
anvil is shown in Figure 2.15(a). The theoretical estimation of r0 when diamond
absorptions are negligible is ≈ 0.694. However, the experimental ratio in the FIR is
about 0.74. There is also a modulation superimposed on the ratio (indicated by arrows
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Figure 2.15: (a) Ratio (r0 ) of intensity reflected from the bottom surface of the diamond anvil with respect to the intensity reflected from the top surface of the diamond.
It is considered to be nearly constant up to 12000 cm−1 . The black arrows indicate
the modulations superimposed on the spectrum due to diffraction and/or interference
effects. (b) Transmission of the diamond in the MIR range. The strong feature in
the reflection and transmission spectra between 1800 cm−1 and 4000 cm−1 are due to
multi-phonon excitations.
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in Figure 2.15(a) due to diffraction and/or interference effects. The ratio of the IR light
reflected from the bottom and top surfaces of the anvil in MIR is around 0.72. The ratio
decreases significantly in the visible frequency range from its nearly constant value.
This is due to the small dispersion of the refractive index of diamond starting from this
frequency range. The transmission of the diamonds is shown in Figure 2.15(b). The
refractive index also gives further losses as the optical path length is longer than in
vacuum. The diamonds absorb and reflect in the range 1800-2670 cm−1 and partly up
to 4000 cm−1 (see Figure 2.15). This dominant feature in the absorption and reflection
spectra of diamonds is due to multi-phonon excitations and has to be discarded during
the analysis of the measured spectra.
IR reflectivity at high pressures
One of the general configurations for quantitative reflectivity measurements is shown in
Figure 2.16(a). The sample in this case is placed in direct contact with the diamond
surface. As mentioned earlier in Section 2.3.3, use of a solid pressure medium is
necessary to keep the sample in contact with diamond. For every spectrum (Is ) of
the sample measured at the sample-diamond interface, a reference spectrum (Ib ) is
measured on the bottom surface of the diamond at the diamond-air interface. Ideally,
the ratio of these intensities when multiplied by Rdia yields the reflectance of the
sample-diamond interface given as
· ¸
Is
Rs−d (ω) =
(2.20)
Rdia
Ib
However, the intensity reflected from bottom surface of the diamond can be measured
only at the end of the measurement. Therefore, it is important to measure the ratio of
intensities reflected from the top surface of the diamond (It /It0 ) for compensating any
instabilities like that of source and detector, arising during the course of the experiment
(see Figure 2.16(a)). The fact that measured quantity is reflectivity of the sample with
respect to diamond should be taken into account while analyzing the measured results.
Within this project, reflectivity measurements under pressure were performed for the
magnetically-aligned oriented nanotube films.
IR transmission at high pressures
The general configurations for transmission measurement are illustrated in Figure 2.16 b.
Measurements may be performed in two different ways according to the sample form:
(i) In the case of thin films or bulk samples, the cell loading procedure does not differ
from that for the reflectivity measurements. (ii) If the sample is a powder, as it was
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(a)

Iincident
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(b)
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Iincident

Iincident

Rs-d=[(Is/Ib)•(It/It’)]Rdia
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Figure 2.16: (a) Schematic representation of the measurement configuration for obtaining the various quantities required for calculation of reflectance of a sample at the
sample-diamond interface in a DAC. (b) Sketch of the measurement configuration for
obtaining the transmission of a sample in a DAC
the case of fullerene-based compound studied within this project, a matrix containing
sample and pressure medium used for obtaining transmission through sample, while
light transmitted through the pure pressure transmitting medium is used as reference.
In some measurements on the powder samples, the powder sample was placed on the
one half of the gasket hole area before filling with the pressure medium, in order to
measure the reference spectrum for each measured pressure (see Figure 2.16 b). The
transmission of the sample in DAC and subsequently the absorption of the sample can
be calculated as
T =

Isample

Iref erence
A = −log10 T

(2.21)
(2.22)

where Isample is the intensity of light transmitted through the sample in the DAC while
Iref erence is the intensity of light transmitted through the pressure medium within the
DAC.
Another important issue in a transmission measurement using a DAC is the problem
of interference fringes. These interferences are caused by a sample with plane-parallel
surfaces and/or by multiple reflections within the DAC. The interferences pose some
problem in the transmission measurements especially when they mask certain spectral
features like vibrational modes in the IR spectra. However, it is quite difficult to get rid
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of these interferences as they are pressure dependent. Most of the IR measurements
within this project were performed in transmission configuration due to the nature
of the samples. The unoriented nanotube films, oriented nanotubes in polyethylene
matrix and fullerene materials were investigated by transmission measurements.
Working close to diffraction limit
The high pressure IR measurements using microspectroscopy have to deal with the nontrivial problem of working at wavelengths close to the diffraction limit, especially while
performing measurements in the FIR range. The resolution limit due to diffraction is
given by Rayleigh’s relation as
∆r =

0.66λ
sin(Θ/2)

(2.23)

where ∆r is the lateral resolution, λ is the wavelength of light and Θ is the full opening
angle of the objective [36]. Using this relation, the limit of the sample and spot
size that is required for obtaining a reliable IR spectrum can be estimated. Such an
estimate using the full opening angle (40◦ ) of the Syassen-Holzapfel cell, yields a limit
of 150 cm−1 for a sample size of about 100 µm. The frequency limit becomes larger in
reality. Experimentally, it is quite difficult to obtain a good spectrum in the frequency
range below 300 cm−1 in a DAC especially those with higher maximum pressure limit.
It is obvious that the size of samples in DACs is greatly limited by the diameter of the
culet and the gasket hole. Therefore, for the FIR measurements on carbon nanotubes
under high pressure performed within this project, samples of maximum possible size
(at least 200 µm) were used in the CryoDAC Mega pressure cell with a culet diameter
of 900 µm.

2.4 Infrared spectroscopy at synchrotron radiation
facility
A part of the IR measurements under pressure, more specifically the measurements on
oriented SWCNT films in the FIR range, were performed at the synchrotron radiation
facility, Angstroemquelle Karlsruhe (ANKA) at Karlsruhe, Germany. The advantages
of a synchrotron light source over conventional IR sources are:
• Covers a broader spectral range providing a continuous source from FIR to visible
frequency range.
• Provides higher photon flux in the FIR range.
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• Offers high brilliance.
In this section, a short explanation on the synchrotron radiation, ANKA synchrotron
radiation facility and the infrared beamline at ANKA is presented.
Introduction to synchrotron radiation facility
The synchrotron radiation is emitted by the electrons when they are accelerated to
relativistic energies by a microwave cavity and then kept in a circular path by a
magnetic field (B) by the Lorentz force given as,
F=e·v×B

(2.24)

The radius (R) of the circular path and the rotational frequency (ω) are given as
R = m0 · v/eB

(2.25)

ω = (e/m0 )B

(2.26)

and,

respectively, where m0 is the free electron mass, v is the velocity of electron and e is
its charge.
The electromagnetic radiation is emitted in all directions except the direction of
acceleration. However, when the relativistic electrons in a synchrotron travel through a
bending magnet, the radiation is folded into a narrow cone around the motion direction
with an half width of 1/2γ where γ is the ratio between the relativistic mass of electron
and its rest mass. In the plane of the orbit, the emitted radiation is linearly polarized.
The power emitted from a synchrotron radiation is given by [37],
·
¸4
2e2 c
E
P =
3R2 m0 c2

(2.27)

where E is the energy of the electron, R is the radius of the circular path and c is
the speed of light. The spectral distribution of the emitted radiation is a continuum.
However, there exists a critical photon energy (Ec ) above which the energy distribution
decays rapidly. This critical photon energy in practical units is given as [37],
Ec = 665 · Ee2 [GeV ] · B[T ]

(2.28)

The storage ring is generally operated at an energy of 2.5 GeV with a typical beam
current of 200 mA and lifetime of around 20 Hrs.
The three parameters which characterize a synchrotron beam are:
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Figure 2.17: Spectral flux and brilliance of the bending magnet edge source (solid line)
are plotted as function of energy in comparison to the central homogeneous source
(dashed line) [38].

• Flux: Photon flux (F) at any given wavelength is defined as a number of photons, which are emitted per second in a spectral bandwidth of dλ/λ=10−3 in an
opening angle of 1 mrad. F(photons/s/mrad/(dλ/λ))∝ I(A)·E(GeV)
• Brightness: It is defined as the photon flux per solid angle impinging on to the
sample. B(photons/s/mrad2 /(dλ/λ))∝ I(A)·E2 (GeV2 )
• Brilliance: It is the photon density in the image point per solid angle in a spectral
bandwidth of dλ/λ=10−3 . Brilliance is a function of the area of the optical
source.

ANKA-IR beamline
It can be recalled from the previous section that the radiation from a synchrotron has
a wide spectral range covering the IR, visible light, UV, soft and hard X-ray regimes.
The ANKA-IR beamline uses IR radiation extracted from the leading edge of a dipole
bending magnet. The edge radiation is generated over a length of about 10 cm along
the electron path. Dipole radiation which is produced when relativistic electrons travel
in the homogeneous magnetic field of the bending magnet, is superimposed on the
edge radiation. The advantage of using edge radiation is that its spatial distribution is
much narrower than that of radiation emitted from the homogeneous part of a dipole
magnetic field. Also, the flux and the brilliance of the edge source is much higher
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Figure 2.18: Schematic layout of the IR beamline at ANKA [39].

than that of the homogeneous field source. Figure 2.17 shows the spectral flux and
brilliance of the edge source compared to the central source. It can be seen that the
spectral flux and the brilliance of the edge source is at least one order of magnitude
higher than that of the central source in the IR frequencies.
The layout of ANKA-IR beamline is shown in Figure 2.18. The IR radiation from
the extracted from the storage ring passes through a wedged 1 mm thick diamond
window. A slow vacuum valve isolates the vacuum system of the IR beamline from
the ultrahigh vacuum of the storage ring. The IR beam enters the FTIR Bruker
IFS66v/S coupled to a IR microscope (for more details see Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3).
The diffraction-limited diameter of the beam spot at the sample in the IR microscope
is ≥ 10 µm.
An important aspect that needs to be considered while using synchrotron radiation
as the light source for measurements is that the beam current decays with time. Therefore, the measured spectra have to be normalized with the beam current with the help
of the actual current information during the collection of a spectrum which is available
in a log file. In the transmission measurements performed at ANKA IR beamline, the
reference spectra were measured for every pressure step directly after the measurement
of the sample. Therefore, normalization of the transmission spectra was not required.
On the other hand, the normalization of the measured spectra according to the beam
current was done for the reflectivity measurements on magnetically-oriented nanotube
film. Additionally, the reflectivity measurements were normalized with the ratio of intensities reflected from the top surface of the diamond anvil to account for instabilities
in the synchrotron beam (see Section 2.3.4 for more information).
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Figure 2.19: Sketch of the arrangement of the cold finger cryostat and the corresponding
equipment [40].

2.5 Infrared spectroscopy at low temperatures
The temperature-dependent IR spectroscopy on both unoriented and oriented carbon
nanotube films were performed using a Cryovac liquid helium cryostat. In this section,
a short description of this cryostat and its operation is presented.
The cold finger cryostat is a flow-type cryostat with liquid helium supply from an
external tank. The operating temperature range of the cryostat is 5 - 500 K. The
required temperature is achieved through the use of a heat exchanger mounted on the
bottom of the experimental chamber. Liquid helium is fed from the helium can to
this heat exchanger through a narrow stainless steel tube with the help of a vacuum
pump. The helium flow is regulated through a fine needle valve on the transfer tube
and a magnetic proportional valve at the back-flow side of the cryostat. The magnetic
proportional valve and the heater situated close to the sample holder are controlled
by a temperature controller. The basic sketch of the cryostat operation arrangement
is shown in Figure 2.19.
The optical tail of the cryostat consists of four flanges on its sides to enable reflection
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and transmission measurements. The optical window for the incident light, fixed at one
of these flanges, is positioned at a certain angle to avoid window reflections reaching
the detector. The sample holder is provided at the bottom of the heat exchanger
and surrounded by two Cu radiation shields. The movement of the sample holder in
the horizontal plane for adjusting the focus of the incident light can be performed by
manual micrometer screws. The sample holder can be moved up and down with the
help of a stepper motor interfaced to the computer through a positioning controller.
This facilitates better alignment of the sample. Another stepper motor enables rotation
of the sample holder up to 360◦ and is used to rotate the sample holder. These stepper
motors allow movement of the sample and the reference to the measurement position.
The temperature-dependent measurements on unoriented carbon nanotubes films
were performed over a very broad frequency range from 50-20000 cm−1 . The measured frequency range was extended to lower frequencies down to 6 cm−1 for room
temperature spectra using a THz spectrometer at Physikalisches Institut 1, Universität Stuttgart. This extension to lower frequency were made possible due to the
large size (≈ 1 cm diameter) of the samples available. The temperature-dependent
measurements on magnetically-oriented nanotube films were performed from MIR to
visible range. Measurements at low frequencies were limited by the dimensions of the
sample. The sample size < 1 mm restricted the possibility to perform low temperature measurements in the FTIR spectrometer. In order to extend the IR data to
lower frequencies it is required to perform these measurement using a IR microscope
cryostat.
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3 Fullerene-based compounds
In this chapter, the pressure-dependent investigations on the fullerene-based materials,
pure C70 , C60 ·C8 H8 and C70 ·C8 H8 are presented. The basic properties of fullerenes
which are important for understanding the results of this project are explained in the
first section, and the infrared spectroscopic investigations are presented in the subsequent sections.

3.1 Introduction to fullerenes
The name “fullerene” was given by Kroto and Smalley to the family of carbon-based
molecules observed in their work, due to their resemblance to the geodesic domes
designed and built by R. Buckminster Fuller. The name “buckminster fullerene” or
simply “buckyball” was given specifically to the C60 molecule, whose structure is shown
in Figure 3.1. C60 is the most abundant form of fullerene although stable forms of other
higher-order fullerenes have also been synthesized.

3.1.1 Properties of C60
The C60 , the most symmetric fullerene molecule (see Figure 3.1), has all equivalent
carbon sites. Each carbon atom is trigonally bonded to three other carbon atoms

C60

Figure 3.1: Structure of C60
molecule. The C60 molecule
belongs to the icosahedral
point group (Ih ).
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Figure 3.2: Crystal structure of
solid C60 . The solid C60 has the fcc
structure at room temperature.
in sp2 configuration. The diameter of the C60 molecule including the size of the πelectron cloud associated with the carbon atoms on the shell, is 10.34 Å [41]. In the
solid state, the fullerene molecules form cubic crystals commonly referred as fullerites,
wherein the molecules are held together due to van der Waals force of attraction. The
crystal structure of the solid C60 is shown in Figure 3.2. At ambient conditions, the
C60 fullerite exists in the face-centered-cubic (fcc) lattice.
Vibrational and electronic properties
The C60 molecule belongs to the icosahedral point group (Ih ). The vibrational modes
corresponding to this structural symmetry may be calculated and are [42]: 2A1g + 3T1g
+ 4T2g + 6G1g + 8H1g + 1A1u + 4T1u + 5T2u + 6G1u + 7H1u . Among these vibrations, the 4T1u vibrational modes are infrared active, and lie at frequencies 527 cm−1 ,
576 cm−1 , 1183 cm−1 , and 1429 cm−1 [43–46]. Since the C60 fullerite is a van der
Waals crystal, the intermolecular vibrations have very low energies compared to the intramolecular vibrations. The intermolecular and librational vibrations in these molecular solids typically have energies below 270 cm−1 [41].
In order to understand the electronic structure of the higher-order fullerenes and
fullerene derivatives, it is worth discussing the properties of the most extensively investigated C60 first. The electronic and optical properties of C60 are mainly dominated
by the contributions from the π orbitals which lie closer to the Fermi level than the
σ orbitals. The electronic structure of C60 in its both molecular state and solid state
are shown in Figure 3.3. The optically-allowed transitions according to the symmetry
of the molecule are indicated in Figure 3.3(a). In the solid state, the intermolecular interactions do not affect the molecular wave functions significantly since the van
der Waals forces are relatively weak but the molecules rather interact through an
electric dipole-dipole interaction. However, these next-neighbor interactions broaden
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Figure 3.3: (a) Calculated electronic structure of the isolated C60 molecule and (b) the
electronic structure of solid C60 in fcc phase. [41]

the molecular orbitals into electronic energy bands (Figure 3.3(b)). The early bandstructure calculations using the local density approximation (LDA) showed that the
solid C60 is a direct bandgap semiconductor with a gap energy of 1.5 eV [47]. However,
the later calculations using GW quasiparticle approach find a bandgap of 2.15 eV [48].
It can be seen from the energy level diagram (Figure 3.3 (a)) that the transition across
the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) - lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) gap is optically forbidden [47]. Therefore, it was suggested that the onset of
the absorption edge in the optical properties of solid C60 is due to the weakly phononassisted Frenkel exciton while the allowed transitions lie at the higher energies than
the excitonic transition [49–51]. This observation was further supported by means of
the electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) in transmission, indicating a monopolar
character of the spectral feature at around 1.8 eV. Such transition is then a singlet
exciton in which an electron has been excited from the HOMO to LUMO levels of
the same C60 molecule in the solid [52]. The spectral feature observed in EELS in
reflection and optical absorption studies around 1.8 eV is instead the phonon-assisted
triplet exciton.
Pressure-temperature phase diagram
Pristine C60 has a rich pressure-temperature (p-T) phase diagram which is shown in
Figure 3.4. The orientational ordering transition in C60 , where the crystal structure
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Figure 3.4:
Pressure-temperature
phase diagram of the solid C60 [59].
changes from fcc to simple cubic (sc), occurs at 0.2 GPa at room temperature [53, 54].
Furthermore, a second anomaly was reported at around 2 GPa in several experimental
studies [55–58]. However, the values of the critical pressure of this second transition
obtained by different experiments are not consistent, and the origin of this transition
is still unclear. Generally, an increase in pressure is expected to have the same effect
on a material as a decrease in temperature. Therefore, based on a comparison with
the phase transitions occurring in C60 with decreasing temperature - a transition to
an orientationally ordered state at 260 K and a glass transition at 90 K - the two
anomalies in C60 at 0.2 and 2 GPa were attributed to an fcc-to-sc and a glass transition,
respectively [55, 56].
The interpretation of the second phase transition (glass transition) is, however, questionable [60]. In the orientationally-ordered sc phase of C60 , found above 0.2 GPa at
room temperature and below 260 K at ambient pressure, there are two possible orientations of the C60 molecules obtained by rotating them either by ≈38◦ or ≈98◦ around
the [111] crystal axis. In the first case (38◦ rotation) the electron-rich double bonds on
the C60 molecule face the electron-poor centers of the hexagons on its neighbors, and
the corresponding orientation is therefore called H-orientation. In the second case (98◦
rotation), called P-orientation, the electron-rich double bonds on the C60 molecule face
the electron-poor centers of the pentagons on its neighbors. It was concluded from calculations of the intermolecular energy that C60 molecules in the ordered sc phase contain a large number of well-oriented microdomains of both P- and H-orientations [61].
On increasing pressure, an almost completely H-oriented structure is expected above
a critical pressure at around 1.2 GPa at room temperature [60, 62]. The existence of
preferable H-orientation of C60 molecules at high pressures was supported by experi-
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C70

Figure 3.5: Structure of C70
molecule. The C70 molecule
belongs to the icosahedral
point group (D5h ).

mental data on compression properties, thermal conductivity, and Raman scattering
studies [63–65]. Also, the high-pressure neutron scattering studies showed that the
data at 1.6 GPa at room temperature were in much better agreement with a predominantly H-oriented state, since the H-oriented phase has a slightly smaller molecular
volume and therefore is energetically preferable at high pressures [66]. In addition,
an estimation from the linear extrapolation of low-pressure glass transition line in
the experimentally-obtained p-T phase diagram, yields a glass transition pressure of
3.4 GPa at 293 K [60]. Accordingly, the glass transition is expected at higher pressure.
It was therefore suggested that the anomalies at around 2 GPa are more likely related
to a change in the orientational ordering of the fullerene molecules, namely from P- to
H-orientation [60].

3.2 Pure C70
3.2.1 Basic Properties of C70
C70 has a slightly elongated “rugby ball” shape (shown in Figure 3.5) with molecular
symmetry D5h . As implied by its low symmetry, the molecule consists of five inequivalent atomic sites, eight different bond lengths and twelve different bond angles. The
shape can be visualized by adding a belt of five hexagons around the equatorial plane
of the C60 molecule which is normal to one of the five-fold axis and rotating the two
hemispheres of C60 such that they fit to the belt of hexagons. These fullerenes also form
van der Waals molecular crystals in the solid state. Unlike C60 , the crystal structure of
solid C70 at ambient conditions, may be either fcc or rhombohedral (rh) structure. The
C70 crystals are known to contain several structural phases due to stacking faults in the
crystal. This commonly leads to the presence of minority amount of hexagonal-close
packing (hcp) phase in the crystals. This structural disorder was attributed to nearest
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neighbor interactions which are not strong enough to provide a well-defined stacking
sequence [60], therefore the crystal structure is highly dependent on the crystal growth
temperatures [67].
Vibrational and electronic properties
Similar to C60 , the vibrational modes observed in the infrared and Raman spectra are
the intramolecular vibrations. D5h symmetry of the C70 molecule has the vibrational
modes 10A002 + 21E10 + 12A01 + 22E20 + 19E200 + 9A02 + 9A001 + 20E200 , where only the E10
and the A002 modes are infrared-active [68]. Several Raman and infrared measurements
on C70 have been performed identifying most of the fundamental vibrational modes.
The calculated and experimentally observed fundamental infrared modes are tabulated
in Table 3.1, together with their symmetry assignments.
Fullerene C70 is a closed shell system with a HOMO-LUMO gap of about 1.76 eV [72].
Similar to C60 , the optical absorption edge of C70 and other higher fullerenes is shown
to be an excitonic absorption [41].
Pressure-temperature phase diagram
In spite of enormous experimental efforts, the properties of C70 are not yet well understood due to the existence of metastable phases and the high dependence of the
physical properties on the sample quality [60]. On cooling from high temperatures, the
C70 undergoes orientational ordering transitions similar to C60 . However, the molecular rotation is much more complicated in C70 . At high temperatures, the fullerenes
are rotating freely. At about 350 K, the rotation about the short molecular axis of the
C70 molecule is stopped and the molecules are allowed to rotate only along its long
axis (C5 ) [73, 74]. Assuming as a starting structure the most stable fcc, a structural
transition to rhombohedral (rh) phase is achieved during the orientational ordering.
The uniaxial rotation of the fullerene about its long axis persists up to 280 K. Below
280 K, the motion of C70 molecules is completely stopped and the structure changes
from rh to monoclinic (mc).
Several experimental investigations under pressure have also been performed on this
compound. A first-order transition where the fcc structure of solid C70 changes to rh
below 0.9 GPa at room temperature, was reported by Kawamura et al. [85–87]. The
rh-distortion was found to increase with increasing pressure. A saturation of the rhangle around 1 GPa was observed in these XRD measurements and attributed to the
transformation to a mc phase [86]. Christides et al. suggested that the onset of the fccrh transition occurs around 0.35 GPa, with fcc phase coexisting up to 1 GPa at room
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Table 3.1: Infrared-active vibrational modes of C70 are listed together with their assignments and the experimental values at ambient conditions [45, 69–71].
Mode
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
F10
F11
F12
F13
F14
F15
F16
F17
F18
F19
F20
F21
F22
F23
F24
F25
F26
F27
F28
F29
F30
F31

ν (cm−1 )
318
326
359
416
459
507
535
564
573
639
667
703
730
751
828
896
906
1086
1144
1178
1207
1256
1291
1319
1321
1416
1432
1463
1491
1567
1569

νobserved (cm−1 )
458
535
565
578
642
674
795
904
1088
1135
1176
1203
1251
1291
1314
1320
1414
1430
1460
1489
1561
1585

assignment
A002
E10
E10
E10
A002
E10
E10
A002
E10
E10
E10
A002
E10
E10
E10
A002
E10
E10
A002
E10
A002
E10
E10
E10
A002
E10
E10
A002
E10
A002
E10
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Figure 3.6: Tentative pressure-temperature phase diagram of the solid C70 [60]. The
estimation of the slope of full lines is presented in Ref. [60]. The broken line is the
transition line given by Samara et al. [75,76]. The shaded region corresponds to region
of continuous orientational ordering with increasing pressure [77, 78]. Symbols denote
positions of anomalies observed by Christides et al. [79] (solid circle), Huang et al. [58]
(up triangle), Sood et al. [80] (open circle), Maksimov and co-workers [81, 82] (open
square), Snoke et al. [83] (down triangle) and Iwasa et al. [84] (solid square).
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temperature, based on their energy dispersive X-ray diffraction studies [79]. Generally,
compression of the lattice forces the C70 molecules to line up parallel, inducing and
enhancing the orientational ordering of the molecules that leads to a rh symmetry of
the lattice [60]. Furthermore thermal conductivity and compressibility studies on C70
found two anomalies at around 0.15 GPa and 0.7 GPa at 296 K [77, 78, 88]. These
anomalies were attributed to a continuous change of the orientational ordering and
eventual “freezing” of molecular rotations probably accompanied by a fcc-rh structural
phase transition in analogy to the changes observed upon decreasing temperature.
Few Raman and infrared spectroscopic studies under pressure at room temperature
were performed on C70 . However some of these investigations used mixtures of C60 and
C70 which is undesirable as the presence of C60 influences the physical properties of
C70 [89, 90]. The pressure-dependent Raman spectroscopic measurements on pure C70
found anomalies which were attributed to the orientational ordering transitions [80–82].
Sood et al., found an anomaly at around 1 GPa in the pressure-dependence of the
frequencies and linewidths of the Raman-active vibrational modes which was attributed
to the fcc-rh orientational ordering transition [80]. Raman studies by Maksimov and
coworkers exhibited two anomalies at around ≈ 2 GPa and ≈ 5.5 GPa, attributed to
the features related to the orientational ordering of C70 molecules [81, 82].
The pressure-dependent infrared study on mixtures of C60 and C70 found splitting
of a vibrational mode at 535 cm−1 [58]. On the other hand, infrared measurements on
pure C70 found no discontinuous change in the pressure dependence of the vibrational
modes [91]. Sundqvist et al., proposed the p-T phase diagram of solid C70 based on
these experimental investigations as shown in Figure 3.6. From the phase diagram it
is obvious that pressure dependence of C70 , especially for pressures above ≈3 GPa,
needs to be investigated further. The anomalies near 4-5 GPa in the phase diagram
are connected with the polymerization observed in the spectroscopic studies by Iwasa
et al., [84].
The various pressure-dependent spectroscopic measurements exhibit discrepancies
in the reported anomalies (see Figure 3.6). Therefore, there is still a need to clarify
the discrepancies in the optical response of C70 under pressure and confirm the p-T
phase diagram. Hence, the pressure-dependent infrared transmittance measurements
on pure C70 for pressure up to 10 GPa were performed. A further aim is to search for
additional anomalies at higher pressures (p > 3 GPa).
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Figure 3.7: Measured absorption spectra of C70 in the
frequency range 300 cm−1 18000 cm−1 are shown for three
pressures between 0-10 GPa.
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3.2.2 Pressure-dependent properties of C70 : An infrared
spectroscopic study
The pressure-dependent transmittance measurements were performed on high-purity
(> 99%) C70 powder samples for pressures up to 10 GPa in the frequency range
300 cm−1 - 20000 cm−1 . The pressure transmitting medium used for these measurements is CsI. The studied C70 samples have an fcc phase at ambient conditions according to infrared studies showing phase transitions at 280 and 340 K [92] (the presence
of admixture of another fullerene with C70 should lead to shift of lattice parameters
and transition temperature [93, 94]).
The absorbance spectra of solid C70 over the whole measured frequency range are
shown in Figure 3.7 for selected pressures between 0-10 GPa. The interference fringes
in the spectra are due to multiple reflections of the incident radiation within the DAC.
The low frequency part of the spectra is dominated by the vibrational modes of the
fullerene molecules while the electronic absorption edge lies in the NIR-visible energy
range.
Vibrational modes
The pressure-dependent absorbance spectra (shown with a vertical offset for clarity)
of the vibrational modes of C70 are shown in Figure 3.8 for pressure up to 10 GPa.
More than 20 infrared active modes are observed, among which some have very low
intensity. In addition to the fundamental vibrations expected for the fullerene C70 ,
several weak bands are also observed in the infrared spectra.
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These weak bands were attributed to overtones and Raman or silent modes that are
activated due to crystal field effects in the solid state and/or isotope effects [70, 95].
Such an activation of silent modes has been reported in C60 crystals [96, 97].
With increasing pressure, most of the vibrational modes of C70 shift to higher frequencies, except the modes at around 577 cm−1 , 673 cm−1 , 727 cm−1 , 742 cm−1 and
795 cm−1 . The redshift of the vibrational modes at 577 cm−1 , 673 cm−1 and 795 cm−1
with increasing pressure is in agreement with the earlier infrared studies under pressure [58, 91]. Although the intensity of some vibrational modes is reduced drastically
at higher pressures, most of the vibrational modes persist up to 10 GPa.
The detailed quantitative information on the pressure dependence of the vibrational
modes of C70 can be extracted by fitting the vibrational modes with Lorentzians. Such
a fit allows an accurate determination of the characteristic energy of the vibrational
modes. The extracted frequencies of some vibrational modes as a function of pressure
up to 7 GPa are shown in Figure 3.9. The frequency of the vibrational modes exhibits
a nearly linear pressure dependence with changes occurring at pressures below 4 GPa.
Therefore, it is more appropriate to look at the pressure dependence of all vibrational
modes at low pressures.
The extracted frequencies of the vibrational modes are shown in Figure 3.10 as a
function of pressure up to 4 GPa. Despite the aforementioned nearly-linear behavior
of the vibrational modes with increasing pressure, a clear anomaly is found at about
0.8 GPa. The pressure coefficients (dν/dp) of the vibrational modes for pressures
p<0.8 GPa and p>0.8 GPa are different and also vary for each vibrational mode. The
pressure coefficients of some vibrational modes are listed for both pressure regimes in
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Table 3.2. These pressure coefficients though slightly different from previous works,
lie in the same range [91].
Further confirmation of the anomaly can be obtained by checking for a maximum in
the pressure derivative (dν/dp) of the frequency of the vibrational modes. Figure 3.11
shows the pressure derivative of the frequency of the vibrational modes at 535 cm−1 and
565 cm−1 as a function of pressure as an example. A broad maximum centered around
0.8 GPa is observed in the pressure derivative plot, clearly indicating the anomaly in
the pressure dependence of the vibrational modes.
The change in the pressure coefficient of the vibrational modes at around 0.8 GPa is
a clear sign for a phase transition. By means of energy-dispersive X-ray measurements,
it was argued that the fcc to rh phase transition occurs around 0.9 GPa [79]. Therefore,
the anomaly in the pressure dependence of the infrared-active vibrational modes of C70
can be attributed to the orientational ordering transition where the uniaxial motion of
C70 molecules is completely restricted and the molecules are ordered. The transition
is slow and appears to be sluggish. The reason for this sluggish transition could be a
continuous change of the orientational order. An alternative explanation could be the
presence of two similar phases of solid C70 at the transition pressure regime, causing a
sluggish response to pressure or temperature. The slow change in the pressure dependence of the vibrational modes, is in fact similar to the pressure response observed in
energy dispersive X-ray and thermal conductivity studies [78, 79]. The pressure of the
ordering transition (0.8 GPa) is close to the value of 1 GPa reported in the Raman
studies by Sood et al. [80].
At ambient pressures the uniaxial rotation of the C70 molecules averages out the
distorting field of the neighboring molecules and the molecular symmetry remains in
D5h symmetry. After the phase transition the molecules stop, and the splitting of the
vibrational lines due to the crystal-field distortion in the solid state is expected. In
contrast, no splitting of the vibrational modes was observed up to 7 GPa.
In addition to the shift in the frequency of the vibrational modes, the intensity of
the vibrational modes also exhibit changes with respect to the applied pressure. It
can be seen from Figure 3.8 that the weak vibrational modes between 500-570 cm−1 ,
680-795 cm−1 and 1200-1600 cm−1 gain intensity with increasing pressure up to 7 GPa.
These vibrational modes which exhibit increasing strength with respect to pressure,
include both weak fundamentals and crystal-field activated modes. Martin et al. also
found an increase in intensity of some vibrational modes in the infrared transmission measurements on C60 single crystals after pressure treatment [46]. They argued
that the vibrational lines that have a large increase in intensity at low temperature
and/or high pressures are probably ungerade fundamentals [46]. Furthermore, it has
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Table 3.2: The pressure coefficients dν/dp of the vibrational modes, are tabulated for
the pressure regimes below and above the critical pressure (p≈0.8 GPa) [98].
Mode frequency dν/dP for p<0.8 GPa dν/dP for p>0.8 GPa
(cm−1 )
(cm−1 GPa−1 )
(cm−1 GPa−1 )
460
1.12 ± 0.17
0.60 ± 0.04
510
-0.04 ± 0.03
0.47 ± 0.04
535
1.50 ± 0.18
1.95 ± 0.05
565
1.34 ± 0.37
2.11 ± 0.06
577
-0.20 ± 0.07
-0.30 ± 0.02
642
0.19 ± 0.06
0.21 ± 0.01
673
-0.29 ± 0.01
-0.45 ± 0.02
742
-1.11 ± 0.17
-0.38 ± 0.03
1134
2.77 ± 0.35
2.51 ± 0.07
1251
3.34 ± 0.75
2.30 ± 0.09
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Figure 3.12:
Infrared absorbance
spectra in the frequency range 570670 cm−1 where the vibrational
modes appear at pressure of about
7 GPa. These vibrational modes activated at high pressure remain (with
even higher intensity) on releasing
pressure.
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been suggested that the intermolecular interactions can activate silent modes in the
infrared spectra of fullerenes [95]. Thus, the observation of increasing intensity of
otherwise weakly-allowed modes with the application of pressure can be attributed to
the symmetry breaking caused by the structural distortions and the increasing intermolecular interactions. It is worth noticing that the intensity increase sets in at about
1 GPa (most obvious in the weak modes in the ranges 500-570 cm−1 and 680-795 cm−1 ;
see Figure 3.8) around which the orientational ordering of the C70 molecules occurs.
This implies that the symmetry change during the orientational ordering, activates
the otherwise silent modes and the continuous increase of the intensity with further
application of pressure is a signature of increasing intermolecular interactions.
At pressures above 7 GPa, almost all the vibrational modes begin to broaden and
lose intensity drastically making their identification harder among the superimposed
interference fringes. Furthermore weak modes appear at around 605 cm−1 , 625 cm−1 ,
633 cm−1 and 652 cm−1 which persist even after pressure release (see Figure 3.12). However, the disappearance of existing modes was not observed. New modes at approximately same frequencies have been observed in earlier high-pressure-high-temperature
polymerization studies [84, 99]. It is surprising that these modes have been observed
by the earlier reports in the pressurized samples treated at temperatures as high as
300◦ C. Based on the X-ray and spectroscopic investigations, it was suggested that intermolecular bonds are formed in pressurized C70 and the appearance of new modes was
attributed to the pressure-induced dimerization of C70 molecules [84,99]. The complete
amorphization of C70 fullerene was reported only for pressures above 10 GPa which
is the highest measured pressure in the high-pressure studies presented here [79, 100].
Thus, the observed changes at high pressures above 7 GPa up to 10 GPa can be attributed to the increasing structural distortions causing interlinking of fullerenes probably forming dimers, and the amorphization can be probably expected at pressures
much higher than that reported here.
The p-T phase diagram might then be improved by incorporating the present results,
as shown in Figure 3.13. The phase transition line (black dashed line) obtained by
means of the X-ray diffraction from Kawamura et al. [85–87] has a steeper slope than
the anomalies observed by several experimental investigations (see Section 3.2.1 and
Figure 3.6 for more details on the earlier p-T phase diagram). The anomalies from
the earlier experimental investigations together with that observed in this work, lie
more or less in a line (represented by the pink dotted line) suggesting that the slope
of the transition line obtained by Kawamura et al. is probably overestimated. This
phase transition line drawn through the anomalies from various experiments gives rise
to a broad phase transition regime at room temperature, which could also explain the
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observed sluggish nature of the transition.
Also, the pressure of 8 GPa above which the vibrational modes lose intensity drastically was also considered as an anomaly. It can be seen that this pressure value
agrees reasonably well with the monomer-polymer transition line proposed by Iwasa
et al. [84]. Apparently, the transition line could rather be an onset of dimerization
than the polymerization or amorphization.
Absorption edge
The absorption edge of C70 exhibits considerable changes with the application of pressure. The absorption spectra of the C70 in the NIR-visible frequency range in which
the electronic absorption edge lies, is shown in Figure 3.14 for selected pressures between 0-10 GPa. The absorption edge energy decreases with increasing pressure up to
10 GPa.
The molecular orbital levels in van der Waals molecular crystals are broadened into
bands due to intermolecular interactions at ambient conditions. The band broadening
and hence the onset of the electronic absorption are very sensitive to changes in intermolecular interactions. Therefore, the energy of the onset of the electronic absorption
can serve as a measure of the strength of intermolecular interactions.
Both external and chemical pressure will affect the intermolecular distances. Via
both ways the importance of the intermolecular forces for the electronic properties can
thus be clarified. In particular, the application of external pressure is a “clean” way to
continuously tune the intermolecular distances, and the effect on the absorption edge
can be studied.
For a quantitative analysis the absorption edge can be considered as the inflection
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3.3 Introduction to Cubane
point of the absorption spectrum. Accordingly, the first derivative of the absorption
spectrum shows a maximum (see inset of Fig. 3.15 for illustration) whose position
serves as an estimate of Ea . The energy position was determined by a Gaussian fit.
The resulting pressure dependence of Ea for C70 is shown in Fig. 3.15 in comparison
with the results of Meletov et al. [101]. Although the bandgap decreases significantly,
the complete closing of the gap is not observed in the measured frequency range. It
can be seen from Figure 3.15 that these observations are consistent with the previous
absorption studies on fullerite C70 by Meletov et al. The absorption edge at ambient
pressure (Ea (0)) was found to be 1.77 eV. The pressure dependence of the bandgap is
slightly nonlinear (nonlinearity factor of the order of 10−4 ) with a pressure coefficient
of about -0.077 eV/GPa. These values agree reasonably well with the previous high
pressure studies [82, 101–103]. The pressure coefficient is also in agreement with the
ab-inito calculations of the pressure derivative of the exciton energies in C60 [104].
The calculations were performed taking into account the changes in the transfer integrals due to the change in the separation between the adjacent molecules suggesting
the importance of intermolecular interactions. In addition, because of the enormous
strength of the intramolecular bonds [60], only minor contributions due to possible
pressure-induced distortions of the fullerene “balls” are to be expected. Therefore, the
observed pressure-induced redshift of the absorption edge in C70 is attributed to the
increasing intermolecular interactions only [101, 105].
The pressure response of solid C70 may be compared with the one induced by chemical pressure as in the case of the new rotor-stator fullerene-cubane crystals. The rotorstator compounds, C60 ·C8 H8 and C70 ·C8 H8 , consist of fullerene and cubane molecules
held by van der Waals forces. Before proceeding to the properties of the rotor-stator
compounds, it is helpful to briefly review the properties of cubane.

3.3 Introduction to Cubane
Cubane, synthesized by Eaton and Cole in 1964, is an organic molecule with the chemical formula C8 H8 [106]. The structure of cubane molecule is shown in Figure 3.16.
Cubane is a unique molecule for its extraordinary C8 cage. It has a very high symmetry, exceptional strain and unusual kinetic stability. Cubane is referred to as a
hallmark in the world of impossible compounds, as the hybridization of the tetravalent
carbon atoms is away from sp3 . The carbon-carbon bonds are p-rich, while the carbon
orbital used for the C-H bond becomes s-rich. Due to their high heat of formation
and reactivity, cubane and its functionalized derivatives find potential applications
as high-energy fuels, explosives and propellants and intermediates in pharmaceutical
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Figure 3.16:
The
structure of cubane
(C8 H8 ) molecule.

preparations [107].
The cubane molecules belong to the octahedral (Oh ) point group, and the corresponding vibrations of cubane are 2A1g + 2A2u + 2Eg + 2Eu + 1T1g + 4T2g + 3T1u +
2T2u . Among these vibrations only the 3T1u vibrational modes of cubane are infraredactive [108]. The IR-active vibrational modes lie at energies 853 cm−1 , 1230 cm−1 and
2978 cm−1 . While the mode at 853 cm−1 corresponds to C-C stretch vibrations, the
modes at 1230 cm−1 and 2978 cm−1 correspond to C-H wagging and stretching vibrations, respectively. The electronic absorption onset in cubane is at around 52000 cm−1
and other electronic transition lie at much higher energies [109], allowing the study of
the electronic absorption edge of the fullerenes in these van der Waal crystals.
Very few studies have been performed so far to understand the temperature- and
pressure-dependent properties of cubane. Raman spectroscopy, adiabatic and differential scanning calorimetry and NMR studies have demonstrated the presence of a
first-order solid-solid phase transition in cubane at 394 K. Above this temperature the
system enters an orientationally disordered phase that persists until the system melts
at 405 K [110]. Recent theoretical calculation on the effect of pressure on cubane, predicts a complete pressure-induced orientational ordering in cubane at around 1.0 GPa,
while its structure is expected to display only small changes with further increasing
pressure up to 3 GPa [111]. Furthermore, from the first-principles investigations on
the structural and electronic properties of cubane, it was suggested that cubane is
twice softer than C60 according to the bulk modulus, but the pressure derivative of
the bulk modulus was found to be the same as that for solid C60 [112]. An infrared
absorption study on cubane (and 1,4-dinitrocubane) under pressure by Piermarini et
al. [113] seems to be the only pressure-dependent experimental investigation on crystalline cubane. In this study, it was observed that cubane explodes spontaneously at
room temperatures at pressures above 3 GPa [113].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.17: (a) Optical
transmission micrograph of
C60 ·C8 H8 crystal platelets;
(b) Optical reflection micrograph of C60 ·C8 H8 crystals [114].

3.4 Novel rotor-stator compounds
The rotor-stator compounds C60 ·C8 H8 and C70 ·C8 H8 investigated within this work
belong to the new family of heteromolecular crystals which consists of fullerene and
cubane molecules [114]. The fullerenes with cubane form a high-symmetry molecular
solid wherein the molecular species are held together due to molecular recognition
between the convex surface of the fullerenes and the concave surface of the cubane.
The heteromolecular crystals of fullerene and cubane occur in the rotor-stator phase
only for fullerenes with ball diameters below 11.44 Å [114]. At higher ball diameters,
the materials belong to the host-guest systems consisting of fcc framework of fullerenes
with the octahedral voids occupied by orientationally disordered cubane molecules.
The stoichiometric samples of C60 ·C8 H8 and C70 ·C8 H8 were prepared by evaporating
aromatic solutions of fullerene and cubane or by precipitating them with the addition
of isopropyl alcohol [114]. The so-obtained crystals are platelet-shaped with typical
sizes of 5-200 µm. The reflection and transmission micrographs of the pristine crystal
platelets are as shown in Figure 3.17. A brief review of the physical properties of
C60 ·C8 H8 and C70 ·C8 H8 and the pressure-dependent investigations within this project
are presented in the forthcoming subsections.

3.4.1 C60 ·C8 H8 and C70 ·C8 H8
Crystal structure
At room temperature, the C60 ·C8 H8 exists as a fcc crystal while C70 ·C8 H8 occurs as
body-centered tetragonal (bct) crystal. The crystal structure of both compounds at
room temperature is shown in Figure 3.18. In these crystals, the fullerene molecules
form an octahedral or trigonal prismatic configuration and the cubane molecules occupy the voids of the fullerene arrangement. The fullerene molecules rotate freely
between the static cubane molecules forming a ball bearing arrangement. The C70
molecules in C70 ·C8 H8 are in their first orientationally ordered state at room temperature where they rotate about the long axis (C5 ) which in turn precesses about the
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(a)

(b)

C70.C8H8

C60.C8H8

Figure 3.18: Room temperature crystal structure of (a) C60 ·C8 H8 and (b) C70 ·C8 H8 .
The fullerenes form the cubic framework while cubane molecules occupy the octahedral
voids between the fullerenes [92, 114].

Figure 3.19:
(a) Octahedral coordination of C60 in
C60 ·C8 H8 [115]; (b) Coordination of C70 with respect to
cubane in the elongated octahedron of C70 ·C8 H8 [114]. The
restricted motion of the C70
molecule in the rotor-stator
phase in C70 ·C8 H8 is also illustrated. The C70 in C70 ·C8 H8
rotates about its long axis (C5 )
which in turn precesses about
the tetragonal c-axis.
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Figure 3.20: Schematic phase diagram of C60 ·C8 H8 and C70 ·C8 H8 as a function of
temperature (adopted from Ref. [114]).
tetragonal c-axis. Figure 3.19 shows the coordination of the fullerene molecules in
C60 ·C8 H8 and C70 ·C8 H8 . The restricted motion of the C70 molecule is also illustrated
here. The cubane molecules are aligned parallel with the faces of the unit cell with
a higher symmetry environment than in their native crystals. The interfullerene distances in C60 ·C8 H8 is enlarged in comparison with the solid C60 . On the other hand,
the lattice expansion in C70 ·C8 H8 is smaller than in C60 ·C8 H8 due to more effective
space filling facilitated by the prolate shape of C70 .

Temperature-dependent phase diagram
The crystal structures of both C60 ·C8 H8 and C70 ·C8 H8 were determined using powder
and single-crystal X-ray diffraction [114, 116]. The temperature-dependent phase diagram of the rotor-stator compounds obtained from the X-ray diffraction measurements
is shown in Figure 3.20. Similar to pure fullerenes, the rotational degrees of freedom
of fullerenes in these high-symmetry crystals are restricted on lowering temperature
leading to orientational ordering transitions. As can be seen from Figure 3.20, the orientational ordering in C60 ·C8 H8 takes place at 140 K. This transition temperature is
much lower than the transition temperature of 260 K in pure C60 due to the expanded
lattice volume. During this phase transition, the symmetry of the crystal structure is
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Figure 3.21:
Pressure-temperature
phase diagram of C60 ·C8 H8 obtained by means of X-ray diffraction
and Raman spectroscopic studies by
Sundqvist et al. [117].

lowered by changing from fcc to orthorhombic. C70 ·C8 H8 on the other hand undergoes
two orientational ordering transitions. The first orientational ordering occurs above
room temperature at 390 K accompanied by a structural phase transition from fcc to
bct. At this transition, the free rotation of the C70 molecules is restricted to uniaxial motion about its C5 axis which in turn precesses about the tetragonal c-axis (see
Figure 3.19(b)). In pure fullerenes, the repulsive π − π interactions give rise to orientational ordering transition. This interaction is much reduced in these rotor-stator
compounds due to enlarged interfullerene distances. However, match of fullerene surface with the surface of cubane facilitates smooth rotation of fullerenes. This causes
unusually low phase transition temperatures in these rotor-stator phases.
At high temperatures, both C60 ·C8 H8 and C70 ·C8 H8 remain in the rotor-stator phase
up to 470 K. Above this temperature, the two molecular species in these heteromolecular crystals undergo solid-state reactions to form highly stable covalent derivatives
due to polymerization. On further heating above 600 K, thermal decomposition of the
compounds occurs causing mass loss.
In addition to the study of temperature-dependent properties, experimental investigations have been performed to understand the polymerization in C60 ·C8 H8 under
pressure and photo-irradiation [117–119]. The polymerization of C60 ·C8 H8 at high temperature and pressure was investigated using Raman spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction at selected temperatures between 385-870 K and pressure up to 2 GPa [117, 118].
Polymerization was found to occur under pressure up to 2 GPa at temperatures above
400 K. Irradiation of green or blue light on C60 ·C8 H8 was observed to induce photochemical reaction which leads to a product similar to that of the thermal polymeriza-
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tion [119]. The question whether polymerization can be achieved at pressures higher
than 2 GPa at room temperature was yet to be answered.
High pressure technique is not only useful for polymerization studies but also to understand the complex interaction mechanism in these rotor-stator compounds. Pressuredependent spectroscopic investigations enable us to study the effect of intermolecular
interaction and structural changes on the properties of these materials. As the orientational ordering transitions occur at lower temperatures in comparison to pure
fullerenes due to increased free volume in the lattice, the pressure-induced orientational ordering is expected to occur at higher pressures than that of the pure fullerenes.
Recently, the pressure-induced phenomena in C60 ·C8 H8 were investigated by pressuredependent transmission measurements in the infrared frequency range [120]. It was
found that the orientational ordering in C60 ·C8 H8 indeed occurs at a pressure of about
0.8 GPa, which is significantly higher than for pristine C60 . Raman and X-ray diffraction investigations on C60 ·C8 H8 also found that the pressure-induced phase transition
from fcc to orthorhombic occurs around 0.5 GPa [117]. Based on the outcome of the
pressure and temperature-dependent studies on C60 ·C8 H8 the p-T phase diagram of
C60 ·C8 H8 (shown in Figure 3.21) was proposed by Sundqvist et al. [117]. As a part of
the extended investigations of these new class of rotor-stator compounds, a detailed
investigation of the optical properties of C60 ·C8 H8 and C70 ·C8 H8 under pressure by
transmission measurements in the MIR up to the visible frequency range, was carried
out in this project.

3.4.2 Pressure-dependent infrared studies on C60 ·C8 H8 and
C70 ·C8 H8
The transmission measurements of a mixture of powder sample and the pressure transmitting medium were carried out for pressure up to 10 GPa over the frequency range
300 - 20000 cm−1 . The measurement resolution is 2 cm−1 in the MIR and 8 cm−1 in the
NIR and visible frequency ranges. The quasi-hydrostatic pressure transmitting media
used in the MIR was KCl. Transmission measurements in the NIR and visible frequency range were performed using KCl and argon as pressure transmitting medium,
in order to check the possible effect of nonhydrostaticity on the pressure dependence
of the absorption edge of C60 ·C8 H8 and C70 ·C8 H8 .
The absorbance spectra of C60 ·C8 H8 and C70 ·C8 H8 over the whole measured frequency range are shown in Figure 3.22 for three pressures between 0-10 GPa. The
interference fringes in the spectra are due to multiple reflections of the incident radiation within the DAC. The low frequency spectra consist of vibrational modes of
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Figure 3.22: Absorption spectra of C60 ·C8 H8 and C70 ·C8 H8 in the MIR-visible frequency
range are shown for three pressures between 0-10 GPa.
the fullerene and cubane molecules while the NIR-visible energy range consists of the
electronic absorption edge of the rotor-stator compounds. The vibrational modes and
the absorption edge show considerable changes with application of pressure. The following description of the properties of rotor-stator compounds under pressure, the
pressure-induced changes in the vibrational modes and the absorption edge are discussed separately.
Vibrational modes
The fullerene and cubane molecules in the rotor-stator crystals C60 ·C8 H8 and C70 ·C8 H8
are held together by weak van der Waals interaction between the molecules and therefore the characteristic vibrational modes of both fullerene and cubane molecules can be
observed in the infrared spectra of C60 ·C8 H8 and C70 ·C8 H8 with no shift of the fullerene
modes and a slight red shift of the cubane modes, caused by the high polarizability of
the fullerene environment [119]. It can be recalled that the infrared-active vibrational
modes of C60 , C70 and C8 H8 are 4T1u , 21E10 and the A002 , and 3T1u respectively (see
Sections 3.1.1, 3.2.1 and 3.3 for more details).
Figure 3.23 and Figure 3.24 show the absorption spectra of C60 ·C8 H8 and C70 ·C8 H8
as a function of pressure. Most of the modes exhibit a pronounced frequency shift and
broadening under pressure. However, they could be observed up to the highest applied
pressure of about 10 GPa. Furthermore, all the observed pressure-induced changes in
the vibrational modes are reversible upon pressure release.
The behavior of the fullerene modes in both C60 ·C8 H8 and C70 ·C8 H8 under pressure is very similar to that observed in the pristine fullerenes [60]: In C60 ·C8 H8 the
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Figure 3.23: Absorption spectra of C60 ·C8 H8 in the mid-infrared frequency range for
pressure up to 10 GPa [121]. The vibrational modes of the fullerene (cubane) molecules
are denoted by F (C).
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Figure 3.24: Absorption spectra of C70 ·C8 H8 in the mid-infrared frequency range for
pressure up to 10 GPa [121]. The vibrational modes of the fullerene (cubane) molecules
are denoted by F (C).
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Table 3.3: Frequencies of the vibrational modes of C60 ·C8 H8 at pressures ∼ 0.5 GPa
and 4 GPa [121]. The vibrational modes of the fullerene (cubane) molecules are denoted
by F (C).
Label
F1
F2
C1
F3
C2
F4
C3

ν (cm−1 ) at ∼ 0.5 GPa
526
577
859
1182
1223
1429
2980

ν (cm−1 ) at 4 GPa
525
584
882
1191
1228
3008

fullerene modes harden with increasing pressure, except for the radial distortion mode
at 527 cm−1 . In C70 ·C8 H8 most of the fullerene modes shift to higher energies with increasing pressure, like in pristine C70 . Only the modes located at 577 cm−1 , 674 cm−1 ,
795 cm−1 , and 1586 cm−1 shift to lower energies and exhibit a weak pressure dependence just like pristine C70 (see Section 3.2.2).
For both compounds the vibrational modes of the cubane molecules harden with
increasing pressure. Interestingly, the pressure-induced changes for these modes are
more pronounced than for the fullerene modes. In particular, in C70 ·C8 H8 the cubane
modes exhibit the signs of splitting together with broadening of the modes. Due to
increasing width of the vibrational modes, the split modes are not well resolved and
appear as shoulders in the broad absorption lines. Copolymerization is found to be
induced by temperature, light [119] or high temperature and pressure [118]. Since the
cubane lines are clearly visible up to 10 GPa, the occurrence of polymerization under
high pressure at room temperature can be ruled out.
For a quantitative analysis of the pressure-induced changes in the absorption the
frequencies of the vibrational modes of C60 ·C8 H8 and C70 ·C8 H8 were extracted by
fitting with Lorentzian functions. The results are shown in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 for
pressures 0.4 GPa and 4 GPa. The pressure dependence of two selected modes in
both compounds are shown up to 10 GPa in Figure 3.25. The vibrational modes
exhibit linear frequency shifts with changes in the slope at certain pressures in the low
pressure regime, and the cubane modes in C70 ·C8 H8 show a threefold splitting. For
the discussion of the present results it is sufficient to focus on the pressure range up to
4 GPa, since the major changes occur here (as obvious from Figure 3.25). The pressureinduced frequency shifts of the vibrational modes of C60 and cubane in C60 ·C8 H8 are
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Table 3.4: Frequencies of the vibrational modes of C70 ·C8 H8 at pressures 0.4 GPa and
4 GPa [121]. The vibrational modes of fullerene (cubane) are denoted by F (C).
Label
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
C1
C
C
F8
F9
F10
C2
C
C
F11
F12
F13
F14
F15
F16
F17
F18
F19
F20
F21
F
F22
F23
F24
F25
C3
C
C

ν (cm−1 ) at 0.4 GPa
458
535.4
565.8
577.1
641.8
673.8
795
857.7
1087.5
1134.4
1205.5
1223.5
1259
1293
1321.7
1326.4
1416.2
1422.8
1428.1
1432.4
1441.8
1446.9
1463
1490
1533
1562.9
1585.5
2979.3
-

ν (cm−1 ) at 4 GPa
460.6
542.6
575.2
576.6
642.2
672.7
793.7
867.2
873.8
890.1
1101.0
1145.6
1220.2
1225.2
1229.5
1234.3
1425.2
1428.5
1434.6
1437.3
1445.2
1453.4
1470.5
1480.3
1502.9
1575.2
1583.7
2998.6
3017.2
3030.5
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Figure 3.25: Pressure dependence of two selected vibrational modes of C60 ·C8 H8 and
C70 ·C8 H8 plotted as a function of pressure up to 10 GPa [121]. The vibrational modes
of the fullerene (cubane) molecules are denoted by F (C); the labels are chosen in the
order of increasing frequency.
plotted in Figure 3.26. For C60 ·C8 H8 the anomalies occur at around 0.5 and 1.3 GPa.
The corresponding results of the vibrational modes of C70 and cubane in C70 ·C8 H8
are plotted in Figure 3.27. Since C70 has many infrared-active modes (see Table 3.4),
only those with the strongest pressure dependence are shown in Figure 3.27. For
C70 ·C8 H8 the observed anomalies in the pressure dependence of these modes are observed at around 0.8 and 1.75 GPa. The anomalies are pronounced for the cubane
modes, while they are less obvious for the C70 modes. The overall pressure dependence
of the fullerene in C70 ·C8 H8 can be compared to the pressure dependence in pristine
C70 presented in Section 3.2.2. The pressure dependence of selected (low-frequency)
vibrational modes of C70 ·C8 H8 shown along with the corresponding modes in pure C70
in Figure 3.28, confirms the consistent pressure dependence of the vibrational modes
of fullerene C70 .
It is interesting to compare the results of C60 ·C8 H8 with the p-T phase diagram
of pristine C60 (see Section 3.1.1 for detailed description) to get insight into the possible nature of the observed anomalies in C60 ·C8 H8 . As previously discussed (see
Section 3.4.1), an orientational ordering transition was found in C60 ·C8 H8 at 140 K at
ambient pressure. At this transition, the rotational degrees of freedom of the fullerene
molecules become restricted and the crystal structure changes from fcc to orthorhombic [60, 114, 116]. In analogy to the p-T phase diagram of C60 (see Figure 3.4), the
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Figure 3.26: Frequencies of the vibrational modes of C60 ·C8 H8 plotted as function of
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anomaly at 0.5 GPa is attributed to the occurrence of an orientational ordering of the
fullerene molecules in C60 ·C8 H8 , accompanied by the pressure-induced transition from
an fcc to orthorhombic crystal structure as suggested by Raman and X-ray diffraction
measurements under pressure [117].
In the fcc phase of C60 ·C8 H8 the C60 molecules rotate so fast that the distorting
potential field of the surrounding molecules is averaged out. The cubane molecules
occupy Oh sites in these crystals, which is symmetry identical to the point group of the
C8 H8 molecule. This way no splitting is expected in the fcc phase. In the orthorhombic
phase, on the other hand, the fullerene molecules are static. The highest possible site
symmetry in orthorhombic C60 ·C8 H8 is D2h , and the irreducible representations of this
point group are all one-dimensional. This means that splitting of both the C60 and the
cubane lines should be present. As one unit cell of the orthorhombic phase contains
4 inequivalent molecules of fullerene (and cubane), Davydov splitting1 should also be
present. Any splitting up to the highest measured pressures was not observed, which
means that the broadening due to the increase of pressure is larger than the magnitude
of the splitting.
The anomaly at around 1.3 GPa cannot be assigned to the pressure-induced change
of the orientational order in the p-T phase diagram of pure C60 , since the orthorhombic
structure precludes orientational disorder. Besides, due to the larger interfullerene
distances in C60 ·C8 H8 , the significant interaction is that of fullerene-cubane rather
than fullerene-fullerene. Therefore, this transition may have its origin in fullerenecubane interactions. Another indirect evidence for this assumption is that the infrared
1

The (factor-group) splitting of bands in the electronic or vibrational spectra of crystals due to the
presence of more than one (interacting) equivalent molecular entity in the unit cell.
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Table 3.5: Splitting of the originally infrared active molecular modes in the primitive
monoclinic phase of C70 ·C8 H8 according to group theory: a) the number of modes
arising due to the lower site symmetry; b) the number of modes if we take Davydov
splitting into account, as well [121]. The two possible splitting patterns are associated
with different possible factor groups and site symmetries in the primitive monoclinic
system.

C70
C70
C8 H8

A” 2
E’1
T1u

a)
1
2
3

b)
2
4
6

modes of cubane follow the same pressure dependence as the fullerene lines showing
anomalies at the same pressure values.
According to our results, the vibrational modes in C70 ·C8 H8 exhibit a stronger and
fundamentally different pressure dependence than those in C60 ·C8 H8 . The cubane
modes split into several lines at 0.8 and 1.75 GPa where changes (although less pronounced) appear in the pressure dependence of the C70 modes as well. At room
temperature the basic motion of the C70 molecules is a uniaxial rotation around the
long molecular axis (C 5 ) [114, 116]. This uniaxial rotation of the C70 molecules might
stop at around 0.8 GPa, in analogy with the pressure-induced orientational ordering
in pristine C70 at around 1 GPa [85, 86, 98].
In the bct phase of C70 ·C8 H8 the cubane molecules occupy axially elongated Oh sites
belonging to the D4h point group. In this point group the T1u modes split into A2u
and Eu , which are both infrared active. Consequently a twofold splitting of the cubane
lines should be already present at ambient pressure. The size of the splitting, however,
is below the resolution of the measurements, indicating only a slight elongation of the
Oh site. C70 is rotating in this phase, and we indeed do not see any splitting of its
lines.
In the primitive monoclinic phase the C70 molecules are not rotating any more, so
splitting due to the lower site symmetry and the Davydov splitting can appear not
only in the case of cubane, but also in the case of C70 lines. The highest possible
site symmetry in this phase is C2h . As this point group has only one-dimensional
representations, the E10 lines of C70 are expected to split twofold and the T1u lines
of cubane threefold (see column a) in Table 3.5). An additional twofold Davydov
splitting of all the modes is expected, as the unit cell now contains two inequivalent
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C70 (and C8 H8 ) molecules (see column b) in Table 3.5). Of course, not all of the
modes are infrared active. The number of these depends on the exact point groups
appearing in the group theoretical derivation. If we consider all the possible cases
of a primitive monoclinic C70 ·C8 H8 , the possible splitting patterns appearing in the
infrared spectrum can be according to either column a) or column b) in Table 3.5. The
splitting of C70 lines was not observed, but the cubane lines were indeed found to split
with increasing pressure. It is interesting to note that the splitting of different T1u
lines of cubane does not happen at the same pressures. The origin of such difference
remains an open question.
As mentioned earlier in Section 3.3, it was observed that cubane explodes spontaneously at room temperature at pressures above 3 GPa [113]. This decomposition is the
result of the considerable internal strain caused by the unusual 90 degree bond angles,
rendering the cubane molecule more sensitive to the application of external pressure
than fullerenes. As the cubane sublattice is already ordered and there is no cubanecubane contact, neither the orientational ordering calculated for the high-temperature
phase of solid cubane [111] nor the bulk modulus estimation for the ordered phase [112]
is relevant here; the principal factor determining the symmetry change is the ordering
of the surrounding fullerene molecules. As we have seen, the splitting of the lines
predicted by group theory is usually obscured by the linewidth, the only exception
being that of cubane in C70 ·C8 H8 under pressure. This indicates the sensitivity of
the cubane molecule to pressure, and stronger intermolecular interactions in C70 ·C8 H8
than in C60 ·C8 H8 .
Absorption edge
As explained in the discussion on the absorption edge of pure C70 , the energy of the
onset of the electronic absorption can serve as a measure of the strength of intermolecular interactions. For the same reason, the absorption edge Ea in C60 ·C8 H8 and
C70 ·C8 H8 and its dependence on external pressure were determined from our transmittance spectra. Figure 3.29 shows the absorbance spectra of both compounds in the
NIR-visible frequency range for selected pressure up to 10 GPa. For both compounds
the absorption edge shifts to lower energies on applying pressure. The absorption edge
of C70 ·C8 H8 lies at a smaller energy and shows larger pressure-induced shifts compared
to C60 ·C8 H8 . The absorption strongly increases towards the low energy range due to
the onset of the electronic excitations in fullerenes (cubane is transparent up to 50000
cm−1 [107]).
The quantitative analysis was performed similar to the analysis for the absorption
edge of C70 , taking the first derivative of the absorption spectrum (see inset of Fig-
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Table 3.6: Ambient-pressure absorption edge Ea0 and average interfullerene distance
in various fullerene-based materials [43, 60, 85, 101, 105, 122, 126–132].
Compound
C60
C60 -clathrates
C60 ·C8 H8
C70
C70 ·C8 H8

Ea0 (eV)
1.73
1.81
1.84
1.79
1.77

Intermolecular distance (Å)
10.01
≈ 10.1
10.42
10.61
10.88

ure 3.30 for illustration). The resulting pressure dependence of Ea for C60 ·C8 H8 and
C70 ·C8 H8 is shown in Figure 3.30.
The results were rechecked using argon as pressure transmitting medium, in order
to rule out possible non-hydrostatic effects. According to Figure 3.30 the values of Ea
for the different pressure media agree reasonably well.
The dependence of Ea on pressure P for C60 ·C8 H8 and C70 ·C8 H8 is nonlinear and
could be perfectly described by a second-order polynomial Ea (P)=Ea0 + d1 ·P + d2 ·P 2 .
The so-obtained fitting parameters are Ea0 =1.84 eV (1.77 eV), d1 =-0.055 eV/GPa (0.065 eV/GPa), and d2 =0.0015 eVGPa−2 (0.0018 eVGPa−2 ) for C60 ·C8 H8 (C70 ·C8 H8 ).
The nonlinear shift is analogous to that found in pristine C60 [60, 122, 123] and C70
(see Section 3.2.2), and the parameter d1 for C60 ·C8 H8 is comparable to that observed
by Meletov et al., [124–126] for the 1.7 eV threshold at low pressure.
The effect of the chemical pressure on the electronic properties of C60 ·C8 H8 and
C70 ·C8 H8 was studied by a comparison with other fullerene-based materials regarding
the absorption edge Ea (0) and interfullerene distance. In Table 3.6 the results from
this project are listed together with those for the pristine fullerenes and fullerene
clathrates. The absorption threshold values for the other fullerene-derived compounds
were determined by the same procedure described above, in order to be comparable.
The size of Ea (0) for C60 ·C8 H8 is significantly larger than for pure solid C60 [60,105,122,
126]. A similar blueshift of the absorption edge compared to pure C60 was observed
for the C60 clathrates [127]. Here it was argued that the blueshift results from the
increase in molar volume, leading to a decrease in the molecular overlap between the
C60 molecular orbitals: the guest molecules in the clathrates simply act as spacers,
causing a lattice expansion, and no interaction is present between the host and guest
molecules. A similar argument might hold in the case of C60 ·C8 H8 , but despite the
much larger interfullerene distance than that in clathrates [116], the absorption edge
does not differ much from that in the clathrates. This fact can be regarded as an
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evidence for the attractive fullerene-cubane molecular recognition [115] increasing the
orbital overlap and thereby counteracting the spacer effect. Recent band-structure
calculations [133] indeed raised the possibility of hybridization between cubane and
C60 , which would have as a consequence the increase in heteromolecular overlap. It
seems that in C70 ·C8 H8 these two contributions nearly cancel each other, since no
significant shift of the absorption edge compared to pristine C70 is observed. C70 ·C8 H8
having a more effective space filling than C60 ·C8 H8 explains the increased molecular
recognition interaction which leads to both smaller increase in intermolecular distance
and no shift (in fact, a slight redshift) in the absorption edge.

3.5 Summary
Pressure-dependent infrared spectroscopic measurements on fullerene-based compounds
pristine C70 , C60 ·C8 H8 , and C70 ·C8 H8 were performed over a broad energy range for
pressure up to 10 GPa. Both vibrational and electronic properties of these compounds
could be investigated under pressure.
Several fundamental vibrational modes of solid C70 could be identified and they were
found to exhibit significant pressure dependence. In addition to the fundamental vibrational modes, few other modes which are probably Raman or silent modes activated due
to intermolecular interactions and symmetry breaking effects, were also observed. An
anomaly found in the pressure dependence of the vibrational modes of C70 at around
0.8 GPa, could be attributed to the orientational ordering transition where the uniaxial
motion of the fullerenes is completely stopped. The orientational ordering transition is
probably accompanied by a structural phase transition from fcc to rh. This conclusion
is further supported by the fact that the weak vibrational modes begin to gain intensity with increasing pressure starting from the pressure around 1 GPa. The electronic
absorption of solid C70 could be studied as a function of pressure from the NIR-visible
spectra. The electronic absorption edge of the C70 was found at 1.77 eV. The optical
absorption edge shifted to lower energies with increasing pressure due to increasing
intermolecular interactions. The negative pressure coefficient of -0.077 eV/GPa agrees
well with the expected deformation potential of C70 .
Pressure-dependent transmittance measurements over a broad frequency range (infrared to visible) on C60 ·C8 H8 and C70 ·C8 H8 reveal pressure-induced phase transitions
and give an insight into the nature of interactions in this new class of rotor-stator compounds. The pressure dependence of the vibrational modes in C60 ·C8 H8 shows anomalies at 0.5 and 1.3 GPa, the first of which could be assigned to a pressure-induced
orientational ordering transition of the fullerene molecules; the second anomaly is
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probably correlated with fullerene-cubane interactions. According to the pronounced
pressure-induced changes of the vibrational modes, the cubane molecules in C70 ·C8 H8
are more sensitive to the application of pressure than in C60 ·C8 H8 , reflecting the
stronger molecular recognition interactions in C70 ·C8 H8 due to more effective space
filling. The cubane modes exhibit pressure-induced splittings into several lines at
0.8 and 1.75 GPa, and are interpreted in terms of symmetry changes in the cubane
molecules induced by distortions.
The energy of the absorption threshold in C60 ·C8 H8 and C70 ·C8 H8 could be followed
as a function of pressure. For both compounds the threshold shifts to lower energies
with increasing pressure due to an increasing overlap of the molecular orbitals, and the
pressure dependence can be described by a second-order polynomial. The absorption
threshold of C60 ·C8 H8 is larger than that of pristine C60 but less than expected based
on intermolecular distance, indicating that the cubane molecules do not simply act as
spacers reducing the overlap of the C60 molecular orbitals, but heteromolecular overlap
caused by molecular recognition plays a role as well. In C70 ·C8 H8 practically no shift
of the optical absorption edge is observed, in agreement with the enhanced molecular
recognition interactions compared to C60 ·C8 H8 .
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In this chapter, the pressure-dependent investigations on the SWCNT films are presented. Investigations have been performed on both unoriented SWCNT films (an asprepared SWCNT film and a purified SWCNT film) and oriented SWCNT films (oriented nanotubes in polyethylene matrix and magnetically-aligned nanotube film). An
introduction to the properties of the SWCNTs is presented in the first section. The
following sections explain the results of the various investigated films and the pressureinduced phenomena in SWCNTs.

4.1 Properties of Carbon Nanotubes
4.1.1 Structure
SWCNTs can be viewed as a hollow cylinder rolled from a graphitic sheet. Because
the microscopic structure of SWCNTs is closely related to that of graphene, the tubes
are usually labeled in terms of the graphene lattice vectors. Figure 4.1 illustrates the
construction of a SWCNT from graphene sheet. The structure of the nanotubes can be
specified by the wrapping vector (also known as chiral vector) C(n1 , n2 ) which connects
the crystallographically equivalent sites (A and A0 ) on the graphene sheet. SWCNT’s
geometry is then completely specified by the pair of integers n1 and n2 denoting the
relative position C = n1 a1 + n2 a2 of the pair of atoms on a graphene strip which, when
rolled onto each other, form a tube. The vectors a1 and a2 are the unit vectors of
the hexagonal honeycomb lattice of the two-dimensional graphene. Depending on the
wrapping vector C(n1 , n2 ) and the chiral angle (the angle between the wrapping vector
and zig-zag direction of graphene sheet; denoted as θ), the nanotubes are classified as
zig-zag, chiral and armchair tubes (see Figure 4.2 for illustration). The tubes of type
n2 = 0 and θ = 0◦ are called zig-zag tubes. The tubes with n1 = n2 and θ = 30◦
are called armchair tubes and all other tubes are known as chiral tubes. The chiral
vector defines the circumference of the tube and therefore the diameter (d) of the
single-walled nanotubes is given by
p
a0 n21 + n1 n2 + n22
|C|
=
(4.1)
d=
π
π
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Figure 4.1: Graphene honeycomb network with lattice vectors a1 and a2 . The
chiral vector Ch = 5a1 +3a2 represents a
possible wrapping of the two-dimensional
graphene sheet into a tubular form. The
direction perpendicular to C is the tube
axis. The chiral angle θ is defined by the
C vector and the a1 zigzag direction of
the graphene lattice [134].

C(5,3)

‚

C(n1,n2)
n1=n2
(5,5)

(7,1)

Armchair
tubes

n1≠n2
Chiral tubes

(8,0)

n2=0
Zig-zag tubes

Figure 4.2: Classification of the nanotubes based on the wrapping vector C(n1 , n2 ).
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Figure 4.3: (a) Band structure of the
graphene based on the tight-binding
model along the high-symmetry points
(K, Γ and M). (b) Allowed k wavevectors of the (5,5), (7,1) and (8,0) tubes
(solid lines) mapped onto the graphene
Brillouin zone (hexagons) [135].
where a0 is the length of the basis vectors of the graphene lattice and is equal to
2.461 Å.

4.1.2 Electronic properties
The electronic properties of the SWCNTs can be obtained from the band-structure
of graphene using the zone-folding approximation. The electronic band-structure of
graphene is shown in Figure 4.3(a). The most widely used description of the electronic
band structure of graphene is an empirical tight-binding model. This model includes
only the π states perpendicular to the graphene sheet, i.e., the electrons in the pz
orbitals, and their interactions, because these states give rise to the electronic bands
close to the Fermi level. Both the π valence band and the π ∗ conduction band cross at
the K point of the Brillouin zone, while the σ bonding and σ ∗ antibonding bands are
well separated in energy (see Figure 4.3(a)). Under the approximations which consider
only the nearest-neighbor interactions in the graphene sheet and neglect the overlap
between two π wavefunctions centered at different atoms, the π valence E− and π ∗
conduction bands E+ of graphene are given by the simple analytic expression [136,137]
E ± (k) = ±γ0

p

3 + 2 cos(k · a1 ) + 2 cos(k · a2 ) + 2 cos(k · (a1 − a2 )) ,

where γ0 describes the interactions between two π electrons.
wavevector for the graphene Brillouin zone.

(4.2)

k is the electronic
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Single-walled carbon nanotubes are one-dimensional solids: Due to this fact, the
properties along the nanotube axis and perpendicular to tube axis differ significantly.
Because of the periodic boundary conditions, the electrons, phonons and other quasiparticles can only have certain, discrete wavelengths along the nanotube circumference [137]. On the other hand, quasiparticles can travel along the nanotube axis. An
infinitely long tube has continuous electronic and vibrational states in this direction.
The quantization condition can be used to estimate the electronic band structure of
carbon nanotubes from the electronic states of graphene. The electronic states are
restricted to the k wavevectors that fulfill the condition k · C = 2πm, where C is the
chiral vector and m is an integer (see Figure 4.3(b) for illustration of the allowed k
wavevectors for the three types of the nanotubes). It is this quantization condition
that makes one-third of the nanotubes metallic while the others are semiconducting.
The K point of graphene is at 13 (k1 − k2 ) where k1 and k2 are the reciprocal lattice
vectors of hexagonal graphene lattice; thus, a nanotube is a metal if
1
2π
k · C = (k1 − k2 )(n1 a1 + n2 a2 ) =
(n1 − n2 ) = 2πm
3
3

(4.3)

i.e., the tubes with wrapping vector satisfying the condition,
3m = n1 − n2

,

(4.4)

are metallic while other tubes are semiconducting. The armchair tubes with n1 = n2
are therefore always metallic while the zig-zag and chiral tubes are metallic when
their chiral indices satisfy the condition specified in Eqn.(4.4). Inserting the allowed
wavevectors (see Table 1 of [138] for more information) in the Eqn.(4.2), the electronic
band structure of zig-zag, armchair and chiral SWCNTs can be obtained using zonefolding approximation as
r
³ m´
³ m´
±
Ezz (m, kz ) = ±γ0 3 + 2 cos 2π
+ 4 cos π
· cos(πkz ) ,
(4.5)
n
n
r
³ m´
±
Eac (m, kz ) = ±γ0 3 + 4 cos π
· cos(πkz ) + 2 cos(2πkz ) ,
(4.6)
n
and
"

Ec± (m, kz )
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µ

¶
2n1 + n2 n2
= ±γ0 3 + 2 cos m
− kz
qnR
q
µ
¶
2n2 + n1 n1
+ 2 cos m
+ kz
nqR
q
¶# 12
µ
n1 − n2 n1 + n2
−
kz
+ 2 cos m
qnR
q

, (4.7)
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where the subscripts zz, ac and c refer to zig-zag, armchair and chiral tubes, respectively. kz is the magnitude of the axial wavevector which is continuous. The number
n is the greatest common divisor of the chiral indices n1 and n2 . The parameters q is
the number of graphene hexagons in the nanotube unit cell. The parameter R given
in the dispersion relation for the chiral tubes is also a function of the chiral indices
given as
(
3
if (n1 -n2 )/3n =integer
R=
1
if (n1 -n2 )/3n 6= integer
The kz wavevector at which the valence band crosses the conduction band in the
nanotube Brillouin zone can be obtained by projecting K point along the nanotube
axis as
(
0
if R=1
kz =
1/3
if R=3
Thus, in metallic tubes with R = 1 like (n1 ,0) zig-zag tubes, the valence and the
conduction band cross at the Γ point. In R = 3 tubes, they cross at one-third of the
kz lattice vector at 2π/3a.
Electronic density of states
Although the electronic band structure of the SWCNTs is in close analogy to that
of graphene, the most important difference arises due to the reduced dimensionality.
The density of states (DOS), i.e., the number of available electrons for a given energy
interval, is known to depend dramatically on the dimension of a system. It is this
quantity that is extremely crucial for the experimental study of the electronic properties of the nanotubes and its applications. As carbon nanotubes are one-dimensional,
√
1/ E-behavior for the DOS is expected, if E ∝ k 2 . It was indeed found that the DOS
exhibited this behavior and an universal expression for the DOS of the carbon nanotubes was derived by Mintmire and White [139]. The DOS n(E) for i one-dimensional
electronic bands is given by
¯
¯ ±
Z
¯ ∂E (k⊥ , kz ) ¯−1
2 X
¯
¯
,
(4.8)
n(E) =
dkz δ(kz − ki ) ¯
¯
q|kz | i
∂kz
where ki is given by E − E ± (k⊥ , kz ) = 0 and q|kz | is the total area of the nanotube
Brillouin zone. The partial derivative of E ± close to the Fermi level can be calculated
by approximating the electronic bands of graphene as straight lines close to K. The
electronic band of graphene close to K is then given as
√
3
±
E (k) = ∓
a0 γ0 |k − kF | .
(4.9)
2
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Figure 4.4: Density of states of
the nanotubes with chiral indices
(9,5), (10,0) and (10,10) as examples for density of states of
the chiral, armchair and zig-zag
SWCNTs.
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An allowed wave vector of a tube is given by mk⊥ plus a vector along kz , thus
|k − kF | =

p

2 + ∆k 2
∆km
z

,

(4.10)

where ∆km is the quantized component along k⊥ , and ∆kz is the component parallel
to kz and can have continuous values. ∆km can be obtained by projecting (k − kF )
along k⊥ as
∆km = (k − kF )

k⊥
4π
4
=
|3m − n1 + n2 | =
|3m − n1 + n2 |
|k⊥ |
3 |c|
3d

(4.11)

The inverse of the partial derivative in Eqn.(4.8) is then given by the expression
¯
¯ p
√
¯
¯ ±
¯ ∂ ∆k 2 + ∆k 2 ¯−1 √3
¯ ∂E (k⊥ , kz ) ¯−1
3
|E ± |
¯
m
z¯
¯
¯ =
p
a
γ
a
γ
=
¯
¯
0
0
0
0
¯
¯
2
¯
¯
∂kz
2
∂kz
2
(E ± )2 − Em
with

, (4.12)

√
Em =

a0 γ0
3
a0 γ0 ∆km = |3m − n1 − n2 | √
2
3d

.

(4.13)

Inserting Eqn.(4.12) in to Eqn.(4.8) and integrating over kz , the DOS of SWCNT is
given as
∞
2
8 X
√
g(E, Em ) .
(4.14)
n(E) =
q|kz | m=−∞ 3a0 γ0
√
Since the volume of the Brillouin zone q|kz | = 4π 2 d/ 3a20 ,
n(E) =
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∞
4a0 X
g(E, Em ) ,
π 2 dγ0 m=−∞

(4.15)
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with

(
g(E, Em ) =

p
2
|E|/ E 2 − Em
0

|E| > |Em |
|E| < |Em |

g(E, Em ) for Em 6= 0 shows the divergence at E = Em . For Em = 0, g is equal to 1
and refers to metallic tubes and the electronic bands that cross at the Fermi energy.
The points of energies of vanishing slope for the different electronic bands are given
by Em which is defined as
a 0 γ0
Em = |3m − n1 − n2 | √
3d

(4.16)

Thus, the DOS of the SWCNTs depends on the chirality and is inversely proportional to
the diameter (d) of the nanotubes. Figure 4.4 shows the DOS for (9,5) (chiral), (10,0)
(armchair), and (10,10) (zig-zag) nanotubes as examples for the DOS of the three types
of SWCNTs. The DOS consists of van Hove singularities (vHS) at various energies
satisfying the condition E = Em . Considering nanotubes with similar diameters, the
first vHS in a semiconducting tube is found at lower energies than that of the metallic
tubes. The 1/d dependence of the energy gap in the DOS relies on the assumption of
a linear dispersion of the bands around EF . In reality, the bands are not linear away
from EF , an effect called trigonal warping which induces a dependence of the band
gap not only on the diameter, but on the (n1 ,n2 ) indices as well [140, 141].
Curvature effects
The electronic band structure of SWCNTs described in the previous section is a model
based on the confinement of electrons around the tube circumference. Within this
model, the curvature effects that arise due to the fact that the carbon atoms are
placed on a cylindrical wall of the carbon nanotubes were neglected, since the states
selected in the band-folding scheme were those of the planar graphene sheet. However
the curved topology induces several effects different from those of a planar graphene
sheet. They are:
• Secondary gap/Curvature-induced gap: The C-C bonds perpendicular and
parallel to the axis are slightly different, so that the a1 and a2 basis vectors now
have different lengths. Due to the bond length changes, a finite angle is formed
between the two pz orbitals located on bonds not strictly parallel to the axis .
This yield differences in the three hopping terms γ0 between a carbon atom and
its three neighbors.
The crossing of the valence and conduction bands at the Fermi level is therefore
modified by the curvature of the nanotube. For armchair nanotubes, taking
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Figure 4.5: Gaps calculated for all right
circular tubes with radii less than 15 Å.
Depending on the chirality and diameter,
the tubes can be classified as those with
primary gaps which scale as 1/R (top
panel, top curve), those with zero primary gap but nonzero curvature induced
gaps which scale as 1/(2R)2 (lower curve
top panel, and shown in the expanded
scale in the lower panel), and armchair
tubes with zero primary gap and zero
curvature induced gap [142].
curvature into account shifts the Fermi wave vector along an allowed line of the
graphene Brillouin zone, preserving their metallic character with finite curvature.
However, for metallic nanotubes other than armchair tubes, kF moves away from
K point of the Brillouin zone perpendicularly to the allowed k lines such that
the allowed 1D subband no longer crosses kF , opening a very small band gap at
EF .
Thus, when accounting for curvature effects, the only zero-band-gap tubes are
the (n1 ,n2 ) tubes with n1 = n2 . The (n1 ,n2 ) tubes with n1 − n2 = 3m, where
m is a nonzero integer, are tiny-gap semiconductors (gap of a few tenths of a
meV) . All other nanotubes are intermediate-gap semiconductors (gap of a few
100 meV). For the tiny-gap semiconducting nanotubes, the so-called secondary
gap or curvature-induced gap depends on the diameter and the chiral angle, and
scales as 1/d2 (see Figure 4.5) [142]. Within the nearest-neighbor tight-binding
description the secondary gap is given by
Eg =

γ0 a20
cos 3θ
4d2

(4.17)

where a0 is the lattice constant of graphene and θ is the chiral angle. The
secondary gap is typically so small that, for most practical purposes, all n1 −
n2 = 3m tubes can be considered as metallic at room temperature. The DOS
measurements by scanning tunneling spectroscopy confirm the expected 1/d2
dependence for three zigzag nanotubes and show that armchair nanotubes remain
truly metallic [143].
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• Rehybridization effects: The planar symmetry is broken so that the σ and the
π states mix and form hybrid orbitals that exhibit partial sp2 and sp3 character.
For small diameter tubes, the curvature is so strong that some rehybridization
among the σ and π states appears. The first-principles pseudopotential local
density functional (LDA) calculations indeed revealed that hybridization effects
can occur in small diameter nanotubes sufficiently strong to significantly alter
their electronic structure [144]. Strongly modified low-lying conduction band
states are introduced into the band gap of insulating tubes because of hybridization of the σ ∗ and π ∗ states. As a result, the energy gaps of some small diameter
tubes are decreased by more than 50% thus influencing the energies of the optical
transitions. For nanotubes with diameters greater than 1 nm, these rehybridization effects may be unimportant. However, it can be understood in the later
section that the deformation of these larger diameter nanotubes does influence
the hybridization effects in SWCNTs, significantly (see Section 4.1.4).
Effect of nanotube bundling
SWCNTs grown by laser ablation, arc-discharge, or CVD method, always occur in
bundles of 10-100 nanotubes. These bundles usually consist of nanotubes with different
chirality and slightly different diameter. The understanding of the properties of a
carbon nanotube bundle is even more complicated since even a “perfect” crystal made
of identical tubes will alter the electronic properties (both close to and away from the
Fermi level) of the constituent CNTs through interaction among different tubes.
• Pseudogap: The first-principles calculations revealed that the broken symmetry of the (10,10) tube caused by interactions between tubes in a bundle induces
a pseudogap of about 0.1 eV at the Fermi energy [145]. This pseudogap strongly
modifies many of the fundamental electronic properties of the armchair tubes,
with a specific signature in the temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity and in the IR absorption spectrum.
For example, in the limit of an isolated (10,10) tube, the crossing of the two bands
at EF is allowed due to the tube symmetry. Upon breaking of this symmetry by
tube-tube interaction in the hexagonal bundle symmetry, these bands mix and
repel at EF (see Figure 4.6). This gap feature is distinct from the curvatureinduced gaps discussed earlier, because the DOS are suppressed but not reduced
completely to zero at EF . For this reason, this feature is termed a pseudogap.
The occurrence and the magnitude of this pseudogap which depends inversely on
the nanotube radius, have been observed experimentally using low-temperature
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(a)

Isolated tube

(b)

Bundle of tubes

EF

Energy
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k along the tube axis
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Figure 4.6: (a) Schematic diagram of the crossing of the π and π ∗ bands at the Fermi
level (EF ) for an isolated (n,n) carbon nanotube. (b) Simplified scheme of the repulsion
of the bands at the EF due to the breaking of mirror symmetry which leads to an opening
of a gap [145].

scanning tunneling spectroscopy [143]. In contrast, if (6,6) nanotubes are arranged in a hexagonal lattice its symmetry is preserved in the bundle, and the
band gap due to these intertube interactions is not observed [146]. But, any
small rotation of the (6,6) tubes in such an arrangement breaks the symmetry
of the (6,6) bundle leading to an opening of the gap at the Fermi energy.

• Influence on higher-energy electronic bands: The symmetry breaking and
the intratube dispersion perpendicular to tube axis not only affect the electronic structure close to the Fermi level but also the larger electronic energies.
Figure 4.7 shows the comparison of the DOS calculated for few isolated and
bundled armchair tubes. The intertube interactions induce shifts in the vHS
in the DOS as high as 0.25 eV [148]. The vHS are also broadened due to the
dispersion perpendicular to the 1D DOS and most of them consist of two peaks.
The DOS was found to be more attenuated due to intertube interactions, and
the spike structure of the singularities were smoothed out [149]. The valence and
conduction bands exhibit splitting in the bundled nanotubes due to symmetry
lowering. This effect of tube-tube interactions depends strongly on the nature
of nanotubes, namely, the chirality. The changes in absorption bands due to the
intertube interactions could be of the order 10 meV-1 eV [150].
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Figure 4.7: Density of states
of isolated (dotted lines)
and bundled (solid lines)
(a) (8,8), (b) (9,9), (c)
(10,10), and (d) (11,11) carbon nanotubes. The attenuation, the broadening and
the splitting of the vHS as
isolated nanotubes bundle up
into a close-packed triangular lattice are clearly visible
[147].
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Figure 4.8: Illustration of the optical
transitions allowed according to the selection rules in (9,5) SWCNT. The optical
transition occurs across the mirror image
spikes of DOS within the single-particle
picture.

4.1.3 Optical properties
The optical spectroscopy of nanotubes is of major importance not only for potential
applications of CNTs in optoelectronic devices, but for understanding the electronic
properties. In particular, by means of optical investigations, it is possible to determine
the chiral indices of the nanotubes. Moreover, by analyzing electronic properties of
the carbon nanotubes, their electronic band structure may be understood.
Single-particle optical absorption and selection rules
Within the single-particle picture which ignores many-body effects, the absorption
peaks can be mapped onto the energy differences between vHSs in the valence and
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Figure 4.9: Real part of parallel and
perpendicular conductivity in units
of e2 /h calculated for the (50,-10)
tube of diameter 3.59 nm [152]. The
optical conductivity for Ektube axis
is unaffected by the depolarization
effect while that for E⊥tube axis is
strongly modified. The optical conductivities with and without depolarization effect for perpendicular to
tubes axis are shown as broken and
solid lines, respectively. It is also
worth noticing that the energies of
the peaks for polarization parallel
and perpendicular to tube axis are
different due to different absorption
selection rules.

conduction bands quite reliably. In the case of nanotubes, the optical spectrum is
dominated by transitions between these spikes in the DOS [151]. Apart from the
allowed vertical transitions (4k = 0), the selection rules for these optical transitions
in carbon nanotubes depend on the direction of the electric field vector relative to the
tube axis. According to the selection rules, for the incident light polarized parallel to
the tube the strongest optical transitions occur between the sub-bands with the same
angular momentum, i.e., ∆q = 0 where q is the angular momentum quantum number
(the allowed optical transitions are shown in Figure 4.8). For the light polarized
perpendicular to the tube axis, the angular quantum number changes by ±1. These
selection rules yield the so-called Eii transitions where i is the integer representing
the number of the vHS involved. Thus, the optical transitions that are allowed in the
optical absorption spectra of SWCNTs for Ektube axis are E11 , E22 , E33 and so on,
while those for E⊥tube axis are E12 , E21 and so on.
Another important aspect of the optical absorption properties in carbon nanotubes
is the strong quenching of the absorption by the depolarizing fields for light polarized
in transverse directions known as depolarization or antenna effect. In this static approximation, this effect can be understood by considering the nanotubes as a long and
narrow cylinder in an applied electric field. Therein, the polarization charges are not
induced in an infinitely long cylinder for a field polarized along the tube axis, and the
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Figure 4.10: Energy separation for all
(n1 ,n2 ) calculated for SWCNTs of diameters up to 3 nm. The black and red symbols correspond to semiconducting and
metallic nanotubes, respectively.

electric field parallel to the cylinder length is equal to the applied field. In contrast,
for the electric field applied perpendicular to the cylinder length, the charges are induced on the cylinder walls. The resulting polarization vector opposes the external
field and therefore reduces the net field perpendicular to the cylinder length. This
indeed strongly affects the optical absorption perpendicular to the tube axis. The effect of depolarization field on the optical conductivity for perpendicular to tubes axis
is illustrated in Figure 4.9. The optical conductivity for polarization parallel to the
tube axis consists of the optical absorption expected according to the selection rules
without much influence of the depolarization effect. The optical transitions (in particular at lower energies) are instead almost completely screened out for perpendicular
polarization when depolarization effect is taken into account.
As the DOS of the SWCNTs depends on the chirality, and is inversely proportional to
the diameter of the nanotubes, the dependence of the energy of the optical transitions
in SWCNTs may be mapped as a function of the nanotube diameter and chirality. This
plot, known as Kataura plot, is shown in Figure 4.10. The spread of the transition
energies within each curve corresponds to the differences arising due to strong chirality
dependence of the transition energies (also known as family behavior). At higher
energies, the spread of the closely-spaced transition energies makes the distinction
between the various transitions rather difficult.
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Excitonic effects
Although the standard single-particle band theory is sufficient to explain the basic
properties of the carbon nanotubes, it is not sufficient to reach a complete understanding of the electronic properties as many-body correlation effects, especially excitonic
effects are very important in this 1D system. This was realized when the absorption
studies on well-calibrated (n1 ,n2 ) nanotubes showed evidence for some deviations from
the analysis of Kataura et al. since the peaks in the absorption spectra and the Eii
transition energies in between vHS showed systematic deviations from that calculated
using the single-particle picture [153, 154]. In particular, the ratio E22 /E11 , predicted
to be equal to 2 in the approximation where bands are linear close to EF [139], was
found to be smaller [153]. Trigonal warping effects which can easily account for deviations from 2 of the E22 /E11 ratio in small SWCNTs could not account for the deviations
in the limit of large tubes. This is the so-called ratio problem in SWCNTs [155]. Furthermore, a decrease of the photoluminescence intensity for SWCNTs with small chiral
angles (zigzag tubes) was observed [153]. This effect could not be explained within the
independent-electron model instead electron-hole interaction needs to be considered.
The electron-hole interaction when strong enough, leads to the formation of an
exciton which is the bound state of a photo-excited electron and a hole. Generally,
the binding energy of an exciton in 3D materials can be calculated using a hydrogenic
model with a reduced effective mass and a dielectric constant. The energy levels
of excitons with binding energy usually of the order of 10 meV appear as discrete
levels just below the single-particle excitation spectra and therefore are observable in
the optical absorption spectra only at low temperatures. However, in SWCNTs, the
electron-hole interaction is larger and strong excitonic features are observable even at
room temperature [156].
As the electron-hole interactions are screened by the itinerant carriers and electronelectron interactions, the excitonic effects will be predominant whenever the screening is weak i.e., in semiconducting tubes. Figure 4.11 illustrates the excitonic effect
for a semiconducting (8,0) carbon nanotube calculated by Spataru et al. [157]. The
optically-allowed interband transitions according to the single-particle band picture
(labeled as A, B and C in Figure 4.11(a)) give rise to peaks (shown in Figure 4.11(b)
with same labels) in the non-interacting optical spectrum. However, when electronhole interactions are included, each non-interacting peak gives rise to series of visible
exciton lines (labeled as A0i , Bi0 and Ci0 where i = 1, 2, 3 . . .) with large binding energies.
These exciton binding energies are significantly larger than the bulk semiconductors
and qualitatively change the optical absorption spectrum. In the limit of an ideal 1D
electron-hole system, the exciton binding energy becomes infinite [158]. This peculiar
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Figure 4.11: Illustration of excitonic effect in nanotubes. (a) Quasiparticle band structure of (8,0) semiconducting nanotube; (b) Optical absorption spectra with and without
electron-hole interaction for (8,0) tube (see text for detailed description); and (c) Realspace electron-hole pair probability distribution for a bound exciton [157].
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Circular cross-section

Figure 4.12: Schematic sketch of (a) the
original circular cross-section of singlewalled carbon nanotubes arranged in a 2D
triangular lattice, deforming under externally applied compression to (b) the
hexagonal cross-section, (c) the elliptical
or oval cross-section, and (d) the peanut
or race-track-like cross-section [172].

Elliptical or Oval
cross-section

Hexagonal cross-section

Peanut or racetrack-like
cross-section

feature is the origin of the large enhancement of the oscillator strength of the 1D exciton. A considerable amount of the optical intensity is transferred to exciton bound
states due to the 1D nature of the nanotubes [159].

4.1.4 SWCNTs under extreme conditions
An efficient approach towards understanding the properties of nanotubes under extreme conditions is to study the effect of temperature and pressure on the properties
of carbon nanotubes
Earlier spectroscopic investigations show a very weak temperature dependence of
the low energy properties of the SWCNTs [160–164]. This intriguing temperaturedependent property of nanotubes were suggested to be the consequence of the localization of carriers [162,165–167]. Recently, it was suggested that the weak temperature
dependence is due to the significant spread of the chemical potential in a mixture of
SWCNTs [168] Not only the low energy properties but also the optical band gaps at
higher energies are expected to exhibit temperature dependence. The optical transitions shift to lower or higher energies with change in the temperature depending on
the diameter and chirality of the nanotubes [169–171].
On the other hand, the application of high pressure affects the SWCNTs in the
following way: (i) deformation of nanotubes due to external stress thereby inducing
a structural phase transitions; (ii) changes in the intertube distances and in turn the
effect of increasing interaction between adjacent tubes on the electronic properties of
the SWCNTs; (iii) Effect of interaction of tubes with the surrounding environment
(like surfactants, pressure transmitting medium etc.)
There is an enormous number of theoretical studies performed to investigate the
pressure-induced structural deformations in nanotubes. The nanotubes deform on ap-
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Figure 4.13:
Collapse pressure of
SWCNT bundles as a function of tube
diameter and (inset) as a function of
reciprocal of diameter [173].
plying pressure and the circular cross-section undergoes polygonization [174–176]. It
has been suggested that the circular cross-section of nanotubes deforms to stabilize at
oval, elliptical, racetrack-like or peanut-shaped cross-section (see Figure 4.12 for illustration of the cross-sections of deformed SWCNTs) [173, 175–180]. The nature of the
phase transition and the deformation in the carbon nanotubes are extremely complex
with the existence of metastable states, and high dependency on its diameter just like
the other properties of nanotubes [173, 177, 181]. Although there are discrepancies in
predictions of the high pressure phase of nanotubes, it is well established through both
experimental and theoretical studies that the polygonization occurs at a certain critical
pressure Pc . The value of Pc decreases with increasing nanotube diameter and follows
the relation Pc ∝ 1/d3 (see Figure 4.13) for both individual nanotubes [178–181] and
bundled nanotubes [173, 178–180].
The structural deformation in the carbon nanotubes induces significant changes
in the electronic band structure [182–188]. The σ ∗ -π ∗ hybridization (see Curvature
effects in Section 4.1.2) and symmetry-breaking effects become more important in
polygonized or deformed tubes. The changes in the electronic properties of SWCNTs
with polygonized cross-sections have been investigated theoretically by Charlier et al.
using ab-inito local density functional calculations and simple tight-binding models
[182]. It was found that the energy of the π ∗ states are dramatically reduced leading
to a decrease in the bandgap in semiconducting carbon nanotubes. In addition to the
enhanced rehybridization effects in the deformed tubes, the interaction between the
facing layers in radially-deformed nanotube with oval or elliptical cross-section plays
a very significant role [183, 184, 186]. Thus, the radial deformation in the SWCNTs
could lead to the opening or closing of the gap at the Fermi level and thereby causing a
an insulator-to-metal transition or vice-versa in metallic tubes or small-gap nanotubes
[183–188].
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Earlier investigations on the nature of the pressure-induced structural deformation
of carbon nanotubes has been probed using Raman spectroscopy [189, 190], X-ray
scattering [191, 192], neutron diffraction [193] and optical absorption [194]. The experimental studies present results with differences arising due to differences in the
diameter distribution and chirality of the nanotubes present in the sample and its
extremely sensitivity to synthesis and chemical processing like purification. In the
high-pressure X-ray diffraction investigation, the decay of a diffraction peak for an
as-prepared SWCNT bundles at ∼1.5 GPa was attributed to hexagonal deformation
of the nanotube radius by Tang et al. [191] while this peak was observed up to 10 GPa
for chemically-processed tubes by Sharma et al. [192]. Several Raman spectroscopic
investigations also attribute the disappearance of the radial breathing mode (RBM)
of the SWCNTs and a change in the pressure derivative of the frequency of the tangential mode (G band) at 1.5-2 GPa to radial deformation [172, 173, 189]. More recent high-pressure investigations on bundled SWCNTs estimates much higher collapse
pressures. Raman spectroscopic investigations [195, 196] and the electrical transport
measurement [197] found no signs for collapse or radial deformation of the SWCNTs
for pressures up to 10-13 GPa. The absence of signatures for a structural deformation
in SWCNTs in the Raman spectroscopic investigations were attributed to the effect
of the interaction with the pressure transmitting medium [195, 196]. It was suggested
that the adsorption and/or intercalation of the pressure transmitting media (especially
argon) within the “open” nanotubes suppress the structural deformation in the highpressure investigations [195, 196]. Furthermore, the resonant Raman studies on the
individualized nanotubes under pressure also report higher critical pressures for radial
deformation (10 GPa and 4 GPa for nanotubes of diameters 0.8-0.9 nm and 1.2-1.3 nm,
respectively) [190]. It is obvious that in spite of the large numbers of extensive highpressure investigations, the pressure-induced phenomena in the SWCNTs is yet to be
throughly understood and the discrepencies have to be solved.
In general, many spectroscopic techniques like Raman spectroscopy and scanning
tunneling spectroscopy, have been extensively used in the process of understanding
the complex physics of carbon nanotubes. Infrared spectroscopy is a very useful tool
that investigates the electronic properties of materials over a broad energy scale close
to the Fermi level. Some investigations on nanotubes using infrared spectroscopy
have been performed, in order to study the influence of temperature, doping and
pressure [160,164,194,198–200]. But many of the questions related to electronic properties especially low-energy properties, bandgap modifications, intertube interactions
and also interaction between nanotubes and surrounding environment are yet to be
answered.
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Sample Type

Synthesis

d (nm)

Orientation

As-prepared unoriented CNTs
Purified unoriented CNTs
Oriented SWCNTs embedded in
polyethylene matrix
Magnetically-aligned
SWCNT films

Laser ablation
Laser ablation
Laser ablation

1.3 nm
1.3 nm
1.4 nm

90% within 25◦

Avg.
Thickness
200 nm
200 nm
25 µm

Laser ablation

1.34 nm

70%

10 µm

Table 4.1: List of the samples investigated within this project and brief information on
the morphological properties and synthesis technique.
In an attempt to address the open issues, both temperature- and pressure-dependent
investigations on the unoriented SWCNTs have been performed over a broad frequency
range to compare the effect of the two extreme conditions, namely temperature and
pressure. Furthermore, the infrared spectroscopic evidence for the pressure-induced
structural phase transitions and its implications on the electronic band structure has
been probed in both unoriented and oriented SWCNT films. Importantly, the pressureinduced changes in the electronic properties at energies below 50 meV, i.e., far-infrared
(FIR) frequency range have been investigated for the first time for both unoriented
and oriented SWCNT films.

4.2 Investigated nanotubes samples
Several nanotube films with both oriented and unoriented nanotubes have been investigated within this work. The unoriented SWCNT films were obtained from Dr.
F. Hennrich from Institute of Nanotechnology at Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Germany. The film of oriented nanotubes in the polyethylene matrix was received from
Prof. Y. Iwasa at Institute for materials research, Tohoku university, Japan while the
magnetically-aligned film was obtained from Rice university, USA. Each nanotube film
was prepared at specific conditions. The properties of the nanotubes, as mentioned in
the Section 4.1, is highly dependent on the preparation and purification processes. It
is therefore extremely important to understand the basic morphology of the samples
before moving on to its electronic properties.
A general overview of the studied nanotube samples is shown in Table 4.1. The
studied samples have been prepared by pulsed laser evaporation method and therefore
the mean diameter ranges between 1.2 nm to 1.4 nm.
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Figure 4.14: Schematic representation of the pulsed laser
vaporization setup used for
producing carbon nanotubes
[201].

4.2.1 Synthesis of SWCNTs by laser ablation
In the laser evaporation method, a piece of graphite is vaporized by laser irradiation in
helium or argon gas atmosphere [201]. The schematic representation of the laser evaporation apparatus is shown in Figure 4.14. The graphite target is placed in the middle of
the furnace and temperature is raised to ≈ 1200◦ C. The tube is then filled with flowing
inert gas. A laser beam focussed onto the surface of the graphite disk, scans the whole
surface of the target maintaining a smooth and uniform face of vaporization. During
the laser ablation process, the carbon species produced by the vaporization are pushed
from the high-temperature zone of the furnace by the flowing inert gas and collected
on a water-cooled cold finger. When a small amount of transition metal is added to the
graphite target, SWCNTs are produced. A high yield of SWCNTs is obtained when
Ni, Co and their mixtures are used. The ends of the produced SWCNTs are closed
and the nanotubes are clean with no amorphous carbon layer. However, amorphous
carbon particles, fullerenes, graphitic polyhedrons with enclosed metal particles are
produced together with SWCNTs. Therefore, the end-product is purified extensively
to remove substances other than nanotubes.

4.2.2 Unoriented SWCNT films
As-prepared unoriented nanotube film [202, 203]
• The SWCNTs were made by the laser ablation technique using 1:1 Ni/Co catalyst.
• Raw nanotube soot were ultrasonically dispersed in dimethyl-formamide (DMF)
with a concentration of 1 mg/ml and ultracentrifuged at 20000g for 10 min.
• The supernatant liquid was decanted and solid was redispersed in DMF solution.
• After several cycles of centrifugation, the residual solid SWCNT material was
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 4.15: a) Optical image of unoriented carbon nanotube film; b) Scanning tunneling microscopic (SEM) pictures of as-prepared unoriented carbon nanotube film; c)
SEM pictures of purified unoriented carbon nanotube film

suspended in water contained 0.2 wt% of Triton X-100 surfactant.
• In order to prepare as-prepared unoriented nanotube film, the suspension was
diluted with DMF to obtain a concentration of 6-18 µg/ml.
• Approximately 50 ml of this dilute suspension was vacuum filtrated using 0.2 µm
pore size membrane filters composed of regenerated cellulose.
• After filtration, the nanotube films were repeatedly washed with several ml of
water or acetone in vacuum.
• The washed nanotube films were then transferred to vacuum chamber and evacuated to a final pressure 10−3 mbar at room temperature for 30 min.
• The films were finally removed from the filter by adhesive tape selectively applied
to the top surface.
• The free-standing films were affixed to metal frame and further dried in high
vacuum (10−6 mbar) at room temperature.
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Purified unoriented nanotube film [202, 203]
• The raw nanotube soot was refluxed with 2-3 M HNO3 for 48 h, after which the
whole reaction mixture was centrifuged at 20000g.
• The remaining acid solution was removed by decanting.
• The solid residue was then re-suspended in water containing the surfactant Triton
X-100. The concentration of SWCNTs was ≈ 0.3 mg/ml.
• To remove the small particles, this suspension was run over/through (and flushed
with additional Triton X-100 solution) a ultrafiltration cell using 0.2 µm pore
sized membrane filters.
• To make thin films, the SWCNT suspension was diluted in dimethyl formamide
(DMF) solution such that the concentration of SWCNTs was about 6-18 µg/ml.
• The suspension was subsequently filter deposited on 0.2 µm pore sized membrane
filters made of regenerated cellulose, vacuum dried and removed from filter using
adhesive tape.
• The purified film was later annealed at 1200◦ C in vacuum.
The unoriented carbon nanotube films have an average thickness of about 200 nm and
a diameter of about 15 mm. The average density of the nanotubes in these films were
found to be 1.2±0.1 gcm−3 [202]. The optical image (naked-eye view) of the unoriented
nanotube film is shown in Figure 4.15. The scanning electron microscopic (SEM)
images of the as-prepared and purified unoriented films, shown in Figure 4.15(b),
illustrate the morphological differences between the two studied samples. It can be
seen that the as-prepared film has cluster-like particles (catalyst impurities) while
purified film is more clean. Although there is a difference in the amount of particles
other than nanotubes in the two films, the volume fraction of the nanotubes in both
films appears to be the same. From the SEM images, a rough estimation of the bundle
diameters in both films could be made. The as-prepared and the purified films have
bundle diameters in the range 60-250 Å and 120-400 Å, respectively. The larger bundle
diameters observed in the SEM images of the purified film is similar to that observed
by Martinez et al. [204]. The larger bundle size was suggested to be the result of rebundling of purified and annealed carbon nanotubes. Thus, both the as-prepared and
the purified SWCNTs should have small structural defects with purified film containing
smaller amounts of non-carbonaceous impurities.
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Figure 4.16: Optical
image of oriented
nanotubes
embedded in poylethylene
matrix. The black
arrow in the figure indicates the
orientation of the
nanotube axis in the
matrix.

4.2.3 Oriented SWCNTs in polyethylene matrix
Purification of SWCNTs [205]
The SWCNTs synthesized by laser evaporation, were purified as follows:
• Carbon soot containing SWCNTs was refluxed at 100 ◦ C in an aqueous solution
of H2 O2 for 3 h.
• After removal of any amorphous carbon, the samples were treated with HCl
overnight to eliminate the remaining catalytic metals (the metal contents were
decreased to less than 3 wt%).
• Small particles of by-products in the H2 O2 purification and amorphous carbons
which covered the surface of the SWCNTs, were then removed by ultrasonication
in NaOH (pH= 10 − 11) for 2 h.

Preparation of oriented SWCNT/polymer composite [206]
The picture of oriented nanotubes embedded in polyethylene matrix is shown in Figure 4.16. The direction of the orientation of the nanotube axis is indicated by the
arrow.
• For the preparation of investigated 0.5 wt% of SWCNT/polyethylene composite,
the SWCNTs were mixed with toulene and sonicated for 3 h for dispersion.
• The dispersed nanotubes were blended with polyethylene/toulene mixture at
160 ◦ C and stirred till the toulene solvent evaporated.
• The heated composite was mechanically stretched and instantly cooled.
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Figure 4.17: Optical image (left)
and SEM image (right) of the
magnetically-aligned free-standing
single-walled carbon nanotube film.
• The drawing rate of the mechanical stretching was about 10-20, and the film
thickness was about 10-30 µm.

4.2.4 Magnetically-aligned SWCNT film
The alignment of nanotubes using magnetic field is based on the fact that the metallic tubes are paramagnetic in nature and therefore should align themselves parallel
to the direction of the magnetic field. The other nanotubes, that are diamagnetic
and negative susceptibilities perpendicular to tube axis, align along the field vector.
Macroscopic aligned membranes could be produced successfully using high magnetic
field [207, 208].
• SWCNTs were prepared by laser ablation at 1100◦ C.
• SWCNTs were purified by acid treatment (mainly HNO3 ) and sonicated after
suspending in Triton X100 solution.
• The nanotubes were filter deposited from the dilute suspension on to a porous
membrane arranged parallel to the strong magnetic field (about 7 or 25 T).
• A sonicated suspension of 20-40 mg/ml purified SWCNTs was flowed through
the filters under a constant pressure of 20 psi.
• The robust thick films were removed from the filter membranes, pressed between
Teflon disks for drying and annealed in vacuum at 1150◦ C using a slow ramp to
drive off volatile substances and enhance crystallinity.
• The obtained films have a thickness of about 10 µm.
The image of the magnetically-aligned nanotube film investigated in this work and
its SEM image is shown in Figure 4.17. About 70% of the tubes are oriented in the
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same direction. An estimation of various bundle diameter from the SEM image gives
a value of 150-280 Å.

4.2.5 Effect of purification on carbon nanotubes
In addition to the preparation method, the post-synthesis chemical processes also affect
the properties of the carbon nanotubes films. A large number of studies have been
performed to understand the effects of various purification methods available. The
purified nanotubes used in this study have been subjected to nitric acid treatment,
and subsequent centrifugation and sonication processes. Although nitric acid reflux is
a commonly used method to purify nanotubes, this acid treatment is known to digest
not only the impurities but also the nanotubes [209,210] (For example, the unoriented
nanotube films used in our studies was treated for 48h in HNO3 acid reflux [202]).
Due to the high reactivity of the nanotube caps and defect locations in the side
walls, the nitric acid causes opening of the nanotube tips and loose ends in the side
walls [211, 212]. The other chemicals, like DMF, used during the processing also have
large effect on the nanotubes by opening tube tips and damaging side walls [211].
Furthermore, the processing steps like sonication breaks the tubes producing open
tubes of shorter lengths. The annealing instead helps the removal of the carboxylic
and other functional groups attached to the destroyed sidewalls and open tips during
the chemical processes [213].
As all the nanotube samples used within this investigation have been purified and/or
subjected to sonication with solvent, they are expected to be fragmented with more
structural defects than the as-grown nanotubes, and also have shorter lengths.
As the chemically-treated nanotubes have open ends, the adsorption of argon which
is used as pressure transmitting medium, are important and can not be ignored. Adsorption of argon occurs at interstitial channels between the adjacent tubes, grooves
and surface sites at the outer surface of the bundle, and the adsorption sites inside
the empty nanotubes [214]. As the nanotube films have not been subjected to the degassing procedure, it is not possible to estimate the amount of adsorbed argon which
is even otherwise a difficult task.
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4.3 Results and analysis: Ambient pressure studies
In this section, the infrared spectra of the studied SWCNT films at ambient pressure is
presented. The analyses employed to extract the information related to the properties
of the SWCNT films are also described in detail.

4.3.1 Unoriented SWCNT films
The two types of unoriented SWCNT films, namely, the as-prepared and the purified
unoriented SWCNT films (see Section 4.2.2), were investigated in a wide frequency
range (6-22000 cm−1 ) at ambient pressure.
The transmittance and the absorbance spectra of the purified and the as-prepared
films at ambient conditions are shown in Figure 4.18. The spectra can be separated into
two main energy regions: the Region I dominated by a strong FIR absorption and the
Region II with the excitonic optical transitions which have been previously assigned
to the interband transitions across vHS in the DOS (see Section 4.1.3 for detailed
information). The Region II (highlighted as a shaded area in Figure 4.18) consists of
the optical transitions corresponding to both semiconducting and metallic nanotubes.
The labels S11 , S22 , M11 and S33/44 refer to the optical transitions of semiconducting
(S) or metallic (M) tubes, with the subscripts according to the increasing energy of
the involved electronic states (see inset of Figure 4.18). The Region II also contains
a strong absorption in the background of the optical transitions. This absorption
corresponds to the π-plasmon at 5 eV due to the collective excitations of π electrons
in the graphene sheet [151, 215].
The low-energy spectra of the carbon nanotubes films are dominated by a strong
absorption (see Region I in Figure 4.18(b)). In principle, the transmittance spectrum
of a carbon nanotube film can be described by two different models:
(i) Drude-Lorentz (DL) model (see Section 2.2.2) which describes both the excitations due to itinerant charge carriers, and the excitations of the localized carriers and
the interband transitions: The dielectric function of a nanotube film according to the
Drude-Lorentz model is then given by the Eqn.(2.10). Within this model, the carbon
nanotube film is considered as being dense enough to obtain the optical conductivity
spectrum by applying the simple DL model to describe the transmittance spectrum of
the carbon nanotube film. Thus, the transmittance of unoriented SWCNT film could
be fitted using the coherent transmission function according to the DL model.
(ii) Maxwell-Garnett effective medium approximation (EMA model) (see Section 2.2.3)
combined with the DL model for finite metallic particles embedded in a dielectric
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Figure 4.18: (a) Transmittance and (b) absorbance spectra of the as-prepared and the
purified unoriented SWCNT film at ambient conditions. Region I is the frequency range
of low-energy excitations while Region II (shaded area) corresponds to the frequency
range in which the other optical transitions lie. Inset shows the various contributions
of semiconducting (marked as S) and metallic (marked as M) tubes in the Region II.
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Figure 4.19: Room-temperature transmittance spectra in Region I (see Figure 4.18
for definition) of (a) the as-prepared and
(b) the purified SWCNT film together with
the fits according to the Drude-Lorentz
model and the effective medium approximation (EMA) model.
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medium [5]: Hereby, the nanotubes are considered to be metallic wires of finite length
embedded in a dielectric host medium [198, 206]. The effective dielectric function of
the carbon nanotube film is given by the expression
²ef f = ²i

g + v(1 − g)²N T s + (1 − g)(1 − v)²i
,
g(1 − v)²N T s + (v · g + 1 − g)²i

(4.18)

where ²i is the dielectric function of the insulating dielectric host (air in our case) and
²N T s is the dielectric function of carbon nanotubes in the film, described by the DL
model (Eqn.(2.10)). g is the geometrical factor which determines the shape of the
particles embedded in the medium, and is equal to zero for an infinitely long needle.
Therefore, as the particles are nanotubes, g tends to zero but not exactly zero. v is the
volume fraction of the nanotubes in the dielectric medium (v = 1 − x according to the
Eqn.(2.17) in Section 2.2.3 where x is the volume fraction of the dielectric medium).
According to the Marwell-Garnett effective medium approximation (EMA), the Drude
peak due to the itinerant carriers is not centered at ω = 0 but a finite frequency.
Within this picture, the peak position should rather depend on the geometrical factor
of the material in the dielectric medium than the carrier density [216].
The fits of the transmittance spectra of both SWCNT films using the two described
models and the so-obtained optical conductivity spectra are shown in Figure 4.19 and
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Figure 4.20: Low-frequency optical
conductivity of (a) the as-prepared and
(b) the purified SWCNT film at ambient conditions obtained from the fit of
the transmittance spectra using the DL
model and the EMA model (see text for
definitions).

Figure 4.20, respectively. The two models give rise to optical conductivities that are
significantly different. The optical conductivity obtained from the DL model decreases
with decreasing frequency below 50 cm−1 , while optical conductivity obtained from
EMA model increases continuously with decreasing frequency (see Figure 4.20).
Within the DL model, the FIR transmittance spectrum can be described by two
components: a Drude contribution due to free-carriers in the metallic tubes and a
band described by a Lorentzian term below 100 cm−1 . This gives rise to a maximum
in the FIR optical conductivity, and the most of the spectral weight in the optical conductivity lies in the band (see Figure 4.20). The goodness of the fit can be illustrated
using difference curves, i.e., by checking the difference between the measured spectrum
and fit curve. Such difference curves for both models are shown in Figure 4.21 for both
as-prepared and purified unoriented SWCNT films. It is obvious that the difference
between the measured spectrum and fit curve obtained from the EMA model is much
less than the difference obtained from the DL model fit. In addition, the uncertainty
in the fitting parameters of the Drude and the Lorentzian terms is large even though
a reasonable fit of the transmittance spectra could be obtained using this simple DL
model.
Several experimental works which applied the DL model have attributed the origin
of the non-metallic FIR contribution, namely the band centered below 100 cm−1 , to the
gaps in the small-gap nanotubes and the curvature-induced gap in the quasi-metallic
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Figure 4.21: Difference curves illustrating the deviation of the fit curve for
both DL and EMA models from the measured transmittance spectrum of both
(a) the as-prepared and (b) the purified
SWCNT film at ambient conditions.
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nanotubes [160, 164, 168, 199]. However, an alternative explanation for the origin of
this FIR peak, i.e., a conduction resonance due to finite size effect, was proposed
based on the hole-doping studies [206]. According to this interpretation, the EMA
model should best describe the low-frequency optical conductivity in the SWCNT
films. Indeed, the fit using the EMA model is significantly better than that of the DL
model (see Figure 4.19). The best fit of the EMA model was obtained for the values
g = 2.5 × 10−4 and v = 0.7. The values of v, usually estimated based on the SEM
images, lie in the expected range of 0.6-0.9 and the value of g is much smaller than 1
as expected for the nanotube bundles [198, 206]. Hereby, it was sufficient to use only
a Drude term to describe the low energy optical response.
In contrast, some THz spectroscopic investigations use both the Drude term and
the Lorentzian term, to describe low energy properties of SWCNT films within the
EMA model [217, 218]. Jeon et al. related the Lorentzian term to phonon absorption,
while Altan et al. suggested that the Lorentzian contribution arises from photoinduced
localized carriers [217, 218]. The fitting, here in this study, required the use of only a
Drude term and implies that the optical conductivity obtained using the EMA model
is more likely due to the metallic charge carriers. The metallic charge carriers may
be localized along the finite length of the nanotubes due to several factors like simple
finite length effect, disorder and defects in the carbon nanotubes. As the EMA model
describes the observed optical properties more reliably (see Figure 4.21), the EMA
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Figure 4.22: (a) Variation of the fit of the ambient-pressure transmittance spectrum
of the purified unoriented SWCNT film according to the EMA model with respect to
change in depolarization factor (g). (b) Variation of the fit of the ambient-pressure
transmittance spectrum of the purified unoriented SWCNT film according to the EMA
model with respect to change in volume fraction (v).
model is applied for the following FIR analyses presented in this project.
A quantitative analysis of the higher-energy side (Region II in Figure 4.18) of the
transmittance spectra was also performed. This can be achieved using a simpler analysis without the EMA approximation. Figure 4.22 illustrates the effect of the parameters
of the EMA model on the transmittance spectrum of the purified unoriented SWCNT
film. As the depolarization factor is varied, the higher-energy region of the transmittance spectrum remains unaffected. The change in volume fraction obviously behaves
similar to the change in the thickness of the sample, i.e., only the absolute value of
2.4
Purified unoriented SWCNT film
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Figure 4.23:
Illustration of the
background subtraction procedure.
The measured and the backgroundsubtracted absorbance spectra of the
purified unoriented SWCNT film at
ambient conditions are shown together with the linear background.
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transmittance varies and not the energy of the optical transitions. For this reason, the
energies of the optical transitions in the high-energy spectra of the various investigated
SWCNT films are extracted without employing the EMA model in the forthcoming
analysis of the Region II of the infrared spectra in all studied SWCNT films.
The energy of the optical transitions can be extracted in the following way: The
background contribution in the MIR-visible absorbance spectra, corresponding to the
π-plasmon absorption, can be considered nearly linear in the measured energy range
[200, 219]. This linear background is subtracted from the measured spectra in order
to obtain purely the absorptions due to optical transitions. Figure 4.23 illustrates the
background subtraction procedure with the absorbance spectra of the purified carbon
nanotube film at ambient conditions. The so-obtained background subtracted spectra
were then fitted using Lorentz model to obtain the energy of the optical transitions.
Figure 4.24 shows the background-subtracted absorbance spectra of the as-prepared
and the purified films at ambient conditions together with the fitting curve and its
components. The various contributions for the principle transitions observed in the
absorbance spectra correspond to the various contributions from the nanotube bundles
with different diameter and chirality distributions.
The temperature-dependent absorbance spectra of both the as-prepared SWCNT
film and the purified SWCNT film are shown in Figure 4.25. It can be observed that
the absorbance of both films are very similar and nearly temperature independent in
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Figure 4.25: Absorbance spectra of
(a) the as-prepared and (b) the purified SWCNT film as a function
of temperature between 15 K and
295 K over a broad frequency range
(6-22000 cm−1 ).

the frequency range from 30 cm−1 to 22000 cm−1 . Even in the earlier temperaturedependent infrared spectroscopic measurements on unoriented SWCNTs an extremely
weak non-metallic temperature dependence was observed in the temperature range
from 8 K to 298 K [160, 161]. A more recent temperature-dependent studies on carbon nanotube networks by Borondics et al., also revealed weak changes with respect
to temperature in the FIR spectral regime [164]. Thus, the finding of a negligible
temperature dependence of the studied as-prepared and purified SWCNT films is in
qualitative agreement with earlier investigations.

4.3.2 Oriented SWCNTs in polyethylene matrix
The polarization-dependent transmittance measurements were performed on the SWCNT
film which consists of oriented SWCNTs embedded in polyethylene matrix (see Section 4.2.3 for details on the sample) over the frequency range 100-20000 cm−1 at
ambient pressure.
The transmittance and absorbance spectra of the nanotubes-polymer matrix is
shown in Figure 4.26. The optical response of the nanotubes-polymer matrix is highly
anisotropic for the polarization of the incident light parallel and perpendicular to the
alignment direction of majority of the nanotubes in both Region I and Region II. The
polarization of light incident parallel and perpendicular to the alignment direction will
be referred as Ekalignment direction and E⊥alignment direction, respectively. For
Ekalignment direction, the low-energy excitation in the Region I which corresponds
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Figure 4.26: (a) Transmittance and (b) absorbance spectra of the oriented nanotubes embedded in polyethylene matrix at room temperature for both polarizations
Ekalignment direction and E⊥alignment direction. The vibrational modes corresponding to polyethylene (host medium) are marked by asterisks (*). Region I is the frequency range of low-energy excitations while Region II (shaded area) corresponds to
the frequency range in which the other optical transitions lie.
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Figure 4.27: (a) Room-temperature transmittance spectra of the oriented nanotubes in the polyethylene matrix for both
Ekalignment direction and E⊥alignment
direction and the fits according to the
EMA model. (b) Optical conductivity obtained from the fit of the transmittance
spectra with EMA model (see text for definition).

to the metallic-response, and the optical transitions in the Region II are very pronounced with large intensities whereas for E⊥alignment direction the excitations in
both regions are strongly suppressed. This is in agreement with the selection rules (see
Section 4.1.3). The extremely weak intensity transitions in Region II of the spectra
for E⊥alignment direction are due to the contributions from 10% of the unoriented
tubes present in the matrix and the unpolarized light “leakage” from the non-perfect
polarizer.
The transmittance spectra of the nanotubes-polymer matrix for both polarizations
were described by the EMA model using the coherent transmission function. The
transmittance spectra together with the fit and the resulting optical conductivity are
shown in Figure 4.27. The best fit of the EMA model for the whole spectrum was
obtained for the depolarization factor of g = 3 × 10−3 . The volume fraction (v) and
the thickness were set to 0.05 (5 wt% concentration of nanotubes) and 22 µm (for the
best fit for the whole spectrum), respectively. For E⊥alignment direction, the optical
conductivity is very low with a non-metallic behavior. For Ekalignment direction, the
optical conductivity exhibits a metallic behavior at low frequencies and consists of
strong optical transitions corresponding to the semiconducting and metallic tubes at
higher energies.
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The energy of the optical transitions in the absorbance spectrum for Ekalignment
direction were obtained by fitting with Lorentz functions. The absorbance spectra of
the nanotubes-polymer matrix consists of nonlinear background due to the contributions from the π-plasmon absorption at 5 eV as well as the high-energy excitations
in the polyethylene host medium. Therefore, the linear background subtraction procedure which was used for the absorbance spectra of the unoriented SWCNT films,
is not employed here. Figure 4.28 shows the absorbance spectrum together with the
fit and its components. Similar to the absorbance spectra of the unoriented carbon
nanotube films, the fine structure is due to various contributions from the nanotubes
of different diameters and chirality.

4.3.3 Magnetically-aligned SWCNT film
The polarization-dependent reflectance measurements were performed on the magneticallyaligned SWCNT film (see Section 4.2.4 for detailed information on this film) over the
frequency range 100-20000 cm−1 at ambient pressure.
Figure 4.29 shows the polarization-dependent reflectance spectra of magneticallyaligned SWCNT film at ambient conditions. As expected according to the selection
rules (see Section 4.1.3), the reflectance spectrum for Ekalignment direction exhibits
metallic behavior with higher reflectivity in the Region I compared to the spectrum
for E⊥alignment direction, and the optical transitions in the Region II are more pro-
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nounced for the polarization Ekalignment direction. For E⊥alignment direction, although the reflectivity is low in both regions, the reflectivity qualitatively resembles the
reflectivity for the Ekalignment direction. This is due to the fact the 30% randomlyoriented nanotubes in the film contribute to the optical transitions observed for the
E⊥alignment direction based on the selection rules. Please note that the polarization leakage due to non-perfect polarizer also contribute to the reflectivity for the
E⊥alignment direction.
The reflectivity measured on the free-standing sample resulted to be too low due to
the film’s surface quality. This can be clearly understood when the expected reflectivity in DAC (can be calculated from the reflectivity of the free-standing sample), is
compared with the reflectivity spectrum measured at 0.1 GPa. The latter shows higher
reflectivity in the low-frequency region and a more pronounced drop of the reflectivity
at the plasma edge (see Figure 4.30) than the simulated reflectivity. It is likely that
the quality of the surface of the SWCNT film is significantly improved in the DAC,
since the top surface of the SWCNT film is pressed on to the surface of the diamond
anvil. For this reason, the reflectance measured at ambient pressure can not be quantitatively compared to the high-pressure reflectance data. Nevertheless, the metallic
behavior at the low-energy region and the optical transitions in the Region II range
are well-defined. Therefore, the energy of the optical transitions could be estimated
by a fit of the Region II of the reflectance spectrum with Lorentz functions.

4.4 Results and analysis: High pressure studies
In this section, the results and analyses of the pressure-dependent infrared studies on
the SWCNT films are presented.

4.4.1 Unoriented SWCNT films
The pressure-dependent transmission measurements were performed for pressures up
to 8 GPa using argon as pressure transmitting medium over the frequency range 15020000 cm−1 .
The as-prepared and the purified SWCNT films show considerable changes in the
electronic properties with the application of pressure in both Regions I and II. Figure 4.31 and Figure 4.32 show the transmittance and absorbance spectra of the asprepared and the purified unoriented SWCNT films for selected pressures up to 8 GPa
in the FIR-visible frequency range. With increasing pressure, the optical transitions
in the Region II shift to lower frequencies and also exhibit a significant broadening.
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Figure 4.31: (a) Transmittance and (b)
absorbance spectra of the as-prepared
SWCNT film for selected pressures up
to 7 GPa over a broad frequency range
(120-15000 cm−1 ).

The intensity of the low-energy absorption (<1000 cm−1 ) decreases with increasing
pressure.
The low-energy absorbance spectra of the carbon nanotubes were found to be significantly affected by the application of pressure (see Figure 4.31 and Figure 4.32).
In Figure 4.31 and Figure 4.32, the ambient pressure spectra measured on the freestanding samples are also presented. The absorbance of the SWCNT films at the
lowest measured pressure (1 GPa) is significantly lower compared to that at the ambient pressure, with the effect being more drastic for the as-prepared SWCNT film.
Above 1 GPa, the absorbance of the SWCNT films in the FIR frequency region
decreases continuously with increasing pressure. For the quantitative analysis of the
pressure-induced changes in the low-energy infrared response of the carbon nanotubes,
the transmittance spectra were fit with the EMA model using the coherent transmission
function as described in Section 4.3. The parameters of the EMA model, namely, the
geometrical factor and the volume fraction, were assumed as being constant with
respect to pressure, in order to minimize the uncertainties in the analysis. This is also
physically reasonable as these parameters can not be changed with the application
of external pressure. Similar to the ambient-pressure spectra, the low-frequency part
of the spectra can be described by one Drude contribution. Figure 4.33 shows the
so-obtained optical conductivity spectra of the as-prepared and the purified SWCNT
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films for various pressures up to 7.5 GPa. The low-frequency optical conductivity
decreases with increasing pressure, in good qualitative agreement with the absorbance
spectra. The dc conductivity σdc and the plasma frequency ωp of the Drude term
obtained from the fitting, decrease with increasing pressure (see Figure 4.34). The
pressure dependence of both SWCNT films are in qualitative agreement, although the
metallic term of the purified film is better defined.
For quantitative analysis of the pressure-induced changes in the optical transitions
their energies were extracted from the absorbance spectra for all measured pressures
using the same procedure as for the absorbance spectra at ambient conditions (background subtraction and fitting with Lorentzian functions, see Section 4.3). For illustration, the background-subtracted absorbance spectra of the as-prepared and the
purified SWCNT films for the lowest measured pressure are shown in Figure 4.35 together with the fitting curve and its components. It is obvious that the fine structure
in the optical absorption bands observed in the spectrum at ambient pressure (see
Figure 4.24) is obscured even at low pressures due to pressure-induced broadening
effects. For the same reason, only the strong and most obvious transitions have been
considered for the fitting using Lorentzian functions, and excellent fits were obtained.
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Figure 4.33: Pressure-dependent optical conductivity spectra of (a) the asprepared and (b) the purified SWCNT
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4.4.2 Oriented SWCNTs in polyethylene matrix
The polarization-dependent investigations on the oriented nanotubes embedded in
the polyethylene matrix were performed in the FIR-visible frequency range (15022000 cm−1 ) at pressure up to 8 GPa. The pressure-dependent transmission measurements were performed using argon as pressure transmitting medium.
Figure 4.36 shows the pressure-dependent transmittance and absorbance spectra of
the nanotubes-polymer matrix for both polarizations. Interestingly, the Region I of the
spectra shows very little changes with the application of pressure for both Ekalignment
direction and E⊥alignment direction. However, the optical transitions in the Region II
of the absorbance spectra for Ekalignment direction do exhibit a pressure dependence
similar to those of the unoriented SWCNT films. The optical transitions shift to lower
energies with increasing pressure together with broadening and loss of intensity. In
the absorbance spectra for E⊥alignment direction, very small changes are observed in
the weak contributions from the unoriented tubes.
Since the low-energy spectra hardly change with increasing pressure, the low-energy
optical conductivity at high pressure can be considered the same as that at the ambient
pressure.
In order to determine the energy of the optical transitions as a function of pressure,
a fit of the Region II of the absorbance spectra was done using Lorentz functions sim-
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embedded in the polyethylene matrix for both Ekalignment direction and E⊥alignment
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ilar to the ambient-pressure absorbance spectrum. Figure 4.37 shows the absorbance
spectra for Ekalignment direction at the lowest pressure together with the fit and its
components. As the absorbance spectra for E⊥alignment direction consist of low intensity absorption bands due to the 10% randomly-oriented nanotubes, no fits were
performed for these spectra.

4.4.3 Magnetically-aligned SWCNT film
The polarization-dependent investigations on the magnetically-aligned SWCNT film
were performed in the FIR-visible frequency range (150-22000 cm−1 ) at pressures up
to 8 GPa. The pressure-dependent reflection measurements were performed using CsI
as pressure transmitting medium.
The pressure-dependent reflection measurements were performed as described in
Section 2.3.4 to obtain the reflectivity of the magnetically-aligned nanotube film with
respect to diamond as a function of pressure. Figure 4.38 shows the reflectivity (Rs−d )
of the nanotube film in the FIR-visible frequency range for pressures up to 5 GPa,
for both Ekalignment direction and E⊥alignment direction. The reflectivity around
2000 cm−1 is dominated by the multiphonon absorption of the diamond anvils (see
Section 2.3.4 for more details) and therefore is not shown. The optical transitions in
the Region II of the absorbance spectra shift to lower energies with increasing pressure
in consistence with the pressure-dependence of the optical transitions of other studied
SWCNT films. They exhibit slight broadening and loss of intensity similar to the
pressure-dependence of the optical transitions in the nanotubes-polymer matrix. The
reflectance in the Region I of the absorbance spectra decreases slightly with increasing
pressure.
The reflectance spectra of the magnetically-aligned SWCNT film for both polarizations were fit with the EMA model to obtain the optical conductivity. The best
fit of the EMA model was obtained for the depolarization factor of g = 0.01. The
volume fraction (v) and the thickness were taken as 0.7 and 10 µm, respectively. The
FIR reflectance is described by a Drude term in agreement with that of the pressuredependent transmission data on other SWCNT films. The so-obtained optical conductivity (below 3000 cm−1 ) for both polarizations is shown in Figure 4.39. The dc
conductivity (σdc ) and the plasma frequency (ωp ) of the Drude term decrease with increasing pressure (see Figure 4.40) similar to the optical conductivity of the unoriented
carbon nanotube films.
The pressure dependence of the optical transitions for the Ekalignment direction was
extracted using the procedure similar to the one employed in other SWCNT films (fit
of the reflectance spectra with Lorentz functions). It is important to note that linear
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Figure 4.38: Reflectance (Rs−d ) with respect to diamond of the magnetically-aligned
SWCNT film for both Ekalignment direction and E⊥alignment direction, for pressures
up to 5 GPa. Insets show the pressure-dependence of the reflectivity spectra in the
Region II which consists of the optical transitions. The data around 2000 cm−1 is
unreliable due to the dominant contribution from the multiphonon absorption of the
diamond anvils (see Section 2.3.4 for more details) and therefore not shown here.
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Figure 4.41: (a) Reflectance spectrum of the magnetically-aligned SWCNT film for
Ekalignment direction at 0.1 GPa together with the fit using Lorentz functions. (b)
Optical conductivity of the magnetically-aligned SWCNT film for Ekalignment direction at 0.1 GPa obtained from the Lorentz function fit and the fit components.
background subtraction can not be employed in the reflectivity spectra, and therefore
background contribution due to π-plasmon absorption is described using a Lorentzian
at around 35000 cm−1 . The fit of the lowest pressure reflectance spectra and the
resulting optical conductivity and the fit components for Ekalignment direction are
shown in Figure 4.41. The corresponding analysis for E⊥alignment direction could
not be performed reliably due to the presence of strong background in the reflectivity.
Moreover, the optical transitions are broader than for Ekalignment direction and have
suppressed intensity giving rise to very large errors in the estimation of the maximum of
the bands using Lorentz function fits. Therefore, only the optical transitions obtained
for Ekalignment direction will be considered for rest of the discussion.
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Table 4.2: List of the parameters obtained from the Drude fit of the ambient pressure spectra according to the EMA model for the investigated SWCNT films. As the
ambient-pressure reflectivity spectrum of the magnetically-aligned film can not be used
for quantitative analysis (see Section 4.3.3), the fit results for the reflectivity spectrum
at 0.1 GPa has been used. For the nanotubes-polymer matrix and the magneticallyaligned film, the results only for Ekalignment direction are considered.
Parameter
σdc
ωp
Γ

As-prepared
film
1949 Ω−1 cm−1
4639 cm−1
(139 THz)
184 cm−1
(5.52 THz)

Purified
film
1949 Ω−1 cm−1
6345 cm−1
(190 THz)
344 cm−1
(10.31 THz)

Nanotubespolymer matrix
366 Ω−1 cm−1
2480 cm−1
(74 THz)
280 cm−1
(8.39 THz)

Magneticallyaligned film
2024 Ω−1 cm−1
7469 cm−1
(224 THz)
459 cm−1
(13.76 THz)

4.5 Discussion
In this section, the implications of the results described in the previous sections are
discussed in detail. The comparison of the electronic properties of the studied films
at ambient pressure is presented in the first subsection. The subsequent subsections
explain the phenomena induced by extreme conditions.

4.5.1 Comparison of studied films at ambient pressure
It is worth understanding the similarities and differences in the electronic properties
of the unoriented and oriented SWCNT films investigated within this project, before
analyzing the electronic properties at extreme conditions.
In order to compare the low-energy conductivity of the investigated SWCNT films,
the parameters of the Drude term obtained from the fit of the measured transmittance/reflectance with the EMA model are tabulated in Table 4.2. Although the
plasma frequencies of the unoriented SWCNT films are comparable with one of the
earlier works [160], the varied values of plasma frequency and scattering rate reported
in different experimental investigations make the quantitative comparison rather difficult. It can be immediately noticed that the dc conductivity of the nanotubes-polymer
matrix even for the polarization Ekalignment direction is much lower than the other
three films. This observation is reasonable as the nanotubes-polymer matrix consists
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Table 4.3: Energies of the optical transitions of the investigated SWCNT films, obtained
from the fit of ambient-pressure absorbance/reflectance spectra.
PP

ν (cm−1 ) As-prepared
PP
PP
Label
film
PP
P
PP

S11

S22

M11

S33/44

5843
7516

Purified
film
5834
7516

9771
10560
10764
13500
14372
15190
16834

9759
10500
10742
13438
14319
15235
16982

18053
19157

18053
19157

Nanotubespolymer matrix
5756
7546
9329
9752
10448
11222
13443
14317
15157
16147
16993
17986
19111

magneticallyaligned film
5454
6206
7780
9579
10242
11449
14463

17394

of only a small fraction (5 wt%) of the SWCNTs in the insulating polyethylene matrix.
The scattering rate of the SWCNT films also exhibits differences. The as-prepared film
has a lower scattering rate than the other SWCNT films. This result is intriguing because one would naively expect the as-prepared SWCNT film with more carbonaceous
impurities to have larger scattering rate. The higher scattering rate of the purified film
suggests an influence of the purification process. The purified SWCNT film subject to
acid treatment could have more side-wall defects than the as-prepared SWCNT film
which leads to increase in the scattering rate of the carriers. The plasma frequency,
which is a measure of the number of free carriers (see Eqn.(2.11)), is lower for the
nanotubes-polymer matrix and the as-prepared unoriented SWCNT film than for the
purified unoriented SWCNT film and the magnetically-aligned film. Therefore, the
as-prepared unoriented SWCNT film and the nanotubes-polymer matrix seem to have
more localized carriers. Thus, a close look at the differences in the Drude conductivity
of the investigated SWCNT films suggest that the film morphology plays an extremely
important role in determining the electronic properties of the SWCNT film.
Since the investigated SWCNT films have the same average diameter, it is also in-
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teresting to compare the optical transitions of these films at ambient pressure. The
optical transitions obtained from the fit using Lorentz functions for the investigated
films are tabulated in Table 4.3. The energies of the optical transitions of the unoriented nanotube films and the nanotubes-polymer matrix agree reasonably well. The
fine structure in the optical transition bands due to the presence of nanotubes of different diameters and chiralities is obscured and less obvious in the magnetically-aligned
nanotube film. Although the diameter distribution in the magnetically-aligned film
and in the other studied SWCNT films are similar, the energies of the optical transitions in semiconducting tubes present in magnetically-aligned film appears to be lower
than those in the unoriented SWCNT film and the nanotubes-polymer matrix. This
intriguing result could imply that the excitonic effects and/or intertube interactions
(see Section 4.1.2 for effect of nanotube bundling on the vHS) are more significant in
case of the oriented SWCNT film than the unoriented SWCNT films.

4.5.2 Localization of the carriers
The FIR conductivity of the unoriented SWCNT films exhibits little temperature dependence (see Figure 4.25). The complex dielectric constant measurements by Hilt
et al. [162] indicate that the transport properties of the SWCNT mats can be well
described by a Drude model with a negligible temperature dependence. They observed that the conductivity at very low frequencies (around 285 GHz) was dominated by localized carriers. Temperature-dependent measurements on the unoriented
carbon nanotubes including the nanotubes embedded in the polymer matrix, have
suggested that there is localization of carriers in the bundles as well as along the
tubes [162, 165, 166]. The theoretical studies have also found that localization of
carriers plays a major role in determining the low-energy properties of the carbon
nanotubes [167, 220]. An alternative explanation for very weak temperature dependence of the FIR conductivity was offered by Kampfrath et al. very recently [168].
The weak temperature dependence was attributed to the tube-to-tube variation of the
chemical potential in the measured SWCNT film [168]. In addition to the temperaturedependent investigations on the low-energy optical absorption, the pressure-dependent
low-energy optical studies should serve as an important tool in understanding the electronic properties of the unoriented SWCNT films, especially the FIR conductivity in
SWCNT films.
The low-energy optical conductivity of the studied SWCNT films exhibits a qualitatively different pressure dependence. The low-energy absorbance of the nanotubespolymer matrix exhibits nearly no change with application of pressure (see Figure 4.36)
while those of unoriented films (see Figure 4.31 and Figure 4.32) and the magnetically-
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Figure 4.42: Comparison of
MIR absorbance spectrum of
As-prepared SWCNT film at
ambient pressure with the absorbance spectra at 1.0 GPa
using argon and CsI as pressure transmitting medium.

aligned film (see Figure 4.38) decreases with increasing pressure. Apparently, the
nano-tubes-polymer matrix exhibits a different behavior under pressure compared to
the other films but reasons for this behavior are still unclear.
Due to the structural changes in the nanotubes, the electronic band structure of
the nanotubes is expected to change considerably under pressure. The deformation of
the nanotubes induces symmetry breaking and σ ∗ -π ∗ hybridization effects due to the
mixing of states. The interaction between the facing layers in the radially-deformed
nanotubes further modifies the low-energy electronic structure strongly in the deformed
tubes [183, 184, 186]. These changes eventually lead to the opening or closing of the
gap at the Fermi level and thereby causing a metal-insulator/semiconductor transition
or vice-versa in metallic tubes or small-gap nanotubes, respectively [182–188]. Such a
transformation should lead to large changes in the low-frequency spectra. The Drude
conductivity of both the as-prepared and the purified SWCNT films appears to be
suppressed even at the lowest measured pressure of ≈0.7 GPa (see Figure 4.31 and
Figure 4.32). This effect is more pronounced in the case of the as-prepared film compared to the purified film. The FIR absorption in the nanotubes-polymer matrix at
the lowest measured pressure is consistent with that at the ambient pressure. Due to
the reason explained in Section 4.3.3, the comparison of the optical conductivity of
the magnetically-aligned SWCNT film at ambient and lowest-measured pressures was
not possible.
In order to verify whether the suppression of the FIR is due to the pressure transmitting medium, the absorbance spectrum of the as-prepared SWCNT film at 1.0 GPa
obtained using argon as pressure transmitting medium with that using CsI medium
can be compared (see Figure 4.42). The absorbance spectrum obtained using CsI as
pressure transmitting medium is very similar to that using argon except that the use
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Figure 4.43: Normalized plasma
frequency of Drude term in the
FIR optical conductivity of the
unoriented SWCNT films and
the magnetically-aligned SWCNT
film obtained from the fit of transmittance/reflectance spectra using the combined EMA model.
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of CsI broadens the absorption bands and the intensity of the first optical transition
is also suppressed. Although, optical conductivity in the FIR obtained using CsI as
pressure medium is necessary to quantify the effect of the pressure medium, the qualitative agreement between the absorbance spectra measured using argon and CsI as
pressure medium suggests that the suppression of absorption at low-energy is not due
to the effect of argon adsorption but most likely an intrinsic property of the unoriented SWCNT film. This effect is probably due to pressure-induced suppression of the
optical conductivity in the unoriented SWCNT films. The difference in the pressure
dependence of the as-prepared and the purified SWCNT films at the lowest measured
pressure further questions the interpretation of the FIR band in terms of pseudogap
or gap of small-gap nanotubes as discussed earlier because the intrinsic properties of
nanotubes should exhibit the same pressure-dependence at the lowest pressure in both
SWCNT films.
The plasma frequency of the Drude term obtained from the fit, is plotted as a function of pressure in Figure 4.43 for the unoriented SWCNT films and the magneticallyaligned SWCNT film. The plasma frequency corresponding to the contributions from
the free-carriers, decreases with increasing pressure for the SWCNT films. The pressuredependence of all three films are comparable in the low pressure range even though
there exists significant differences in the optical conductivity of the SWCNT films. At
higher pressures (above 3 GPa), the optical conductivity of the magnetically-aligned
film shows smaller changes. The decrease in optical conductivity with increasing pressure indicates that there is an increase in the localization effects with increasing pressure. However, this effect seems to be less pronounced in the oriented SWCNT film
i.e., the magnetically-aligned film. This could be probably explained by the fact that
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the magnetically aligned films have less bends, kinks and cross-junctions compared
to the “spaghetti-like” unoriented bundles of SWCNTs. Some recent theoretical investigations on the localization effects on deformed nanotubes also suggest that with
increasing deformations, the localization length1 of the carriers decreases leading to
a decrease in the conductivity [220, 222]. Therefore, the decreasing low-energy conductivity is tentatively assigned to the increasing localization of carriers caused by
defects and deformations induced under high pressure. The localization in case of the
unoriented SWCNT film is much more dramatic than that in the magnetically-aligned
film. This interesting observation calls for further investigations on the low-energy
electronic properties of the carbon nanotubes.
The optical conductivity for E⊥alignment direction in the magnetically-aligned
SWCNT film exhibits a similar pressure dependence as that of the optical conductivity for Ekalignment direction. This suggests that only the fraction of unoriented
SWCNT contribute to the Drude conductivity for perpendicular polarization, and the
anisotropy in the optical response of the carbon nanotubes is preserved.

4.5.3 Optical transition energies at extreme conditions
The optical transitions of the carbon nanotubes are affected by pressure and temperature in a very different way. Although the electronic properties of both the asprepared and the purified SWCNT films show considerable changes with the application of pressure, the two SWCNT films exhibit temperature-independent properties.
The temperature-dependent energy shifts of the optical transitions of the SWCNTs
observed in the photoluminescence measurement, could either be positive or negative depending on the chiral angle [223]. Recent theoretical studies found that the
temperature-dependence of the bandgap of the carbon nanotubes is relatively small
compared to the bulk semiconductors, and the maximum temperature-induced shift
was calculated to be around 10 meV [170]. In addition to the small temperatureinduced changes which are highly chirality dependent, it was suggested that the
temperature-dependence of optical transition energies of the nanotubes in the bundles are dominated by the thermal expansion of the nanotubes environment [171].
Very recent experimental and theoretical temperature-dependent studies on the semiconducting nanotubes suggested that the positive or negative energy shifts could be
attributed to the external strain while the broadening of

1

Localization length is the distance along the length of the nanotube within which the electronic
wave functions are restricted [221].
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Figure 4.44: Energies of the strong optical transitions of (a) the unoriented SWCNT films, (b) the oriented nanotubes in
polyethylene matrix, and (c) the magnetically-aligned SWCNT film along Ekalignment direction as a function of pressures up
to 8 GPa. In (a), the pressure dependence of the first two optical transitions of as-prepared nanotube film (red symbols) are also
shown together with that of the purified film (black symbols). The shaded area corresponds to the pressure regime in which the
anomalies are observed.
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4.5 Discussion
the transitions might be attributed to electron-phonon interactions [224]. The nanotube films studied within this work are free-standing films and therefore can not have
effects due to the nanotube environment. The optical transitions of the unoriented and
unsegregated nanotube films are generally convolutions of the transitions corresponding to the tubes of different diameters and chiralities. These transitions are therefore
quite broad when compared to the small changes expected during the change in temperature. Therefore, the observation of an “averaged-out” temperature response in the
nanotube films which give rise to the temperature-independent NIR-visible frequency
absorbance spectra is plausible.
The pressure dependence of the optical transitions of the various investigated films
can be obtained by plotting the optical transition energies obtained from the Lorentz
function fits as a function of pressure. Figure 4.44 shows the pressure dependence
of the optical transitions of the investigated SWCNT films as a function of pressure.
The higher energy optical transitions in the as-prepared SWCNT film could not be
extracted reliably due to very low transmittance of this film. It can be seen that the
pressure dependence of the optical transitions in both films have good agreement with
each other.
The important observations are as follows:
(i) All optical transitions shift to lower energies with increasing pressure;
(ii) There exists an anomaly at around ≈2.0 GPa in the pressure dependence of the
unoriented SWCNT films and the nanotubes-polymer matrix [225]. The anomaly in
case of the magnetically-aligned film is observed around 2.7 GPa [226]. The nature of
this anomaly will be discussed in Section 4.5.4;
iii) The optical transitions of the unoriented SWCNT films and magnetically-aligned
SWCNT film shift to lower energies more drastically for pressures higher than the
anomaly while those of the nanotubes-polymer matrix exhibit no pressure dependence.
The changes in the optical transition energies under hydrostatic pressure were theoretically investigated by R.B. Capaz et al. [180, 227]. A “family behavior” in the
pressure coefficients i.e., having positive or negative pressure coefficients depending
on chirality, was observed for semiconducting SWCNTs. Similar behavior was also
reported in the study of the band-gap changes under uniaxial stress [184, 228, 229].
However, experimentally an overall shift of the optical transitions to lower energies
with increasing pressure has been observed in both bundled and individualized nanotubes [194,230,231]. The shift of the optical transitions to lower energies was generally
attributed to the intertube interactions and/or symmetry breaking in the very early
high-pressure optical absorption measurements [194]. However, the photolumines-
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cence measurements on the individualized nanotubes in aqueous solution of surfactant
showed that the negative pressure coefficient is an intrinsic property of the individual
nanotubes and the intertube interactions do not play a role [230]. Furthermore, the
effect of σ ∗ -π ∗ hybridization in the nanotubes was suggested as the mechanism that
causes the overall negative pressure coefficient, at least in the low pressure regime
(below 1.3 GPa) [230].
Deacon et al. suggested an alternative explanation for the observed downshift of
the optical transitions [231]. The interaction of the nanotubes with the surrounding
surfactant solution was cited as the reason for the significant changes in the Coulomb
interactions. It was suggested that the increasing dielectric constant of the surfactant
solution (which is the surrounding medium) could lead to a reduced total Coulomb
interaction with the application of pressure. Also, a recent investigation on individual
double-walled carbon nanotubes under pressure showed that the interaction of nanotubes with the surrounding medium is very important [232]. The pressure coefficients
of the Raman bands were highly dependent on the pressure transmitting medium that
was employed [232]. However, the lowering of the energy of the optical transitions
has been observed also with the use of solid pressure transmitting medium for which
adsorption of the pressure transmitting medium can be ruled out [194, 226]. Apparently, the decrease in energy of the optical transitions with increasing pressure can
not be solely attributed to the effect of the surrounding medium and therefore the
hybridization effects have to be considered.
The σ ∗ -π ∗ hybridization not only plays a significant role in the electronic bandstructure of the small diameter tubes [144] but also in polygonized and deformed
tubes. The changes in the electronic properties of the SWCNTs with polygonized
cross-sections have also been theoretically investigated [182, 227]. According to these
studies, the radial deformation of the nanotubes strongly influences the band-structure
of the nanotubes, which could eventually be observed in the optical absorption. It
was found that the hybridization effects and the symmetry-breaking due to radial
pressure lower the conduction-band states towards the Fermi level [182, 227]. The
present results, wherein the optical transitions of the SWCNTs shift to lower energies
with increasing pressure, could therefore be attributed to the significant hybridization
and symmetry-breaking effects arising from the pressure-induced deformation of the
nanotubes.
The pressure-dependent investigations within this work have been performed on various nanotubes with different surrounding environments like argon, polyethylene, and
CsI. The downshift of the optical transition energies has been observed in all films especially in the low-pressure regime. In the high-pressure regime (>3 GPa), the optical
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Figure 4.45: Relative change in
the energies of the strong optical transitions of (a) the unoriented SWCNT films, (b) the
magnetically-aligned SWCNT film
and (c) the nanotubes-polymer matrix with respect to the lowest
pressure as a function of pressure. The optical transitions corresponding to both semiconducting and metallic tubes, i.e., S11 (1)
(square), S11 (2) (circle), S22 (1)
(up triangle), S22 (2) (down triangle), M11 (1) (diamond), M11 (2)
(left triangle), S33 (1) (hexagon)
and S33 (2) (star), are shown here.

transitions of the nanotubes in the polymer matrix shows very small changes. This
difference is plausibly due to the bundle size and therefore the intertube and interbundle interactions or cross-junctions. The nanotube-polymer matrix should have smaller
bundles dispersed in the polyethylene matrix unlike the unoriented SWCNT films and
the magnetically-aligned SWCNT film where the SWCNTs form large bundles in contact with each other.
In order to check for further differences in the pressure dependence of the excitonic optical transitions of the SWCNT films, the relative changes in energies of the
strong transitions in the unoriented SWCNT films, nanotubes-polymer matrix and the
magnetically-aligned SWCNT film were plotted as a function of pressure. Figure 4.45
shows the relative changes of the energy of the optical transitions of the films with
respect to the lowest pressure. It can be seen that the pressure-induced changes in
the energy of the optical transitions in the investigated nanotube films are comparable
for all investigated films. The maximum shift of the optical transitions with the application of pressures up to 7.5 GPa is around 1800 cm−1 (≈ 220 meV). According to
the pressure-dependent optical absorption studies, Kazaoui et al. suggested that the
optical transitions of semiconducting tubes vanish at the pressure of about 4.1 GPa
while the transitions corresponding to the metallic tubes persist in the optical absorption spectra [194]. In contrast, the pressure dependence of the optical transitions of
both semiconducting and metallic tubes are very similar with comparable pressure-
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coefficients (see Figure 4.45). The overall red-shift of the optical transitions is in qualitative agreement with the previous pressure-dependent studies on SWCNTs [194,230].
However, the energy-shift of the optical transition with respect to pressure is much
smaller than the earlier reports [194, 230]. For example, the shift of the energy of S11
transition in the measurements by Kazaoui et al. at 4 GPa is nearly twice as much
as that observed in the measurements within this project [194]. This discrepancy is
probably due to the less hydrostatic conditions that may have been present during
the other experiments. The experiments on the unoriented SWCNT film within this
project using more hydrostatic pressure medium (argon) could minimize strains due
to non-hydrostaticity, reducing the extent of the red-shift and the broadening of the
transitions.

4.5.4 Pressure-induced structural phase transition
On applying pressure, the optical transitions in the nanotubes show very small changes
up to a certain pressure around 2 GPa in case of the unoriented SWCNT films and
the nanotube-polymer matrix, and around 2.7 GPa in case of the magnetically-aligned
SWCNT film (see Figure 4.44). Above this pressure, the energy of the optical transitions decreases more drastically with increasing pressure causing an anomaly at these
pressures. Several Raman spectroscopic investigations also reported the disappearance
or loss of intensity of the RBM of the nanotubes and anomalies in the tangential mode
of the nanotubes at pressures around 1.5-2 GPa and were attributed to the deformation
of the nanotubes [189].
With the application of pressure, the circular cross-section of nanotubes deforms to
stabilize at an oval, elliptical, racetrack-like or peanut-shaped cross-section (see Section 4.1.4). This radial deformation of the SWCNTs is discontinuous and occurs at a
certain critical pressure Pc . The value of Pc follows the relation Pc ∝ 1/d3 . For nanotubes grown by laser ablation technique, with an average diameter of 1.2-1.5 nm, the
critical transition pressure is expected in the range of 1.7-3 GPa [173,176,177,180,181].
The pressures at which the anomaly in the pressure dependence of the optical transitions occurs in case of all investigated SWCNT films (see Figure 4.44), lie in the range
of the expected critical transition pressure. Furthermore, recent theoretical investigations on the nature of the deformation of the SWCNTs found that the SWCNTs of
diameter less than 2.5 nm undergo a transition from a circular to an oval shape and
do not collapse, while the tubes with larger diameters do collapse [181]. Hence, the
anomaly found in the experiments within this project could be attributed to the structural phase transition in the nanotubes, where the circular cross-section is deformed
to an oval shape.
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Resonant Raman studies on individualized nanotubes under pressure report critical
pressures for radial deformation as 10 GPa and 4 GPa for nanotubes of diameters
0.8-0.9 nm and 1.2-1.3 nm, respectively [190]. Furthermore, it is interesting to note
that some experiments have found no significant deformation effects up to very high
pressures in bundled nanotubes [195–197,233]. For example, no anomaly was observed
in the resonant Raman spectroscopy on bundled carbon nanotubes for pressures up
to 40 GPa [196]. The absence of any pressure-induced anomaly was suggested to be
the result of the adsorption of argon in the tubes [196]. Other recent measurements
on the purified nanotubes also suggest that the pressure transmitting media play a
very important role in determining the critical pressure at which the structural phase
transition occurs, due to adsorption effects [195, 234]. In contrast to these reports,
the anomalies in the pressure dependence of the optical transitions which are reported
here are observed irrespective of the pressure transmitting medium used. Of course,
the observation of the anomalies can not exclude the physical adsorption of argon on
the SWCNTs during the pressure measurements.
Although the electronic properties of the bundled carbon nanotubes are changed
considerably with increasing pressure, the pressure-induced changes in the optical transition energies are almost completely reversible: The energies of the optical transitions
were reversible on releasing pressure though the intensities of the optical transitions
were not regained completely. The reversibility of the pressure-induced transformations in the nanotubes has been controversial [177,189]. Sluiter et al. suggested a phase
diagram for SWCNT bundles which could explain the inconsistency in the reversibility
of the pressure-induced changes in various experimental investigations [177]. According to this phase diagram, the critical pressure at which the radial deformation occurs
is lower than the cross-linking pressure. At the cross-linking pressure, the deformed
nanotubes in the bundles start linking to each other similar to a polymerization effect.
Therefore, the reversibility of the experimental data may not be observed when the
highest measured pressure is above the cross-linking pressure. Still, the cross-linking of
the nanotubes cannot be completely ruled out during the pressure experiments within
this work: Based on the density functional electronic structure simulations, it was also
suggested that the cross-linking is reversible when the circumference of the nanotubes
is greater than 38 Å [177]. The SWCNTs investigated within this work have an average
circumference of 41 Å. This implies that the cross-linkings even if they occur would
be completely reversible on pressure release.
Interestingly, no anomaly in the FIR optical conductivity is observed at 2 GPa corresponding to the anomaly observed in the pressure-dependence of the optical transitions
even though the higher energy optical transitions exhibit evidence for the structural
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phase transition. Instead the pressure dependence of the Drude parameters exhibits a
monotonic behavior (see Figure 4.34 and Figure 4.40 for pressure dependence of the
Drude parameters obtained from the optical conductivity of the unoriented SWCNT
films and the magnetically-aligned SWCNT film, respectively). The presence of the
SWCNT of different diameters and chiralities present in the film may probably lead to
the smearing out of the evidence for the structural phase transition in the low-energy
optical conductivity of the SWCNTs. Such a smeared out tube-to-tube variation in the
chemical potential was also cited as a reason for very weak temperature dependence
of SWCNTs in the FIR energy range [168].

4.6 Summary
Pressure-dependent infrared spectroscopic measurements on both unoriented and oriented SWCNT films were performed over a broad frequency range for the first time
for pressures up to 8 GPa. The pressure dependence of the optical transitions and the
low-energy excitations have been investigated.
All investigated SWCNT films consist of contributions from both metallic and semiconducting tubes, i.e., a finite optical conductivity in the FIR due to the itinerant carriers in the metallic tubes and the optical transitions corresponding to both metallic and
semiconducting tubes in the MIR-visible frequency range. In the oriented nanotube
films, a strong anisotropy is observed in the optical conductivity for Ekalignment direction and E⊥alignment direction. The optical transitions at higher energies in all films
shift to lower energies with increasing pressure. This red-shift of the optical transitions are most likely due to the significant σ ∗ −π ∗ hybridization effects arising from the
pressure-induced deformation of the nanotubes. The pressure dependence of the optical transitions exhibit an anomaly at around 2 GPa for the unoriented nanotube films
and the nanotubes-polymer matric and at around 2.7 GPa for the magnetically-aligned
SWCNT film. The critical pressure at which the anomaly occurs is in agreement with
that expected according to the theoretical and Raman spectroscopic investigations.
This anomaly, observed for the first time in the infrared spectroscopic measurements,
is attributed to the pressure-induced structural phase transitions in the SWCNTs where
the circular cross-section of the nanotubes is deformed to an oval shape. In contrast
to the suggestions that the adsorption of argon used as pressure transmitting medium
prevents observation of pressure-induced phase transition, the experiments performed
within this work show clear anomalies corresponding to this structural phase transition
irrespective of the pressure transmitting medium.
The FIR transmittance/reflectance could be described by the model using the ef-
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fective medium approximation reliably using a Drude term. This suggests that the
low-energy optical conductivity is dominated by the purely metallic carriers which are
localized due to the finite length effects and defects along the SWCNTs. Both the asprepared and the purified SWCNT films exhibit very little temperature dependence.
The free-standing SWCNTs, both the unoriented and the oriented SWCNT films, exhibit very similar pressure dependence. For the unoriented SWCNT films and the
magnetically-aligned SWCNT film, the low-energy optical conductivity decreases with
increasing pressure while the low-energy optical conductivity of the oriented nanotubes in the polyethylene has a nearly pressure-independent behavior. The decrease
in the optical conductivity may be attributed to the gradual increase in localization of
carriers caused by defects and deformations induced under high pressure, leading to a
metal-to-insulator transition. Thus, the various pressure-induced phenomena on the
low-energy electronic properties including the FIR energy range, could be addressed
using the infrared spectroscopy under high pressure.
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As a part of this project, the pressure-dependent infrared spectroscopic measurements
on the fullerene-based compounds pristine C70 , C60 ·C8 H8 and C70 ·C8 H8 were performed
over a broad energy range for pressure up to 10 GPa. Both vibrational and electronic
properties of these compounds could be investigated under pressure.
The fundamental vibrational modes of solid C70 exhibit significant pressure dependence. An anomaly found in the pressure dependence of the vibrational modes of C70
at around 0.8 GPa, could be attributed to the orientational ordering transition where
the uniaxial motion of the fullerenes is completely stopped. In addition to the fundamental vibrational modes, few other modes which are probably Raman or silent modes
activated due to crystal field effects, were also observed. The intensity of these weak vibrational modes increased gradually with increasing pressure starting from the pressure
around 1 GPa. This suggests an increase in intermolecular interactions and structural
distortion in the crystalline C70 with the application of pressure. The electronic absorption of solid C70 was also studied as a function of pressure from the NIR-visible
spectra. The electronic absorption edge of the C70 was found at 1.77 eV. The optical
absorption edge shifted to lower energies with increasing pressure due to increasing
intermolecular interactions. The negative pressure coefficient of -0.077 eV/GPa is in
good agreement with the expected deformation potential of C70 .
Pressure-dependent transmittance measurements over a broad frequency range (infrared to visible) on C60 ·C8 H8 and C70 ·C8 H8 reveal pressure-induced phase transitions
and give an insight into the nature of interactions in this new class of rotor-stator
compounds. The pressure dependence of the vibrational modes in C60 ·C8 H8 shows
anomalies at 0.5 and 1.3 GPa, the first of which is assigned to a pressure-induced orientational ordering transition of the fullerene molecules. The second anomaly is probably
correlated with fullerene-cubane interactions. The cubane molecules in C70 ·C8 H8 are
more sensitive to the application of pressure than in C60 ·C8 H8 , reflecting the stronger
molecular recognition interactions in C70 ·C8 H8 due to more effective space filling. The
cubane modes exhibit pressure-induced splittings into several lines at 0.8 and 1.75 GPa
which are interpreted in terms of symmetry changes in the cubane molecules induced
by distortions.
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For both C60 ·C8 H8 and C70 ·C8 H8 , the energy of the absorption threshold shifts to
lower energies with increasing pressure due to an increasing overlap of the molecular orbitals. The absorption threshold of C60 ·C8 H8 is larger than that of pristine C60 but less
than expected based on intermolecular distance, indicating that the cubane molecules
do not simply act as spacers reducing the overlap of the C60 molecular orbitals, but heteromolecular overlap caused by molecular recognition plays a role as well. In C70 ·C8 H8
practically no shift of the optical absorption edge is observed, in agreement with the
enhanced molecular recognition interactions compared to C60 ·C8 H8 .
Thus, the pressure-dependent investigations on the vibrational and electronic properties of the fullerene-based compounds identifies the various pressure-induced orientational ordering transitions and the dominant role of the intermolecular interactions
in determining the electronic properties of these systems.
In order to understand the electronic properties of SWCNTS, the pressure-dependent
infrared spectroscopic measurements on the SWCNT films were performed over a broad
frequency range for pressures up to 8 GPa. The very first polarization-dependent
infrared spectroscopic measurements on oriented SWCNT films, namely, the oriented
nanotubes in polyethylene matrix and the magnetically-aligned SWCNT film, have
been performed over a broad frequency range. A strong anisotropy is observed in
the optical conductivity of SWCNT film for polarizations Ekalignment direction and
E⊥alignment direction.
The FIR transmittance/reflectance could be described by a Drude term which corresponds to contributions from itinerant charge carriers using the effective medium
approximation model reliably. This indicate that the low-energy optical conductivity
is dominated by the purely metallic carriers which are localized due to the finite length
effects and defects along the SWCNTs.
The unoriented SWCNT films exhibit significant pressure-induced changes in the
electronic properties but very little temperature dependence. For the unoriented
SWCNT films and the magnetically-aligned films, the low-energy optical conductivity decreases with increasing pressure while the low-energy optical conductivity of
the oriented nanotubes in the polyethylene exhibited a nearly pressure-independent
behavior. The decrease in the low-energy optical conductivity in the magneticallyaligned SWCNT film is less pronounced when compared to the unoriented SWCNT
film. This decrease in the optical conductivity could be attributed to the gradual
increase in localization of carriers caused by defects and deformations induced under
high pressure which would eventually lead to a metal-to-insulator transition. In case
of the magnetically-aligned film, the optical conductivity for E⊥alignment direction
exhibits a similar pressure dependence as that for Ekalignment direction, suggesting
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that the main contribution arises from the fraction of unoriented SWCNTs in the film.
Furthermore, no signatures for a pressure-induced dimensional-crossover is observed.
The optical transitions at higher energies in all studied films shift to lower energies with increasing pressure. This red-shift of the optical transitions are most likely
due to the significant σ ∗ − π ∗ hybridization effects arising from the pressure-induced
deformation of the nanotubes. The optical transitions corresponding to both semiconducting and metallic tubes exhibit comparable pressure dependence. The pressure
dependence of the optical transitions exhibit an anomaly at around 2 GPa for the
unoriented nanotube films and the nanotubes-polymer matrix and at around 2.7 GPa
for the magnetically-aligned SWCNT film. The critical pressure at which the anomaly
occurs is in agreement with that expected according to the theoretical and Raman
spectroscopic investigations. This anomaly, observed for the first time in the infrared
spectroscopic measurements, is attributed to the pressure-induced structural phase
transitions in the SWCNTs where the circular cross-section of the nanotubes is deformed to an oval shape. In contrast to earlier reports that the anomaly due to the
structural phase transition can not be observed while using argon as pressure transmitting medium, the anomalies have indeed been observed in the investigations within
this project irrespective of the pressure transmitting medium used.
Thus, the pressure-induced phenomena in the electronic band structure of the SWCNTs have been extensively studied by investigating the low-energy electrodynamics of
both unoriented and oriented SWCNT films.
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